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Abstract
How supervisee self-care is addressed in the clinical supervision of counsellors and
psychotherapists: A qualitative exploration.
This research explored how supervisee self-care is, or isn't, addressed in clinical
supervision, using a sequential qualitative method. The aims of the study were to
analyse the process and dialogue used: to explore supervisee and supervisor
understanding; how addressing supervisee self-care can be enhanced or maintained
and how this can be implemented into training and practice. Both self-care and clinical
supervision are ethical requirements. Counsellors and psychotherapists are not
immune to personal stress and work-related well-being impairment. Clinical
supervision can form part of a self-care strategy. Few studies have focussed explicitly
on the combination of the topics. Few studies in counselling and psychotherapy have
used a mixed sequential qualitative approach to investigate an aspect of clinical
supervision.
Four supervisory dyads were recruited. The study consists of three stages. Stage one
required audio recordings of three consecutive clinical supervisions from each dyad,
resulting in twelve supervision sessions. A discourse analysis, using a Discursive
Psychology lens, was used to analyse extracts from the sessions where instances of
supervisee self-care were observed. The discourse shows that there are discursive
elements that enable, or limit, discourse on self-care. Stage two involved interviewing
the supervisors from the dyad. Supervisees were interviewed in stage three. The data
from the semi-structured interviews was analysed using Interpretative
Phenomenological Analysis. Superordinate themes for the supervisors were 'I am
here', 'Where are you?' and 'We're the instruments'. Superordinate themes for the
supervisees were 'Me, myself and I' and 'You and I'.
The findings indicate that there is an interplay between experience, understanding
and discourse. Issues around supervisee self-awareness, evaluations of self-care,
the supervisory relationship, and early experiences of supervision impact on how selfcare issues are introduced and subsequently explored. Disclosure of self-care issues
can be framed in tentative, or hesitant, language, which can link to the supervisees
understanding of how acceptable self-care topics are in supervision. There can be a
negative emotional response to disclosing self-care or feeling under scrutiny from the
supervisor. Metaphor can assist with self-care disclosure. Supervisors can influence
self-care exploration through demonstrating a shared understanding of a self-care
issue. Laughter and dialogue that shifts the focus can limit addressing self-care.
The study offers a means of transferring the results into practice: encouraging
engaging in a discussion that explores the influential factors on addressing self-care
in supervision. The findings of this study are transferrable rather than generalisable.
There are implications for practice and training. Limitations of the study and areas for
future research are identified.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
"Curiosity is our starting point in supervision"
(Carroll, 2014, p.140).

1.1 Background
This thesis is born out of my curiosity regarding counsellor and
psychotherapist well-being, and specifically how supervision can be influential
in addressing supervisee self-care. The value of having supervision as an
integral part of ethical, professional practice is often accepted without
question.
Research into clinical supervision is relatively new, with studies
emerging around 60 years ago (Bernard and Goodyear, 2019). Historically,
investigations into clinical supervision focus on trainees, developing models,
and, more recently, measuring effectiveness, and investigations into
contentious issues regarding ineffective supervision (Carroll, 2014; Beddoe
and Davys, 2016; Bernard and Goodyear, 2019; Dart, 2018; Milne and Reiser,
2020; Scaife, 2003; Watkins, 2019). Predominately, studies in the field are
quantitative; few studies offer a linguistic perspective on clinical supervision or
a qualitative sequential mixed method approach (Bernard and Goodyear,
2019; Dart, 2018; North, 2013; Davys, Howard, Rankine, and Thompson,
2019). There are limited empirical investigations into the process of
supervision practice within counselling and psychotherapy (Dart, 2018).
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Research suggests that counsellors and psychotherapists can suffer
with impaired well-being (Simionato and Simpson, 2018). The potential impact
of engaging with empathy can negatively affect practitioners, but also personal
stressors can impair (Adams, 2014). Practitioner self-care is undoubtably
important, to the extent that it is an ethical obligation of counsellors and
psychotherapists (BACP, 2018, 2020; UKCP, 2019). There are few studies
that explicitly address self-care in clinical supervision, although this has been
increasing (Hayden, Williams, Canto, and Finklea, 2015; Lenz and Smith,
2010; Merriman, 2015). Some argue that there are tensions in practitioners
fully addressing their self-care (Adams, 2014; Malinowski, 2014; Norcross and
VandenBos, 2018).
Research indicates that supervision provides a means to address the
impact of the work on the practitioner (Doyle, 2017; Gallagher, 2015; McCann
and Pearlman, 1990). The supervisory relationship is often seen as the most
important aspect of supervision, impacting on effective supervision and
influencing supervisee disclosure; this is particularly salient regarding
supervisee self-care (Beinart and Clohessy, 2017). Research also suggests
that supervisees may find disclosure in clinical supervision problematic
(Beinart and Clohessy, 2017; Ledingham, Standen, Skinner, and Busch, 2019;
Mehr, Ladany, and Caskie, 2015). Therefore, the implications for how
supervisee self-care is addressed in clinical supervision is interesting and
worthy of study.
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1.2 Purpose of the study
This study seeks to investigate the process and experience of how supervisee
self-care is addressed in clinical supervision. The aim is to expand on the
limited number of UK based studies on self-care in supervision, using an
innovative mixed method, sequential qualitative approach that intends to offer
both a linguistic and experience perspective of self-care in clinical supervision.
The research could be a valuable addition to the field of counselling and
psychotherapy for both supervisees and supervisors. The sequential
qualitative research method could demonstrate the value of utilising a mixed
qualitative approach to provide a wide lens on addressing a practice-based
area of study.

1.3 Research question and aims
The research question is: How is, or isn't, supervisee self-care addressed in
the clinical supervision of counsellors and psychotherapists? The aims of the
study are:
1. To analyse the process and dialogue used to address supervisee self-care
within clinical supervision sessions;
2. To explore supervisee and supervisor experiences and understanding of
how self-care is addressed in clinical supervision;
3. To investigate how addressing supervisee self-care can be enhanced or
maintained, and how this can be implemented into training and practice.
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1.4 Terminology
Definitions of self-care and clinical supervision are stated in Chapter 2. The
term 'self-care' is used to capture the varying dynamics and issues around
counsellors' and psychotherapists' well-being, and how this is addressed.
Throughout the thesis, the term 'supervision' is frequently used as a shortened
version of 'clinical supervision'. The term 'practitioners' or 'therapists' is used
regularly to represent counsellors and psychotherapists, often to aid unwieldly
sentences, in order to add to the readability of the thesis.

1.5 Positioning statement
I am a mixed race, cis-gender female, in a heterosexual marriage with children.
I am educated and I have the economic means sufficient for my needs. I am
mindful of areas of privilege and oppression that I experience. I have a strong
affiliation with the LGBTQIA+1 community, having both professional and
personal links. I am mindful that some participants in this research are nonbinary, and I am respectful that they did not want potentially identifying
information to be present. Therefore, I have deliberately used multigender/non-gender specific names for the participants, and I have used only
the participants names or, where appropriate, non-gender specific
terminology, e.g., using 'they/their' pronoun rather than he/she. The use of
language is a powerful tool in being inclusive. It is important to me that any
practitioner or reader of this thesis feels included, and that the transferability
of this research is relevant for all.

1

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Intersex, Asexual, + other gender identities and sexual
orientations
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My own experience of clinical supervision began in my role as a
Probation Officer. I was working exclusively with life-sentenced prisoners and
supervision helped mitigate the impact of the work, essentially aiding me to
address my self-care needs. Clinical supervision and I became regular
monthly acquaintances, which continued throughout my core psychotherapy
training, into my current practice, both as a supervisee and as a supervisor. I
have experienced, first-hand, the value of supervision and the elements of
supervision that have not met my self-care needs. Even now, I appreciate the
space and the support, and I remain passionate that supervision can form part
of the protective factors that contribute to longevity within the field of
counselling and psychotherapy.

1.6 Structure of the thesis
A literature review is provided in Chapter 2; here the research is situated within
the wider aspects of self-care and clinical supervision. Literature and studies
that investigate the related topics are critically analysed. Chapter 3 specifies
the methodological choices and methods of analysis used for the research.
Chapter 4 presents the findings from Stage One, the discourse analysis. Stage
Two, the findings from the supervisor interviews, are presented in Chapter 5.
The findings from Stage Three, the interviews with the supervisees are in
Chapter 6. Chapter 7 presents the discussion of the findings, offers a multilayered tapestry of the research, and acknowledges the potential implications
for the study. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis, presents limitations of the study,
and suggests additional areas of research that could further develop the field.
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1.7 Original contribution
There are both methodological aspects and research findings that are original
contributions from this study. No existing studies have been found on clinical
supervision that use the combination of recorded supervision sessions and
supervisor/supervisee interviews to investigate how supervisee self-care is
addressed in supervision. No known supervision studies draw on the pluralistic
qualitative approach of discursive psychology, and IPA, as the consecutive
methods for data analysis.
The findings provide originality regarding the links between the
discursive process within the supervision sessions, and experience and
understanding of addressing self-care. The findings add a wider perspective
to the field of clinical supervision, specifically regarding supervisee self-care,
one that is absent from known existing studies.

1.8 Summary
This chapter has provided a brief overview of the background of the research
and outlined the research question, aims and method. The thesis now
progresses to a review of the relevant literature.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2. Introduction
This chapter will situate the current study in the relevant literature and research
in the two subjects of self-care and clinical supervision. There are a number of
factors that can impact on supervisee self-care and how this is, or isn’t,
addressed in clinical supervision. For clarity, both topics will be initially
addressed singularly, and then combined.

2.1 Self-care
2.1.1 Definition of self-care
There are several definitions of self-care. The definition below encapsulates
the wide range of issues that can be influential factors, usefully including both
personal and professional dynamics. Self-care can be defined as:
“... making a conscious effort to do things that maintain, improve and
repair your mental, emotional, physical and spiritual wellness. It’s about
having awareness of your own being, identifying needs, taking steps to
meet them and sometimes receiving feedback from others. Protecting
and preserving yourself in the face of challenging work, self-care is also
important when dealing with the troubles that arise from our personal
life e.g., bereavement, illness, family difficulties, financial stresses etc.”
(BACP, 2020, p.3)
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As a concept, self-care has escalated in both professional and societal
use, to the extent that the idea is commonplace in everyday language, rather
than used as a solely professional term (Seabrook, 2019). Self-care
recognition is global (Blount, Taylor, Lambie, and Anwell, 2016). Additionally,
self-care is not apolitical; cultural and societal aspects of access and
promotion of self-care cannot be ignored (Andrew and Krupka, 2012).
More recently, within the practitioner self-care field, there has been a
move to using the term ‘wellness’ to incorporate a holistic view on practitioner
self-care, a phrase that has been more popular in the USA (Blount and Mullen,
2015; Blount et al., 2016; Foreman, 2018; Hayden et al., 2015; Lawson, 2007;
Lee, 2018; Lenz and Smith, 2010; Long and Clark, 2017). It seems that the
terms ‘wellness’ and ‘self-care’ are essentially two sides of the same coin,
despite the growing trend for the term ‘wellness’. Perhaps this is indicative of
how practitioner well-being will be addressed in the future. Both terms
incorporate an understanding of the need for overall well-being, and the
potential detrimental impact to both the practitioner and the client should this
not be attended to.

2.1.2 Self-care within counselling and psychotherapy
Counsellors and psychotherapists are not immune to the everyday personal
stressors of life (Adams, 2014; Malinowski, 2014). Their professional role
requires that practitioners engage empathically within a therapeutic
relationship. This can have both a positive and negative impact on their selfcare (Norcross and Guy, 2005; Norcross and VandenBos, 2018).
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Research suggests that practitioners impaired well-being is prevalent
in the profession. A systematic review conducted by Simionato and Simpson
(2018) found that over half of the psychotherapists included in their reviewed
research were experiencing moderate-high burnout levels. They suggest that
burnout is a common occurrence within the profession, a finding supported by
a meta-analysis conducted by Lee, Kim, Paik, Chung, and Lee (2019).
Therapists’ mental health has also been recently researched in
Canada, involving 240 psychotherapists. Laverdière, Kealy, Ogrodniczuk, and
Morins (2018) findings suggest that 20% of their participants were emotionally
exhausted, and 10% were in a state of significant psychological distress.
Whilst this would suggest that 70% of their participants are ‘well’, a UK survey
of over 1000 psychological professionals reported that levels of depression
were measured at 46%, with almost 50% of participants described feeling like
a failure, and 70% reporting high levels of stress (Rhodes, 2016).
Self-care
psychotherapists

activities

can

well-being.

assist

in

managing

Catlin-Rakoski

(2012)

counsellors

and

surveyed

46

interdisciplinary mental health therapists on their engagement with self-care
activities and their impact on their professional quality of life. The findings
indicate that increased self-care decreased burnout symptoms and
compassion satisfaction. The use of quantitative measures provided the
means of correlating the findings and supporting the researchers' hypothesis.
Interestingly, the participants were recruited at staff meetings with the
questionnaires completed in situ, in some respects having a captive audience.
Nevertheless, the findings indicate the value of having proactive self-care
strategies to mitigate the deleterious aspects of the professional role.
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Kahr’s (2019) interview explores the importance of self-care in order to
impact on a practitioners ability to flourish and sustain longevity in the role of
psychotherapist. But, as Seabrook (2019) suggests, this can be a challenge
for those that need it the most. It remains a curiosity, why despite research
and literature on the subject, practitioner wellness appears to be impaired,
even with the recognition of the importance of attending to self-care in both
the personal and professional spheres (Ledingham, Standen, Skinner, and
Busch, 2019).

2.1.3 Ethics and self-care
Norcross and VandenBos (2018) stress both the ethical and moral necessity,
interwoven into the responsibility for attending to practitioner self-care. Both
the British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy (BACP) and the UK
Council for Psychotherapy (UKCP) are clear in their stance that engaging in
self-care is an ethical requirement (BACP, 2018, 2020; UKCP, 2019). Their
definitions are explicit in the expectation of the necessity to attend to both
personal and professional self-care issues. They demonstrate that there is an
organisational understanding of the intrinsic link between the personal and
professional aspects of the therapist, and this potential impact on practice.
To this end, the BACP offers a useful ‘good practice’ guidance (BACP,
2020) that skilfully draws together resources that address the key issues that
impact on practitioner self-care. Whist there is a specific section on the role of
supervision, there is an implied onus on the supervisee to instigate
discussions about their self-care despite stating that there should be a shared
responsibility for this. This potentially presents a confusing message for both
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supervisee and supervisor. The document also alludes to the stages of
practitioner professional development as a factor that may influence self-care
being addressed, which will be discussed in Section 2.1.7. However, the
guidance is clear about the ethical obligation of practitioners in attending to
their self-care needs. In contrast, the UKCP’s (2019) ethical code is less
robust, and whilst self-care is acknowledged, the document addresses the
issue in far less depth, which may have potential implications for how this is
interpreted by practitioners in terms of importance.

2.1.4 The self-care paradox
Despite the ethical imperative, there is literature that suggests that therapists
find addressing their own self-care to be a challenge; a paradox described by
Norcross and VandenBos (2018). Indeed, their book, which is wholly
dedicated on the subject, indicates that self-care is an issue worthy of needing
a stand-alone resource. Similarly, Adams (2014), Malinowski (2014) and
Trotter-Mathison and Skovholt (2014) offer equally valuable contributions to
the self-care field. All provide an in-depth, resolute perspective on practitioner
self-care. Controversially, Norcross and VandenBos (2018) overtly state that
a lack of self-care is commonplace and admit that their own self-care needs
have been neglected whilst contradictorily they focus on researching the topic.
It seems that all, even experts in the field, are potentially vulnerable to this.
Interestingly, Norcross and VandenBos (2018) suggest that whilst
therapists may rely on a variety of theories to help facilitate change in their
clients, practitioners’ self-care transcends theoretical orientation. They
suggest that having no theoretical base to underpin practitioner understanding
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may be a factor in the common struggle to 'practise what they preach'.
Unfortunately, this view presents as an overly simplistic understanding of a
practitioner's process in addressing self-care. More usefully, however, they
argue that practitioners may experience elements of professional role
collusion including a collective understanding of what a practitioner ‘should’ be
doing. These 'shoulds' can create a secretive aspect that impacts on a
supervisees' ability to honestly discuss their self-care needs. Similarly, Martin
(2010) posits that the secrets around being a wounded healer (Jung, 1951)
can be hidden through the use of a professional ‘mask’. Martin's use of
evocative language to describe admitting weakness, illusions of perfectionism
and "avoiding essential features of humanity” (Martin, 2010, p.11), provide an
insightful mirror to the myth of wellness. Kottler (2017), equally challengingly,
asks practitioners: “What sort of hypocrites have we become when we ask
people to do things that we are unwilling or unable to do ourselves?” (p.20).
Similarly, Wise, Hersch and Gibson’s (2012) article asks for an "honest"
and "unflinching" (2012, p.487) look at practitioner self-care. They suggest that
there is a degree of lip service given to the topic. They discuss four principles
to underpin practitioner self-care: 1. Flourishing rather than surviving, as the
driving mindset; 2. Intentionality – a deliberate act of engaging in self-care; 3.
Reciprocity – the positive dynamics; and 4. Self-care being integrated into the
practitioners' lifestyle, rather than an item on the ‘to-do’ list. Unfortunately,
there is no explicit link to addressing it in clinical supervision. Their intention
and model of integrating self-care is interesting, but what detracts from their
argument is the overly long focus on incorporating mindfulness. Despite this,
they add an interesting perspective on the literature regarding a flourishing
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mindset. Theoretically, this appears to be common sense. Yet, if a
practitioner's well-being is marred through their own personal ‘wounds',
professionally impacted from the deleterious impact of the work a practitioner,
or if there is a vulnerability associated with their level of professional
development, they may have a distorted perception of their ‘wellness’.
It is important, therefore, to consider all influential factors that impact on
a supervisee's self-care needs. Creaner (2014, p.79) usefully offers
supervisees a series of reflective practice questions to address this. A further
attempt to consolidate both the personal and professional factors in self-care
is made by Baum (2016). Whilst Baum’s chapter does not contribute new
perspectives to the current literature, the brief look at the instability between
personal and professional self-care is valuable. Baum reflects that there is the
need for ‘making meaning’ from the work, both in a personal and professional
capacity, through integrating self-care activities (2016, p.141). What Baum
captures is the recognition of the delicate balance between the professional
and personal ‘selves’ of the practitioner rather than separating the two and
potentially colluding with the myth of self-care personal and professional
separateness (Adams, 2014).

2.1.5 Personal factors that impact on self-care
It is not unusual for counsellors and psychotherapists to be drawn to the
profession because of their own history of personal distress or an area of
personal vulnerability (Barnett, Baker, Elman, and Schoener, 2007; Barnett,
2007; Cvetovac and Adame, 2017; Kottler, 2017; Sussman, 2007; Zerubavel
and O’Dougherty Wright, 2012), thus supporting the Jungian (Jung, 1951)
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concept of being a 'wounded healer' (Jung, 1951; Sussman, 2007). The
wounded healer concept is reflected in Adams' (2014) research. There are the
numerous stories told by her participants of negative childhood experiences
and how these personal incidents influence the role as the professional; “None
of us, as therapists, can work effectively without some emotional texture to our
past” (Adams, 2014, p.92). The idea of the practitioners’ ‘self’ being influential
in their work is also explored by Kottler (2017), who argues that it is
unsurprising that in order to engage at depth with clients, therapists must risk
the ‘self’ in order to truly empathise with the client.
The impact of personal history is empirically supported by McBeath’s
(2019) mixed methods research. The findings suggest that therapists are
aware that there may be unconscious motives for becoming a counsellor or
psychotherapist. Yet, there remains a reluctance to acknowledge that this
influence may have an ongoing personal and professional impact. In the study,
McBeath (2019) makes good use of the quantitative element of the survey to
explore these issues. However, less successful is the qualitative element
where the analytical process is unclear, expanding little beyond a basic
frequency of words calculation. Unfortunately, this part of the study lacks depth
and was potentially a missed opportunity to engage with this data at a deeper
level to enhance the findings.
Arguably, it is a myth that the therapists' personal stressors can be
bracketed off when in the therapy room. Self-care is not only ethically driven,
but an essential part of acknowledging the ‘person’ behind the professional
(Malinowski, 2014). This concurs with Adams (2014), who overtly states that
practitioners are not immune to the everyday stressors in life, but can, at times,
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struggle to acknowledge this or seek help. This opinion concurs with Thériault,
Gazzola, Isenor, and Pascal (2015), as well as Zerubavel and O’DoughertyWright (2012).
Seabrook’s (2018) opinion article claims that clients are acutely aware
of the wellness of the therapist. Empirical evidence from Nissen-Lie, Havik,
Høglend, Monsen, and Rønnestad’s (2013) quantitative research findings,
suggest that the clients may be sensitive to their therapists’ personal stressors
from transmission via the therapeutic relationship. Indicating that the
therapeutic alliance is impacted by the therapists’ self-care, despite
practitioners believing otherwise. Practitioner self-care permeates the therapy
dynamic and therefore will be present in the supervisory dynamic.

2.1.6 Professional factors that impact on self-care
There is an overlap between the personal and professional ‘selves’ that may
impact on the practitioners’ overall well-being (Adams, 2014; Creaner, 2014),
requiring the practitioner to engage in critical reflective practice to mitigate the
possible negative impact (Thompson and Thompson, 2018). Often the
research and literature on the professional issues around self-care have
mainly centred on the potential deleterious impact of engaging empathically
with clients. Concepts such as burnout (Maslach and Jackson, 1982),
secondary traumatic stress (Stamm, 2010), compassion fatigue (Figley, 1995;
2002), vicarious trauma (McCann and Pearlman, 1990) and more recently,
counter-trauma (Gartner, 2016), are well researched and established
concepts within the profession.
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Burnout, for example, has been found to be relevant for those working
within the mental health professions and is linked to emotional exhaustion
(McCormack, MacIntyre, O'Shea, Herring, and Campbell, 2018). Lee et al.'s
(2019) metanalysis expands on this issue, specifically for counsellors and
psychotherapists. Their research findings suggest that ‘negative clientele’ was
a key factor in influencing therapist burnout. Unfortunately, the authors
explanation of the term ‘negative clientele’ is insufficient to derive a useful
understanding if what this may mean in practice. This may be due to
methodological limitations, but nevertheless this key concept warrants further
exploration for it to carry more weight, particularly in how this is addressed as
a self-care issue within clinical supervision.
Other research has suggested a link between previous personal trauma
as a contributing factor, to developing professional self-care issues such as
vicarious trauma and secondary traumatic stress (MacRitchie and Leibowitz,
2010; Williams, Helm, and Clemens, 2012). Conversely, however, Dunkley
and Whelan’s (2006) study suggested there was no indication of a relationship
between previous trauma and susceptibility to vicarious trauma and the like.
These conflicting results may suggest a need to delve more widely into the life
of the practitioner, in order to get a holistic view as to the personal contributing
factors that impact on a vulnerability to professional impairment.
Often the empirical research suggests that proactive practitioner selfcare is a factor in mitigating the impact of the work, and therefore it is important
to have this as a central component, rather than as a reaction to a practitioner
in crisis (Barnett et al., 2007; Catlin-Rakoski, 2012; Foreman, 2018; Mantelou
and Karakasidou, 2019; Rupert, Miller, and Dorociak, 2015; Sharifian, 2019).
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Professional impairment is recognised as requiring proactive measures to
counteract the negative impact of the work, yet this can also positively
influence the practitioner in terms of professional growth and resilience in
terms of professional development (Dhinse, 2017; Norcross and VandenBos,
2018; Skovholt and Trotter-Mathison, 2016).

2.1.7 Practitioner professional development as a factor
Whether the developmental stage of the practitioner influences how self-care
is addressed in clinical supervision is interesting. Practitioner professional
development is an area of increasing empirical scrutiny (Orlinsky and
Rønnestad, 2005; Rønnestad, Orlinsky, Schröder, Skovholt, and Willutzki,
2019; Rønnestad and Skovholt, 2003). Rønnestad et al.’s (2019) research
combines a qualitative model of development, involving 100 psychotherapists
and a worldwide quantitative longitudinal study, spanning 12 years and 5000
psychotherapists. Their qualitative research has further developed their fivestage model of practitioner development, encapsulating: novice student
phase, experienced student phase, novice professional stage, experienced
professional stage and senior professional stage. Their understanding of
practitioner development has striking similarities to Stoltenberg and McNeill’s
(2011) three levels of therapist development. Interestingly, both sets of
findings suggest that the dynamic in clinical supervision changes as
practitioner development progresses, which may have considerable
implications for how self-care is, or isn’t, addressed in clinical supervision.
Of particular relevance is the fourth phase: experienced professional
(Rønnestad et al., 2019, p.3), as this is most closely aligned with the
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counsellors and psychotherapists that will be involved in this research.
Rønnestad et al. (2019) suggest Phase 4 development involves an
assimilation of the professional and personal aspects of the practitioner.
However, the theory, which is specific to Phase 4, suggests an assumption of
the practitioners’ self-awareness and needs, particularly in clinical supervision.
Perhaps this assumption can relate to the concerns raised around
perpetuating the myths of therapist well-being, as suggested by Adams
(2014).
Similarly, Kahr (2019) talks with authority about the concept of
practitioner stagnation. As a seasoned psychotherapist, his recognition of the
cumulative impact of engaging in physically sedentary and emotionally
draining work, is a welcomed honest addition to the field. His insights resonate
with the works of Rønnestad et al. (2019), and also has similarities to the work
of Coltart (1993). Also, Schonau (2012) conducted valuable, in-depth UK
based qualitative research involving nine ‘mature’ therapists investigating the
impact of personal experiences on professional practice. The use of
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith, Flowers and Larkin,
2009) as their method of data analysis provides an in-depth, rich
understanding of the participants' experience. The findings suggest that,
despite the challenge of managing personal issues, the professional impact of
their personal experience encouraged the therapists' growth and development
as practitioners. Interestingly, Schonau (2012) suggests that this professional
growth allowed the therapist to re-define their ‘woundedness’.
Schonau's (2012) study expands on the findings in Orlinsky and
Rønnestad's (2005) large scale worldwide study, who found that personal
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experiences were the fourth influencing factor that contributed and influenced
their professional development. Yet Stevanovic and Rupert’s (2009) research
suggests that despite the potential emotional impact of the work, experienced
practitioners were able to use their professional skills to enhance their
personal relationships. In turn, this impacted on the quality of their
relationships which may improve an aspect of their self-care. Highlighting the
symbiotic nature of personal and professional self-care, and professional
development.
Perhaps, it is the exploration and consolidation of these personal
factors that allow the practitioner to develop professionally and influence their
self-care. Indeed, Barnett’s (2007) research into mature therapists suggests
that their personal motivations for becoming a therapist are more easily
understood from a position of professional maturity and development. This is
reminiscent of Guy (1987) who talks at length about the process of maturation
for both the personal and professional aspects of the practitioner, maturation
that can only come with progress in development.
Perhaps it is a maturation in practitioner development that accounts for
the findings of Dorociak, Rupert, and Zahniser’s (2017). Their comparative
study of early, mid and late career counsellors found that late career
practitioners experienced less symptoms of the deleterious impact of
therapeutic work, the supposition being that a more experienced practitioner
will have better coping strategies. This idea assumes that enhanced
impairment is potentially more prevalent in an inexperienced practitioner,
which conflicts with literature on the cumulative impact of the work (McCann
and Pearlman, 1990; Pearlman and Mac Ian, 1995; Wosket and Page, 2013).
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Similarly, Myers, Mobley, and Booth (2003) reflect Dorociak et al.'s findings to
a degree. Their results suggest that trainee counsellors' overall well-being is
higher than that of the general public, but paradoxically can also have
enhanced impairment. Perhaps Arcuri Sanders et al.'s, (2019) recent US
study, which surveyed trainee counsellors regarding their self-care practices,
can provide a rationale. Their findings suggesting that those in training may
benefit from specific self-care pedagogy to aid their development of an
individualised self-care plan, which may impact on their self-care issues as
they develop as a practitioner. Given the conflicting results that indicate both
inexperienced practitioners and/or experienced therapists are more vulnerable
to the negative impact of the work, clearly there is more research to be
conducted to clarify this conflict for it to have bearing on how supervisee selfcare is addressed in supervision.

2.1.8 Perception as a factor in self-care
Another useful perspective for consideration is practitioners’ perception. Their
cognitive processes and coping strategies may be a factor in seeking help for
their own self-care needs. A recent study, involving 55 Australian mental
health professionals, researched the perceptual barriers of addressing selfcare (Ledingham et al., 2019). Whilst their methodology is well founded, to
some degree it is unfortunate that their participants consisted of a very wide
range of mental health professionals, as it limits relevance for specific
practitioner groups. Nevertheless, the findings are of interest, suggesting that
due to practitioners' perceptual biases and cognitive deficits, their participants
often struggled to identify symptoms of burnout. Once these symptoms were
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recognised, self-blame and a lack of disclosure to others ensued, owing to the
potential of others' negative perceptions (Ledingham et al., 2019). In
agreement, Kottler (2017) alludes to the narcissistic beliefs that may underpin
the practitioners’ inability to recognise their own vulnerabilities. Furthermore,
Barnett et al. (2007) suggests that maladaptive coping strategies for
addressing both personal and professional areas of stress can result in further
impairment, which may result in a practitioner who has compromised
competency or is working unethically. This has a number of potential
implications for practitioners in how self-care needs are acknowledged and
managed within clinical supervision.
To counteract an inability to ascertain the needs of self-care,
practitioner self-awareness may be an important factor (Young 2003).
Posluns and Gall's (2020) literature review provides a comprehensive
overview of the numerous preventative factors that can enhance self-care,
notably the idea that self-awareness enhances a practitioners ability to
recognise self-care needs. However, Richards, Campenni and Muse-Burke's
(2010) research offers another perspective. They use a quantitative measure
to correlate practitioner self-awareness and self-care, yet their findings offer
no conclusive relationship. Furthermore, Norcross and VandenBos (2018)
stress that practitioners may not be the most accurate assessors of their own
self-care needs, hence the value of clinical supervision:
“We all need to supplement our own self-monitoring with objective
measures, peer consultation, and independent verification. Self-care
begins with our own awareness but cannot end there.” (Norcross and
VandenBos, 2018, p.13).
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2.2 Clinical supervision
2.2.1 Definition and use of clinical supervision
Definitions of clinical supervision (occasionally CS) vary and thus have
received criticism for a lack of cohesion (Dart, 2018; Milne, 2007). Within
counselling and psychotherapy, the BACP highlight that the purpose of
supervision is:
“….to reflect in depth about aspects of their practice in order to work as
effectively, safely and ethically as possible ...sustains the personal
resourcefulness required to undertake the work.”(BACP, 2018, p.30)

The UK Council for Psychotherapy cite:
“…should

perform

the

functions

of

education,

support,

and

evaluation…. contribute towards a gate-keeping process that allows for
the recognition of certain situations, e.g., burnout, (where because of
the supervisee’s physical, mental, or emotional state it is unsuitable for
them to work with clients); lack of clinical capacity to deal with the
client’s issues." (UKCP, 2012, p.10)

Linguistically, however, the term ‘supervision’ means: "the act of
watching a person or activity and making certain that everything is done
correctly" (Cambridge Dictionary, 2021). This definition implies a hierarchy and
a power imbalance in favour of the supervisor, one that is less explicit within
both the BACP (2018) and UKCP (2012) definitions. Yet, this power balance
is relevant particularly in addressing self-care, it potentially causes tension and
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conflict within the supervisory relationship where there are elements of
learning (Scaife and Walsh, 2003), support and evaluation (Dart, 2018).
Regarding supervision research, the first known piece of research on
supervision occurred some 60 years ago (Bernard and Goodyear, 2019).
There remain questions regarding the efficacy of supervision for client
outcomes and some of the research has been criticised for being
methodologically problematic (Callahan, Love, and Watkins Jr, 2019;
Simpson-Southward et al., 2017; Wheeler and Richards, 2007). Watkins'
(2019) survey of 25 years of supervision research raises troubling questions
about its value and efficacy. Beddoe and Davys' (2016) useful book offers
perspectives on some of the debates in clinical supervision. Interestingly, the
authors suggest supervision is "a contestable practice" (p.23). To address the
gaps in research, it could be argued that BACP have recognised the need to
investigate clinical supervision at depth, with their recently commissioned
Competence Framework (BACP, 2021a) and User Guide (BACP, 2021b),
developed from a systematic review of the relevant literature and a thematic
analysis. It is a welcomed addition to the field, and the use of an expert
reference group as ratification adds an independent level of insight into the
framework. However, dissemination is key here, as the framework is only
useful if practitioners are aware of it and implement it into their practice.
Despite being used globally and within multi-disciplinary arenas, the
implementation of clinical supervision varies among the professions. It is
recognised as an integral part of good practice within numerous ‘helping’ roles,
such as voluntary organisations, medical professions, criminal justice, social
care and counselling and psychotherapy (BACP, 2018; Beddoe and Davys,
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2016; Carroll, 2014; Dart, 2018; Davies, 2018; Falender and Shafranske,
2004; Hawkins and Shohet, 2012; Milne and Reiser, 2020; Scaife, 2003;
UKCP, 2012). However, outside of the UK, no other country expects
mandatory post-qualification clinical supervision for counsellors and
psychotherapists (Schweitzer and Witham, 2018; Wheeler and Richards,
2007). The lack of post-qualifying supervision may have implications for
research in supervision being overly focussed on trainees. Beddoe and Davys
(2016) suggest that experienced practitioners' well-being is overlooked in
supervision.

2.2.2 Models of clinical supervision
Within counselling and psychotherapy, models of clinical supervision have
developed from being 'modality specific' to 'supervisory process driven'
(Beinart, 2004). Historically, the fundamental process of using a supervision
model was to provide a ‘how to do’ blueprint, reflective of the multi-disciplinary
use within the helping professions. Simpson-Southward et al.’s (2017) content
analysis on 52 supervision models suggest there is an inconsistency in the
models. But, given that the content analysis was based upon ‘paper’ rather
than practice, it is unclear as to how this links to actual supervision sessions.
There is a lack of supervision models that are embodied within research
conducted on observed sessions. So, the majority of these models remain
theoretical concepts, or are based primarily on reflection of recall methods
(Dart, 2018).
There are a myriad of CS models to use such as: the popular seveneyed model (Hawkins and Shohet, 2012), seven tasks of supervision (Carroll,
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1996), critical incidents (Ladany, Friedlander, and Nelson, 2005), cyclical
model (Wosket and Page, 2013), Stoltenberg and McNeill’s integrative
developmental model (2011), the conceptual process model (Loganbill, Hardy,
and Delworth, 1982), and, more recently, the interpersonal system, the
tandem model (Milne and Reiser, 2020). Despite there being numerous
models to inform supervisory practice, how these models are actually used
within the process of addressing self-care in a clinical supervision session is
unclear.
Even with the advancing number of supervision models, they primarily
appear to build upon the basic premise defined by Inskipp and Proctor (1993)
of normative (a monitoring, evaluative aspect), formative (developmental) and
restorative (supportive) tasks. Whilst all three aspects are important to
supervision as a whole, fundamentally it is the restorative element that this
current research on self-care within CS is situated.
Models that focus specifically on restorative element of CS are lacking.
In their content analysis Simpson-Southward et al. (2017) found that less than
62% of the models that they analysed, addressed the supervisees' emotional
state with regards to their work. This is despite much of the CS literature
alluding to value of supervision for managing self-care. Milne and Reiser's
(2020) contribution may provide a viable option. They present a clear rationale
for evidence-based supervision that is based on a systematic review and a
recognition of the need to bridge the gap between research and practice.
Whilst their research has primarily aligned with a specific modality of
therapeutic intervention, their most recent addition to supervision literature has
centred on the value of supportive clinical supervision (Milne and Reiser,
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2020). Their interpersonal - tandem model of supervision situates the dynamic
between the supervisor and supervisee as the key factor in supportive clinical
supervision.

2.2.3 The supervisory relationship
One of the most significant influential elements in self-care within CS is the
quality of the supervisory relationship (Carroll, 2014; Scaife, 2003, 2013).
Beinart (2004, 2013), and Beinart and Clohessy (2017) have written and
researched extensively about the importance of the supervisory relationship
and acknowledge that, until lately, it has been a neglected focus of supervision
research, with many studies primarily focussing on exploring the impact of
supervision on client outcomes. It is unclear why this is the case; perhaps a
preferred focus on how CS impacts on client outcomes may be a result of the
increased focus in counselling and psychotherapy for evidence-based
practice, or, it may be due to an assumption that the supervisory relationship
was an ‘established’ element of research that did not require an inquisitive
eye.
The importance of a positive supervisory relationship is not a
contemporary concept. Acknowledgement of this can be seen in Bordin (1983)
for example. Furthermore, Watkins (2014) offers a competent overview of the
roots of a supervisory rapport within Freudian thinking. His paper
comprehensively reviews research on the supervisory alliance spanning a
timescale of 1990 to 2013, covering 40 separate studies. Watkins (2014)
argues that research into the supervisory alliance is lacking in methodological
diversity; studies are trainee-centric, often based on quantitative survey, using
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self-report measures for example. For a concept defined as so important to
the therapeutic professions, that it has been studied from such a narrow lens
is disappointing. Furthermore, the tendency to investigate the supervisory
alliance, arguably a relational construct, using a quantitative method limits the
depth to which a relational concept can be explored. If Watkins' (2014) findings
have merit, the preferred selection of quantitative measures over numerous
years has limited the wealth of knowledge that could be ascertained from
employing a qualitative or pluralistic approach, as this current study attempts.
Beinart and Clohessy (2017) argue that the supervisory relationship
has a significant impact on the supervisees' willingness to engage, at depth,
with the subtleties in supervision that enables an exploration of their work and
themselves within supervision. Notably, they highlight their concern around
supervisee non-disclosure regarding the personal matters that may impact on
their work. The authors indicate that it is the supervisor that influences
supervisee disclosures regarding their well-being, and encourages supervisee
self-reflection and feedback regarding the supervisory dynamic (Beinart and
Clohessy, 2017).
For addressing self-care, the relationship within CS is a key area of
support for experienced counsellors and psychotherapists. So, it is
disappointing that there are limited studies on this specific aspect in clinical
supervision. McMahon (2014) offers insight into her own experience of
supervision that have contributed to the development of four guiding principles
for the supervisory relationship (p.339). These are: offering emotional
presence and sensitivity, that invites supervisees to reflect on their personal
emotional resonance with their work; valuing vulnerability and competence,
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offering knowledge and experience with humility, and developing a
relationship that supports personal and professional growth. Although
McMahon's (2014) stance is based on personal reflection, the insight is
valuable.
One of the few examples of an empirical UK specific study on qualified
counsellors and psychotherapists, was conducted by Savic-Jabrow (2010),
who found that 100% of participants cited that supervision was their
fundamental area of support. This was followed by the ‘self’ and colleagues.
Unfortunately, these results are generated from a poor response rate (6%) to
the questionnaire. So, whilst there may be methodological questions, the
results remain of interest. Henson (2018) similarly cites CS as the main source
of support for practitioners and thus concurs with Savic-Jabrow’s (2010)
findings. In contrast, however, El-Ghoroury et al.’s (2012) study of psychology
graduates suggests that the participants most readily sought help from friends
and family, with the supervisor, or more formal areas of support being lower
down on the list. This finding raises potential ethical issues about the
appropriateness of the informal support. It is unclear why their participants did
not seek support in clinical supervision and what particular difficulties
prevented this.
In addressing 'effective' supervision, McPherson, Frederico and
McNamara (2016) conducted qualitative research into Australian social worker
supervision. They used a thematic analysis process for analysing the data
collected, using in-depth interviews of supervisors and supervisees regarding
the components, functions and experience of effective supervision. There is a
lack of definition in their study as to what effective supervision is, and their
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attempt at using a thematic analysis to generate an additional supervisory
concept is ambitious but fails to add to the field. They found that 'effective'
supervision requires safety in the supervisory relationship, trust, collaboration,
and the supervisor attune to the needs of the supervisee. Unfortunately, the
research did not add a new perspective into the field of supervision, but
concurred with existing literature. Notably, there are several references in the
literature to the notion of the supervisee 'feeling safe' within the supervision
relationship, to enable issues pertaining to self-care to be addressed (Carroll,
2014; McMahon, 2014; Scaife, 2013). Yet, assumptions cannot be made that
supervision provides the environment to facilitate 'feeling safe'.

2.2.4 Difficulties in clinical supervision
“Assuming that clinical supervision is useful, is not enough….” (SimpsonSouthward, Waller, and Hardy, 2017, p.1242). West and Clark's (2004) pilot
study in researching helpful and hindering events using video-taped
supervision sessions and interpersonal process recall with supervision dyads,
produced interesting results. Their findings suggest that there are moments in
supervision that are understood differently by the supervisory dyad and
instances 'left unsaid' (p.25), linking to supervisee non-disclosure (see
Section 2.2.5). Their study further highlights areas of research needed if
issues of difficulties within the supervisory dynamic are to be understood in
greater depth.
Recently, studies have addressed more contentious issues, in Ellis,
Berger, Hanus, Ayala, Swords and Siembor's (2014) research into harmful and
inadequate supervision attempts to measure the ‘health’ of CS. Their results
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are both alarming and interesting. Of their participants consisting of 363
supervisees, 93% perceived that they were currently receiving inadequate
supervision and 35.3% reported they were currently receiving harmful
supervision (Ellis at al., 2014). Their research, in this instance, was to validate
their framework, based on self-report by the supervisee. So, there are
limitations as to the wider scope of their study beyond this purpose. However,
their quantitative measure may serve to illuminate an aspect of the prevalence
of harmful or inadequate CS. This aspect has not been investigated in depth
prior to their study and therefore provides a platform for further examination.
To contribute a wider lens on the issue, a qualitative element may enrich their
findings.
To address this deficit, Grant, Schofield and Crawford's (2012)
research, procuring a mixed qualitative method, highlights the adaptive
process of experienced supervisors in addressing difficulties in supervision.
Their critical incidents study is one of the few investigations to focus on both
supervisor process and reflection in clinical supervision to good effect. Their
study explores supervisor ability to attune to the supervisees' needs, offering
support and facilitating reflexivity whilst being able to negotiate the balance
between a restorative approach and challenge. Interestingly, the supervisor
interventions that were confrontational were approached either tentatively,
directly, or delayed, before being challenged or avoided. Furthermore, their
research findings suggest that their participants acknowledge that relational
aspects of supervision are important to negotiate the personal and
professional aspects of the supervisee's well-being, resonating with Milne and
Reiser's (2020) and Scaife's (2003) perspective. The researchers attribute this
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relational approach to their participants' level of experience, thereby
suggesting that this is a result of insight and skills gained through professional
development. Of particular interest, is the recognition of shame within the
learning process in supervision and the supervisors adapting their approach
in response.
Expanding on this recognition of shame, Beddoe (2017) usefully draws
out themes within the narratives presented in supervision research (Ellis,
2017; Ellis et al., 2014; Ellis, Creaner, Hutman, and Timulak, 2015). Of
particular interest are the themes of ‘Power’, ‘Personal Critique’ and
‘Consequences of the harmful supervision’ that are common occurrences.
Beddoe (2017) skilfully transmits her unease that there are elements of such
poor practice within CS that have escaped scrutiny until late. Recently,
Cartwright's (2019) narrative qualitative study further draws out factors within
a harmful supervisory relationship, the recount of the supervisory dynamic
makes unsettling reading and may have implications regarding supervisee
non-disclosure.

2.2.5 Non-disclosure in clinical supervision
In addition to incidences of harmful or inadequate CS, supervisee selfdisclosure may also influence potential difficulties around discussing self-care
in supervision. Research suggests that self-care disclosure is a factor in the
professional development of counsellors and psychotherapists (Mehr et al.,
2015; Staples-Bradley, Duda, and Gettens, 2019). Carroll (2014) speaks
passionately about the importance of the supervisee voice in clinical
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supervision. He insightfully captures fear, shame and valuing the learning, that
honesty and transparency in disclosure can evoke.
Adding to this area, Cook, Welfare and Sharma's (2019) study on
intentional non-disclosure attempts to move supervision research away from
a recall method to an empirical process that is driven by reflection on recorded
supervision sessions. They use inter-personal process recall to elicit a deeper
understanding of the supervisory process, akin to West and Clarks (2004)
method. Cook et al.'s (2019) innovative approach produces interesting results
that are relevant for this current research. When faced with being asked about
personal reactions to the clinical work, their findings suggest a distinct
reluctance to disclose, due to feelings of uncomfortableness, fear of evaluation
and hesitancy to negatively impact on the supervisory relationship. Trust was
an important factor in the supervisee feeling able to disclose. As was the
supervisee wanting to maintain a "favourable impression" (2019, p.9) and
wanting to maintain a professional relationship. Their findings suggest that
supervisees are unclear as to the expectations in supervision, and participants
described having no guidance about this.
Similarly, MacMahon’s (2020) recent fascinating study into therapist
'blind spots', reveals aspects of shame for practitioners and the detrimental
impact of unacknowledged shame. Of note, is that two of the five participants
recognised that there were restrictions in how they presented in supervision.
This reluctance was based on a discomfort, fear of overexposure and being
judged (2020, p.127). This is reflective of Cook et al.'s (2019) findings.
Additional studies into the topic have revealed high rates of supervisee
non-disclosure, influenced by supervisees' reactions to the supervisor, clinical
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errors and personal issues. It could be suggested that non-disclosure is
common (Cook et al., 2019; Farber, 2006; Knight, 2014; Knox, 2015; Spence,
et al., 2014; Staples-Bradley et al., 2019; Stillo, 2018). Notably, supervisees
believe that the information that was not disclosed was too emotive, irrelevant,
for fear of evaluation or too personal (Knox, 2015). On a par with Cook et al.
(2019), Knox suggests that there may be uncertainty regarding topic suitability,
similar to Bernard and Goodyear (2019). Knox (2015) suggests that
supervision contracting should explicitly identify expectations and 'hot topics'
such as supervisee disclosure. This is salient for this research into supervisee
self-care.
A lack of clarity regarding acceptable topics in supervision is also found
in Singh-Pillay (2016), and Singh-Pillay and Cartwright (2019), who conducted
qualitative research, involving eight trainee counsellors/clinical psychologists
in South Africa. The findings concur with concepts around the importance of a
positive supervisory alliance. Therefore, they do not add anything new to the
field. Unfortunately, the use of trainees further limits the progression needed
for research into clinical supervision. Interestingly, however, Singh-Pillay
(2016) highlights a misplaced belief of supervisees that personal issues were
not to be discussed in their supervision, resulting is a cycle of non-disclosure.
If this belief is placed within the factors addressed in Section 2.1.8 of this
chapter, regarding practitioner perceptions, this is a potentially interesting lens
for this current study.
In Sweeney and Creaner's (2014) study, the findings suggest that
trainees non-disclosure illustrates a problematic supervisory relationship.
Supervisees that felt they had a positive attachment to their supervisor,
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disclosed more (Knox, 2015). Yet, less researched in supervisee disclosure is
the concept of supervisory attachment (Wrape, Callahan, Rieck and Watkins,
2017). Supervisory attachment is based around Bowlby's (1969) well-known
attachment theory, which offers a macro theory into the relational dynamics
within supervision, which may impact on supervisee disclosure as posited by
Gunn and Pistole (2012). Their research findings suggest that a secure
supervisory attachment resulted in higher disclosures in supervision. Whilst
their USA based quantitative research focuses on trainee counsellors, their
findings remain relevant to this research.
Mammen (2020) offers further valuable insight regarding the
supervisory attachment dynamic, that upholds the importance of recognising
supportive supervision and the internalised 'voice' of the supervisor. The
article is only reflective and therefore the leap to offering implications for
practice is over ambitious. Yet, Mammen offers an interesting discussion and
insight based on examples of exchanges in his supervision sessions and
reflections on helpful and unhelpful dynamics.
Links have been made in research between the quality of the
supervisory alliance and supervisee disclosure (Caroll, 2014; Farber, 2006;
Knight, 2014; Mehr et al., 2010, Mehr et al., 2015; Milne and Reiser, 2020;
Staples-Bradley et al., 2019; Watkins, 2014). Notably, Staples-Bradley et al.
(2019) argues that reliance only on a positive supervisory relationship is
inefficient to address this issue. Their research is focussed on trainee
supervisees, so has potential limitations for applicability with experienced
practitioners. In spite of this limitation, the researchers draw together the three
factors that influence supervisee disclosure: a positive supervisory
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relationship, recognition of student anxiety, and clarity on the rationale
underpinning the need for self-disclosure. How this relates to supervisees who
are more experienced remains an unexplored area and whether the factors
outlined in their study link to the disclosure of self-care is also of interest for
this research.
Fundamentally, concerns regarding supervisee disclosure can be
placed within a culture in clinical supervision that can be both constructive and
supportive but equally destructive and harmful (West, 2003). If these nuances
and influences in disclosure and attachment in supervision are placed within
the context of harmful and inadequate CS, as potential influential factors in
addressing supervisee self-care, it could provide an interesting aspect for
future studies and this current research.

2.3 Links to the current study
2.3.1 Research locating self-care within clinical supervision
There is caution about clinical supervision morphing into therapy, with too
much focus on the supervisees' personal issues, and the boundaries
becoming blurred. Yet, there is appreciation that supervisee self-care is
important (Carroll, 2007; Creaner, 2014; Milne and Reiser, 2020; Wosket and
Page, 2013). The links with restorative aspects of clinical supervision suggests
this area of supervision remains ambiguous.
Until recently, it would seem that self-care remains on the periphery of
supervision models and practice. As Thériault et al. (2015) suggest, it is
relegated to the realm of optional topics. However, for some, it has long been
recognised that clinical supervision can be a protective factor in maintaining
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practitioner self-care, particularly in relation to the professional factors as
discussed in Section 2.1.6 (McCann and Pearlman, 1990). Indeed, Neumann
and Gamble (1995) suggest that trainees’ resilience, specifically in trauma
work, is enhanced by having clinical supervision. Interestingly, Pearlman and
Mac Ian (1995) also suggest that experienced counsellors were deemed less
impacted by the work because on having ongoing professional support.
Furthermore, Beinart and Clohessy (2017) link professional competency to an
ability to manage personal resonances with client material, potentially
colluding with the belief that more experienced practitioners are less impacted
by their work (Adams, 2014). Yet, this contradicts the premise that deleterious
effects of the work are cumulative, the longer a practitioner is exposed to the
work the more the impact (Gartner, 2016; McCann and Pearlman, 1990).
Beddoe and Davy's (2016) offer 'the personal survival lens' (p.23) to facilitate
understanding of the protective factors of supervision, in developing
practitioner resilience.
Hayden et al. (2015) place the onus on the supervisor as catalyst for
discussing self-care, and argue for a model of supervision that explicitly
addresses supervisee wellness. They encourage the supervisor to be vigilant
for indications that the supervisees’ well-being is impaired by the work.
Collectively, they offer a number of models that evaluate self-care which
involve the supervisee completing wellness assessments. Interestingly, in the
case example used to illustrate an evaluative supervisory wellness process,
the authors do not make the explicit link between personal and professional
issues. It is not clear if this is because there is an assumed connection or
because they do not see it important to be explicit about this. So, whilst
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Hayden et al. (2015) are not explicit themselves, they encourage the
supervisor to be so. Congruent to this, Lenz and Smith (2010) propose that
wellness be integrated more explicitly into clinical supervision, promoting
proactive supervision that puts wellness at the heart of the supervisory
process. They suggest 40% of the supervision agenda be towards addressing
supervisee self-care. Merriman, (2015) implores the same.
Similar to Hayden et al. (2015), Blount et al. (2016) highlight the unique
opportunity that supervisors have to assess their supervisees well-being. Their
US based qualitative study raises important, but previously known issues
around the ethical responsibilities of practitioners to maintain their self-care. It
is unclear why they specifically selected experienced supervisors as their
participants and equally unclear why they loosely assessed the ‘wellness’ of
these supervisor prior to interview. Both issues were not used to enrich their
findings. Interesting however, they draw out a difference in the terms ‘self-care’
and ‘wellness’. Self-care for their study includes identifying and taking action
to address a deficit or to maintain their overall wellness. It is a distinction that
is more confusing than helpful, as the line between the two concepts seems
further blurred rather than clearly defined. What is clear, however, is the
suggestion that an intentional ‘wellness’ framework should underpin clinical
supervision.
A deliberate focus on the concept of ‘intentionality’ (Blount et al., 2016,
p.366) is further supported by Doyle’s (2017) quantitative USA study on
‘wellness’ perceptions of supervisor and supervisee dyads. Doyle's results
suggest, as seems increasingly commonplace, that supervisors can have a
significant influence on counsellors’ wellness. In contrast to Blount et al.’s
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(2016) findings, however, notably it was the supervisees' perception of their
supervisors' wellness, alongside the quality of the supervisory relationship that
was most influential. In essence, the findings suggest that a ‘well’ supervisor
can significantly influence the ‘wellness’ of their supervisee, which Doyle
(2017) links to ‘parallel process’. To this end, it could suggest that there is a
two-way assessment from both supervisor to supervisee, and vice versa.
Notably, this perspective has been lacking from previous studies and therefore
adds a different dynamic to the literature on addressing self-care in clinical
supervision. Whilst the study investigates a potentially useful aspect of the
supervisory relationship influencing self-care, once again the use of a
quantitative method limits an in-depth understanding and could therefore
benefit from having a qualitative element to provide a wider perspective.
Studies in the topic are overwhelmingly quantitative. However, mixed
method research was conducted involving accredited Irish psychotherapists
by Gallagher (2015). The qualitative stage of the study once again reiterated
the importance of clinical supervision in addressing supervisee self-care;
supervision was deemed as an essential element of the front line of defence
to mitigate the negative impact of the work. Unfortunately, given the limitations
of their thesis, the qualitative part of the study, using Interpretative
Phenomenological Analysis (Smith, Flowers, and Larkin, 2009) to analyse the
data, presents as being a superficial account of the participants narrative,
rather than a sophisticated level of data interpretation. Interestingly, however,
Gallagher draws out the themes around shame and stigma being associated
with concepts around self-care, such as facing secondary traumatic stress, but
instead using the term ‘stress’ to capture these experiences. This experience
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is understood by Gallagher (2015) as eliciting a shame response from the
participants. Shame is also present in research that explores non-disclosure
in clinical supervision and can potentially link to personal factors (Section
2.1.5) or practitioner perception (Section 2.1.8).
Singh-Pillay's (2016) study further contributes to the use of qualitative
methods to include both the supervisee and supervisor perspective. The use
of a qualitative method allowed the subtle influences of both the supervisors
and supervisees perceptions of themselves, self-presentation and the
supervisory process to be explored. Thereby highlighting that personal
vulnerabilities that can impact on the supervisory relationship and supervisee
disclosure. It is the well-presented discussion on the tension in power
dynamics and perceptions that give the study its value in terms of the depth of
understanding gleaned from using a qualitative method that is lacking in many
of the quantitative research on supervision.
A more recent qualitative study by Fucillo (2017) in the USA,
researched supervisors' perspectives on addressing vicarious trauma. Whilst
the study provides a useful descriptive account of the supervisors’ perspective
via expanding on the themes derived from the participant experiences, like
Gallagher (2015), the analysis fails to advance past a basic grouping of a
narrative of common experience, so there is a lack of analytical depth.
Nevertheless, the salient points concur with existing literature on the value of
clinical supervision, but overall, it fails to add anything innovative to the field.
Notable in the research into clinical supervision is the preference to
evaluate supervisory practice retrospectively and the lack of recorded
supervision sessions as data. This current study aims to address this matter.
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2.3.2 Research using recorded clinical supervision sessions
Supervision research utilising observed 'live' practice for research is limited,
this potentially undermines models of CS that are based on theory alone or
those that have used only recollection to inform their models (Dart, 2018).
Carroll's (2014) chapter on the power and identity of the voice in supervision,
expertly captures the essence of the delicate balance of the verbal interaction
in supervision which is missing from much of the research in the field.
North (2013) used grounded theory method (Charmaz, 2014) to
analyse counselling supervisees' feedback on their experiences and insight
gleaned from listening to an audio recording of a single session of their
supervision. The findings are interesting. However, less successful in the
research was the use of the grounded theory method as no theory developed
from the findings; instead North presents a thematic representation of the
results. Most relevant for this study are the findings that suggest that
supervisees noticed the vocal inflections and quality in the dialogue of the
supervisory interaction that alluded to insights in their disclosure. The
supervisees specified the value of the supervisors skills in challenging and
exploring an issue, the importance of the supervisory relationship and noticing
what was un-noticed or unacceptable. These are useful insights.
A further example of the use of recorded supervision is Davys, Howard,
Rankine, and Thompson’s (2019) collaborative enquiry with clinical
supervisors. They demonstrate how using recorded supervision sessions to
collaboratively reflect on practice provide an enriching learning environment
for supervisors. The researchers acknowledge the rarely used medium of
recorded supervision sessions as a means of researching supervisor practice.
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More often recorded supervision sessions have been used as to enhance a
model. For example, Ladany et al.’s (2005) Events Based Supervision model,
used transcribed critical events in audio recorded supervision sessions, which
were analysed to produce the model rather than the data being used as
observed real-life supervision which may have been a useful addition to the
field. Similarly, Carroll’s (1996) research also used recorded supervision
sessions to inform his useful Seven-Tasks of Clinical Supervision model. Both
of these studies demonstrate a potentially unique contribution that was a
missed opportunity yet provide a valuable addition to the supervisory field.
The influential text by Bernard and Goodyear (2019) provides another
example of a missed opportunity in using transcribed supervision sessions;
the assumptions drawn from the basic level transcriptions are interpretative;
but the grand statements and conjectures about the underlying meaning of the
dialogue have the potential to undermine such a well-regarded text. Dart
(2018) recognises this and makes a concerted effort to engage with the audiorecorded group clinical supervision sessions using a Conversation Analysis
method of data analysis to provide analytical depth in order to address the
intricacies of the supervision dialogue. Whilst there is a great deal of value to
be taken from this research, a flaw of the study is the lack of clarity about the
study itself. Dart (2018) offers a rather vague ‘what is supervision’ (p.11)
question and whilst the study explores and illuminates the processes in CS,
the intrinsic lack of an overtly clear research focus is unfortunate. Yet notably,
Dart's findings regarding the opening sequences, the 'check-in' (2018, p.67) in
group supervision are the sections of dialogue that directly link to supervisee
self-care. What's striking here is the deliberate reference to acknowledging
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feeling talk at the start of the group supervision being preliminary to the
'standard business' (2018, p.89) which marks the self-care element as both a
unique part of the supervisory process but also separate to the main body of
the supervision session, rather than integral.
Further insights regarding the discursive process, such as the use of
laughter to manage distressing or problematic situations in supervision may
also have relevance for this study (Dart, 2018, Hutchby and Dart, 2019). Also
relevant is Kasozi's (2018) thorough discursive psychology research into
metaphor within therapy sessions. Findings suggest that metaphor use is a
powerful therapeutic tool, contributes to a shared understanding, establishes
identities and is used as a process to manage resistance. The specific focus
on metaphor is interesting and it is this that adds to the depth on analytical eye
within her study. Metaphor is also found in Dart's (2018) study specifically
regarding the 'check in' and given that it is this part of Darts' study that is
closely aligned with the emotional state of the supervisee this may be an
interesting discursive aspect of the current research. Both Dart (2018) and
Kasozi's (2018) studies are indeed valuable for this current research and there
is a richness and depth in both researchers' findings that this current study
hopes to achieve.

2.4. Summary
There is growing interest in researching CS at qualitative depth regarding
addressing practitioner self-care, and one that goes beyond a basic
assumption of ‘helpfulness’. However, it would seem that this is still in its
infancy, both as a field of study and in use of more varied methods of
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investigation. Throughout the chapter, it was argued that there is a recognition
of the need to attend to self-care on both a personal and professional level.
However, there are factors than can prohibit and enhance this. Similarly, whilst
clinical supervision is deemed a protective and ethical factor in addressing the
self-care needs of counsellors and psychotherapists, there are issues that
improve or impede this.
Often CS studies are conducted via a quantitative enquiry and on
trainees, which potentially means that there are limitations for the relevance
for qualified practitioners. There is a lack of an in-depth understanding of the
actual process and experience within supervision regarding addressing
supervisee self-care. Some qualitative approaches used only provide a
reflection-on-practice (Schön, 1983) which also fail to directly address practice
beyond a subjective experience (Dart, 2018). The research into CS remains
over reliant on quantitative measures, when a more pluralistic method may be
beneficial (Watkins and Callahan, 2019), which the current study attempts to
address in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Methodology:
Philosophy, Issues, Choices and Analytical Process
3. Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the explorative process which
underpins the methodological choices, and justifies the selections made in my
methodological design in order to answer the research question: How is, or
isn’t, supervisee self-care addressed in the clinical supervision of counsellors
and psychotherapists?
Underpinning this research question, the aims of the study are to:
1. Analyse the process and dialogue used to address supervisee self-care
within clinical supervision sessions.
2. Explore supervisee and supervisor experiences and understanding of how
self-care is addressed in clinical supervision.
3. Investigate how addressing supervisee self-care can be enhanced or
maintained, and how this can be implemented into training and practice.
In this chapter, I will be stating my philosophical position, explaining the
research design and analytical processes used, and considering research
ethics.

3.1 Research philosophy
3.1.1 Ontological position
Crotty (1998), suggests that there are four elements to inform research theory:
epistemology, theoretical perspective, methodology and method. If ontology
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questions the nature and study of reality, my position is recognising multiple
layers of reality (Crotty, 1998; McLeod, 2011). However, this does not mean
that I reject an objective stance nor fully align with a subjective perspective. I
hold a position between the two and therefore reject the diverged, binary
position that one needs to align with one or other (Armitage, 2007). Thus, I am
pragmatic.
Pragmatism is more than being practical. It is the antidote to a polarised
either/or research paradigm of a positivism versus post-positivism and also
interpretivist continuum; and relies on the researcher's ability to balance
between the paradigms (Parvaiz, Mufti, and Wahab, 2016). It is the view that
understanding, and knowledge can be gleaned from a number of sources
(Barker and Pistrang, 2005). Positioned from this stance, I have selected a
combined methodological approach that fits the research question and aims,
and aligns itself with a bricoleur approach by utilising methodological pluralism
(Gray, 2013; Ponterotto, 2005; West, 2001). Morgan (2014), argues that
Dewey’s (1933) philosophy of pragmatism can be used within a pluralistic
research design and upholds the dynamic between seeking knowledge for the
purpose of action (Sleeper, 2001). Pragmatism aligns well with practice-based
research (Cooper and McLeod, 2007; Creswell and Clark, 2017) and it is
congruent with the questions and purpose of this research (Barker and
Pistrang, 2005).

3.1.2 Epistemological position
To explain how knowledge is known, in line with a pragmatic paradigm, I place
myself within the juxtaposition of both an objective and subjective
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epistemological position, or as Morgan (2014) argues: two sides of the same
coin. This 'epistemological reflexivity' (Willig, 2013) underpinning the
pragmatic epistemological stance can be aligned with a mixed method
approach. Typically, combining methods is understood as conducting a mixed
method research design of quantitative and qualitative approaches. However,
Mason (2006), argues for mixed qualitative research methods that allow the
researcher to engage with the multi-dimensional explanation of experience
examined cross contextually. This argument for developing a flexible, creative
and reflexive qualitative approach aligns well with my practitioner
psychotherapeutic approach.
Morse (2010) argues that using a qualitative-qualitative design of
sequential supplementary qualitative methods, can result in a rich, exploratory
study using inductive methods of analysis. For example, using a Discursive
Psychology (Wiggins, 2017) and Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis
(IPA) (Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009), promotes a contemporary, pluralistic
perspective in answering the research question. However, this potentially
creates methodological incompatibility if one adopts a purist stance that
Discursive Psychology is aligned with constructivism, and IPA is interpretative.
How this is resolved requires philosophical, pragmatic, and reflexive
consideration. Having a sequential aspect to the research indicates that data
gathering and analysis is kept separate until the discussion chapter weaves
the findings to provide a cohesive narrative of the research (Morse, 2010).
Novis-Deutsch (2020) argues for diversifying to a pluralistic epistemic stance,
in order to fully explore the human experience, and as Frost and Nolas (2011)
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argue, pluralism in qualitative research can provide this multi-dimensional
window into a persons' experience and is therefore appropriate for this study.

3.1.3 Being a practitioner-researcher
There is a potential challenge in being a practitioner-researcher and one that
requires delicate handling (Greene, 2014). Whilst Gubi and Swinton (2016)
suggest that practitioners add an extra dimension of insight and challenge to
the world of psychotherapy by engaging in research, there can be a conflict in
being an ‘insider’ researcher. Greene (2014) argues the need for researchers
to be reflexive on their ‘positionality’ when in this delicate position. Etherington
(2004) suggests accounting for researcher subjectivity through the reflective
process of a research journal. Therefore, I have written a reflexive journal
alongside the process of conducting my research. This has provided me with
the space to demonstrate my thinking and process in the debates, decisionmaking and analytical process that have underpinned the research. Each
chapter contains a section depicting my reflexive process.

3.2 Research design
To ascertain which methodological approaches would best fit the research,
the pragmatic approach encouraged my suspension of method ‘preference’.
This suspension has opened up the possibility of using less familiar research
methods but would allow the research question to be answered as fully as
possible. The focus of the study led to formulating an understanding of the
need to have three stages to the research; firstly, one that looks at the process
through naturalistic ‘live’ supervision; secondly, the supervisors' reflections;
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and thirdly, the supervisees' experiences. Limitations in the research design
are discussed in Section 8.2.

3.2.1 Deliberate concealment
The research was conducted following ethical approval from the University of
Chester. Part of the ethical considerations of the study was to ensure
naturalistic data was obtained. This involved deliberately concealing the
specific focus of the study, as disclosing this may have negatively impacted
on the quality of the data (Rebers, Aaronson, van Leeuwen, and Schmidt,
2016). In this case, self-care may have been addressed in an unnatural or
deliberate manner, called the Hawthorne Effect (Payne and Payne, 2004,
p.107). To counteract this, participants were given a full explanation of the
necessity of withholding the specific focus of the study until after the
supervision sessions had been recorded, thus were able to give their informed
consent on this basis (Appendices 1 and 2).

3.2.2 Recruitment challenges
The inclusion criteria for the participants were:
•

Experienced supervisors and supervisees, both of whom are/or
eligible for BACP Accredited or UKCP Registered status and in an
ongoing supervisory relationship.

•

Both willing to record three of their usual supervision sessions for
submission to a discourse analysis as part of this research.

•

Both willing for a follow-up individual interview to be conducted once
all three of the supervision sessions have been recorded.
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One of the biggest challenges was participant recruitment. It took eight
months to recruit the participants. Whilst this may be a universally understood
challenge for many researchers, in the context of this specific research, it is
worthy of comment. Wiggins (2017) acknowledges that practitioners' initial
interest in the study may not result in involvement.
Over 100 supervisors were contacted. Given the power dynamics in the
supervisory dyad, it was hoped that approaching supervisors may facilitate a
potentially easier opportunity for discussion of participating. Yet, there was a
distinct reluctance to engage with the study. The reported reasons for this were
similar: supervisors did not want their supervision sessions recorded.
Reflecting on this has resulted in a deeper questioning of the research
questions and the methodological design. Perhaps there are ethical concerns
in protecting the client’s confidentiality within the supervision sessions,
although this is addressed by asking participants to use pseudonyms for their
clients. It may be that the covert nature of the study is too ‘cloak and dagger’.
Lester, Wong, O’Reilly and Kiyimba (2018) and Potter (2013) acknowledge
this difficulty in obtaining naturally occurring data. Practitioners may have felt
over-exposed in having the supervision recorded; perhaps there was an
underlying fear of what may be uncovered.
Given that it was the supervisor that was stating their reluctance, this
could suggest an interesting power dynamic. There may be an implicit
message that supervision is ‘owned’ by the supervisor rather than for the
benefit of the supervisee. This may require further thought, but it is beyond the
remit of this study.
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3.2.3 Reflexive issues on participants
Once participants were recruited, consideration was given to the makeup of
the supervisory dyads. There are four supervisory dyads but six participants:
Sam(supervisor) and Jo, Chris (supervisor) and Mel, Chris (supervisor) and
Alex, Pat (supervisor) and Chris.
One participant, Chris, took on three roles: twice as a supervisor and
once as a supervisee. The ‘repeated‘ participant raised interesting
considerations for the research, such as how this would influence the data.
There were no ethical reasons for dissuading Chris to be a repeat participant.
Chris was interviewed for both the supervisor and supervisee insights. Whilst
having a repeat participant was not a deliberate part of the research design,
this was reflected upon and discussed with the research supervisor to explore
how this may impact on the data.
In my professional experience, it is the supervisee that sets the agenda
for the supervision sessions. Therefore, the content of the recorded sessions
would differ with each supervisee, as would be the case if one therapist was
working with different clients. It could be argued that Chris being in three of
the supervisory dyads may have minimal impact. Conversely, having one
person heavily influencing the data could potentially skew the data. Whilst
Chris’s possible influence on the data was considered, my insight into the
practitioner stance of each supervisory dyad being a separate dynamic and
the supervision sessions being focussed on the supervisee material was an
influential factor.
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3.3. Stage One: recorded supervision sessions
The research was conducted in three stages. The aim of Stage One was to
acquire a collection of three sets of audio recordings of three consecutive
supervision sessions, resulting in a total of twelve sessions. By using
supervision sessions across a wider time frame, it was hoped that this would
allow a greater potential for issues around supervisee self-care to emerge.
The sequential sessions could also provide an insight into how supervisee
self-care presents over a period of time, that a single recorded supervisory
session may miss.

3.4 Method and analytical considerations
McLeod (2011) acknowledges the more recent move to researching language
in therapeutic settings, and for a ‘talk-centred’ profession this move is
welcomed. Focussing on discourse can provide unique, valuable insights into
practice related issues in counselling and psychotherapy that other qualitative
approaches are unable to fulfil (Kiyimba and O'Reilly, 2016; Spong, 2010). It
was important that the specific focus needed to be on language and discourse
processes, rather than an exploration and evaluation of ‘good’ or ‘bad’
practice. It is for this reason that the method of discourse analysis was
selected for this stage of the research.

3.4.1 Discourse analysis
The umbrella term of discourse analysis (DA) encompasses several
approaches and theories that are used in the study of language, such as
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Critical Discourse Analysis, Foucauldian Discourse Analysis and Discursive
Psychology (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002; Wiggins, 2009; 2017). Discourse
analysis has been heavily influenced by conversation analysis and, as such,
was developed with an underpinning social constructionist philosophy
(Goodman, 2017; Potter and Wiggins, 2007). On investigating both
conversation analysis and discourse analysis, the similarities between the two
are of such strength that it could be suggested that they are different terms for
very similar approaches. The reasons that Lester et al. (2018) assert for
conversation analysis being appropriate for research into counselling and
psychotherapy, are also applicable for discourse analysis. Discourse analysis
focusses on the process of language and the speakers' construction of their
version of themselves and others (Lester et al. 2018; Wiggins, 2009). This
would be particularly salient in the specified aims for Stage One of this study.
Lester et al. (2018) argue that Critical Discourse Analysis addresses
wider cultural and social contexts such as issues of cultural, oppression and
power, and are a macro-approach to looking at language. This is similar to
Foucauldian Discourse Analysis, which again focusses on wider issues of
power (Wiggins, 2009). There are similarities within the different 'lenses' under
the discourse analysis umbrella and divergence and disagreement as
discussed by Bozatzis (2014). Both branches of discourse analysis were
discounted for this research due to the lack of compatibility with the aims of
the study and the analytical process of Discursive Psychology was selected.
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3.4.2 Discursive psychology
“Discursive Psychology is a theoretical and analytical approach to
discourse which treats talk and text as an object of study in itself, and
psychological concepts as socially managed and consequential in
interaction.” (Wiggins, 2017, p.4)

For Discursive Psychology (DP), language is understood as
representative of the social interaction, action, experiences and what is ‘true’
for the individual self and their identity (Jørgensen and Phillips, 2002; Potter
and Wiggins, 2007). Yet, there is a fluidity and incompleteness to the
representation of the ‘self’ that is portrayed via the discourse (Jørgensen and
Phillips, 2002). This resonates with my psychotherapeutic understanding of
the ‘self’, that a person can present a version of themselves dependant on the
situation, relationship or dynamic they are in.
The use of a DP lens to the discourse analysis approach in research
within the field of psychology and social sciences is relatively new (Antaki,
Barnes, & Leudar, 2005). Potter (2003) argues that Discursive Psychology
aligns well with a mixed approach to research and as such is well placed within
this pluralistic research design.

3.5 The data
3.5.1 Naturalistic data
Naturalistic data collection is an important factor for Discursive Psychology. It
is considered ‘naturalistic’ if the interaction would occur even if it was not
recorded and is not researcher caused (Lester et al., 2018; Potter, 1997;
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Wiggins, 2009, 2017). This fits well with the recorded supervision sessions, as
the sessions would have occurred regardless of recording, and were not an
artificially created event. Yet, having a naturally occurring event recorded adds
a dynamic to the interaction and still may produce skewed data simply
because of the nature of being recorded. The impact may be negligible, but
requires acknowledging for research trustworthiness (Wiggins, 2017).

3.5.2 Data collection
The quantity of data used for Stage One of the research was influenced by the
content in the supervision session, this is discussed further in Section 4.3.2
of the findings chapter. Either the supervisor, or supervisee, audio recorded
the supervision sessions using a smartphone or similar digital voice recorder.
The recordings were transferred via an encrypted secure file transfer process
as soon as possible after the supervision session occurred.

3.5.3 Data transcription
The required level of detail within data transcription for undertaking a
discourse analysis is debatable. Importance is placed on the consideration
and reflections given to the level of transcription needed and the alignment
with the research aims (Bucholtz, 2007; Goodman, 2017; Oliver, Serovich, and
Mason, 2005). The Jefferson system (Jefferson, 2004) is a widely recognised
and respected technique of annotating a transcription using standard
keyboard symbols to represent the micro detail within discourse to illuminate
the dialogue (Hepburn and Bolden, 2017; Jefferson, 2004; Wiggins, 2017).
Bucholtz (2007) and Lester et al. (2018) argue that the Jefferson approach at
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capturing nuances in the delivery of the talk are important in order to engage
with an in-depth analysis of not only what is said, but how it is said. Oliver et
al. (2005) encourages a more pragmatic approach, challenging that a
‘naturalised’ detailed transcription may conceal the dialogue, whereas a
‘denaturalised’ transcription may remove the micro detail that could enhance
the analysis. Fundamentally, there is no 'absolute' regarding which level of
transcription to undertake.
After consideration, I followed the process as specified by Wiggins
(2017). I opted for two versions of transcript, starting with a basic level of
transcription for ease of reading in order to check accuracy and familiarise
myself with the substance of the recording (Appendix 6). During the
familiarisation process, periods of interaction that were noted as interesting or
addressing an aspect of the research question or aims were noted on the text
margin. These instances were further transcribed, removing traditional
grammatical conventions, to allow an enhanced detail of transcription,
containing micro nuances of the delivery of the talk (Appendix 7). Wiggins
(2017) argues that it is through using this level of ‘zooming-in’ on the detail
that highlights the benefits of undertaking this more meticulous approach.
Using the symbols specified in Wiggins's text (2017) provided a
pragmatic form of Jefferson symbols that illuminated the speech by annotating
micro details, ensuring sufficient detail of the construction of the dialogue
without the phonetic detail that would be required of a typical Conversation
Analysis (Jefferson, 2004; Lester et al., 2018). Bucholtz (2007) suggests it is
difficult to know the importance of an utterance in advance. However, an
orthographic representation of speech (written how it is heard) was not
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deemed important for the aims of this research. For Discursive Psychology,
the importance of the transcription lies in the ability to analyse the interaction
(Jørgensen and Phillips, 2002).
Wiggins (2017) argues that engaging with the transcription itself is part
of the analytical process, where the procedure of listening and deciding which
parts to transcribe in micro detail forms part of the DP theoretical approach.
The transcriptions were annotated using the following steps, specified in Table
1 overleaf:
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Table 1: Jefferson transcription notation used for this
research
Wiggins (2017, pp. 101-102) originally taken from Jefferson (2004).
(.)
(1.2)

A micro-pause (less than two-tenths of a second.)
A pause or silence, measured in seconds and tenths of
seconds.
=
Latched talk, where there is no hearable gap between words.
::
Stretched sounds in talk; the more colons the longer the sound,
as in rea::lly l:::ong sounds.
CAPITALS Talk that is noticeably louder in contrast to the surrounding talk
(sometimes shouting).
Underlined Emphasised words, or part of words, are underlined.
°
Degree symbols enclose noticeably °quieter° talk, with double
degree symbols indicating °°whispering°.
><
‘Greater than’ and ‘less than’ symbols enclose talk that is at a
faster pace (>speeded up< talk) than the surrounding talk.
<>
‘Less than’ and ‘greater than’ symbols enclose talk that is at a
slower pace (<slowed down> talk).
Upward arrows indicate a rising pitch in talk, downward arrows
¯
indicate falling pitch.
£
British pound sign indicates smiley voice or suppressed
laughter.
Hashtag indicates ‘creaky’ voice such as when someone is
#
upset.
[]
Square brackets indicate the start (and end) of overlapping
talk.
hh
hhs indicate audible breaths. A dot followed by hs (.h) indicate
audible inbreaths; without the dot (e.g. hh) is an outbreath.
Within a word (as in ‘ye(h)s’), this indicates laughter while
talking (‘interpolated laughter’). The more hs, the longer the
breath.
?
Strongly rising intonation (not necessarily when asking a
question)
,.
Commas indicate slightly rising intonation; full stops indicate
falling intonation at the ends of words.
‘yes’
Single quotation marks are used to indicate speech or thought.
(( ))
Double brackets (sometimes without italics) contain details
about other features that have not been transcribed.
(Unclear)
Words in single brackets are the transcriber's best guess at
what was being said, or (unclear) or (inaudible) if it really can’t
be heard clearly.
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3.6 Data analysis
Analysis began with a close examination of the text for themes, specifically
regarding ‘crisis points’, where there has been an issue in the interaction, e.g.
repetition, ‘disfluency’ via hesitation or other verbal hiccups, silences, “I” to
“we” shift or a transition relevant place (Hepburn and Bolden, 2017; Jørgensen
and Phillips, 2002). Potter (1997) encourages a depth of analysis that goes
beyond the straightforward and “...plain vanilla cognitive account…”
(Potter,1997, p.201). Akin to other qualitative methods, in Discursive
Psychology the analytical process is not linear. Wiggins (2017) suggests
fluidity and an approach that is intertwined. Therefore, the analytical process
is one that moves backwards and forwards through the data.

Transcribe and code data

1. Read the data

2. Describe the data

3. Identify social actions and psychological constructs

4. Focus on specific analytical issues

5. Collect other instances

6. Focus and refine the analysis

Figure 1: Representation of the iterative process in Discursive
Psychology. Wiggins (2017: p.115)
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3.6.1 Analytical process
Summarised from Wiggins (2017) and interspersed with my own process:
Step 1: Read the data
This first step of the analytical process was crucial to engaging and becoming
familiar with the data in both as an audio and textual representation of the
dialogue. A reflexive journal was used throughout to note areas of interest and
potential bias (Etherington, 2004).

Step 2: Describe the data
In using the Discursive Psychology ‘lens’ to look at the data, I began to make
notes about what is actually happening in the discourse, specifically, the
material that precedes and succeeds to situate the talk within its’ context. The
aim was to focus on what was said, how it was said and when. This focus on
‘what’, rather than ‘why’, helped maintain the analytical position, and if ‘why’
questions arose, it was useful to place this within the process of being
reflexively curious about the specifics in the discourse that triggered the
reaction.

Step 3: Identifying social actions and psychological constructs
It was this stage of the analytical process that established the DP lens more
acutely, showing how the social actions of the dialogue link to the
psychological process. Social action in this phase helps transcend the analysis
of dialogue beyond ‘just talking’, to the subtle and intricate nature and
processes of talk. This is achieved through ‘discursive devices’ which are
presented in detail in Appendix 9. The discursive devices are split into three
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levels: basic, intermediate, and advanced. These are used in order to explain,
interpret, and analyse the data. The purpose of using the discursive devices
is to highlight which analytical issues to focus on, for example: pronoun shift,
hedging, metaphor and latched speech. This stage of analysis was timeconsuming as the aim is to 'zoom into’ the data yet retain sight of the research
question.

Step 4: Focus on a specific analytical issue
Further linking the data and analysis back to the research question and aims
was essential at this stage. The process required iterative, analytical
engagement with the data.

Step 5: Collect other instances of analytical focus
A systematic review of the dataset provided further examples of the analytical
focus. The aim at this stage was to look at the data with 'fresh eyes', a
particularly challenging part of the analytical process (Appendix 10).

Step 6: Focus and refine the analysis (aka ‘how to stop analysing’)
Further iterative engagement took place at this stage in order to systematically
work through each part of the analysis. The aim was to create a coherent story
of the data. Examples that illustrated the discursive device were given codes
to link back to the original transcript.
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3.6.2. Analytical trustworthiness
Data analysis is not an exact science. Far from being a prescriptive approach,
McLeod (2011) highlights fluidity in the analytical process. Because of this
fluidity, there have been criticisms about the analytical depth (Antaki, Billig,
Edwards, and Potter, 2003). To counteract this critique, a transparency of
analysis that can be easily evaluated is required (Potter, 1997; Potter and
Wetherell, 1987; Potter and Wiggins, 2007). To facilitate transparency,
Appendices 6, 7 and 8 have examples of the analytical process at various
stages.

3.7 Iterative process between the discourse analysis and the
semi-structured interviews
The delay of a month between the recorded supervision sessions process
provided valuable reflective time for an iterative process in the timing between
receiving and analysing the dyads supervision session. It allowed for
immersion into the data through an unintentional 'drip feed' of data which
situated the analytical process firmly in the data.
Also influential was the shorter gap of analysing the supervision
sessions and interviewing the participants. By this point, I had already
engaged with most of the material from the recorded sessions. This process
provided some possible analytical insights around addressing supervisees
self-care and the discourse used, which added to the semi-structured
interviews of the participants.
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3.8 Stages Two and Three: Supervisor and Supervisee
interviews
3.8.1 Methodological considerations
The final two stages of the research both have the same methodological
approach. The purpose of stages two and three was to address the aims of
the research that relate to exploring experience and understanding of how selfcare is addressed in clinical supervision, and how this can be maintained,
enhanced, and implemented into practice.
The rationale for interviewing the participants of Stage One was thus:
whilst it was explicit to the participants that no feedback would be given about
the supervision sessions, the nature of obtaining natural data required a level
of trust on behalf of the participants. Therefore, by disclosing the research aim,
and then interviewing the participants, this allowed reflection and participant
inclusiveness to the data-gathering process. It also provided a further level of
interest in being able to link the discursive process with the experience and
understanding, which allows a unique insight into self-care in supervision.

3.8.2 Revealing the focus and timing considerations
The specific focus of the research was disclosed to participants prior to their
individual interview and time allowed for debrief and reflection on this
(Appendix 3). Both the supervisor and supervisee, from the recorded
supervision sessions, were interviewed using a semi-structured interview. The
interview allowed for a dynamic dialogue between researcher and participant
to encourage the participants experience to be explored (Pietkiewicz and
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Smith, 2014). Overwhelmingly, participants expressed their interest in the
subject and acknowledged the value of the research.

3.8.3 Interview process
Having conducted interviews for previous research, I was able to draw on this
to guide the process of setting up the interviews. Whilst the participants had
initially consented to commit to the whole research process, further consent
was requested regarding the interviews (Appendices 4 and 5). Arranging
interviews at a time and place convenient was straightforward and in line with
the University of Chester's lone working policy. The interviews were conducted
as soon as possible after their participation of Stage One of the study had
concluded, to capture their account of the participants' experience. This
reduced the likelihood that their reflections on how self-care is addressed in
clinical supervision would be based on supervision conducted after the
disclosure of the focus of the study, as this disclosure may have altered the
interview content. Five of the six interviews were conducted in person. One of
the interviews was slightly delayed and conducted online, due to the
coronavirus pandemic.

3.8.4 Reflections on the coronavirus pandemic
All of the recorded supervision sessions and all but one of the interviews were
conducted prior to the coronavirus pandemic, so this had minimal influence on
data collection. I envisage self-care content in the recorded supervision
sessions would have been influenced by the pandemic. Nevertheless, my
analysis was conducted during this time and may have influenced my lens.
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This was regularly reflected on, and my own self-care needs were taken into
account at this time.

3.9 Methods considered
Two qualitative methods were considered. Specifically, Grounded Theory
(Charmaz, 2014) and Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith,
Flowers, and Larkin, 2009).
Grounded Theory’s (Charmaz, 2014) inductive theory building
approach was deemed unsuitable. The aim of the research was not to
generate a theory and therefore this method would not answer the research
question or aims and was discounted.

3.9.1 Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA)
IPA's rigorous, inductive approach (Smith et al., 2009) provided the means to
delve into the participants' experience at depth, to explore how the participants
make meaning of their experience (Eatough and Smith, 2008; Pietkiewicz and
Smith, 2014; Smith et al., 2009; Willig, 2013). Yet, the method has been
criticised for a perceived lack of theoretical base and overly flexible application
of the method (Cypress 2017; Giorgi, 2010). Despite these criticisms,
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis is congruent with the philosophy
and aims underpinning this research, the method fits with the homogenous
sample, it is harmonious with my practitioner role, can align with a pluralistic
methodology and thus was selected for the interview analysis.
IPA is influenced by Husserl’s stance on the importance of experience,
and Heidegger’s interpretative perspective of the uniqueness of a person’s
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experience to develop their understanding of a phenomenon (Smith et al.,
2009). In using IPA, the 'double hermeneutic' theory of the lens of the
researcher viewing the experience through the lens of the participant (Smith
et al., 2009, p.35) is an essential theoretical understanding of using this
analytical approach. IPA allows the opportunity for the researcher to speculate
as to the potential meaning of the experience for the participants (Larkin, Watts
and Clifton, 2006). In this case, going beyond the words, which complements
the explicit discursive focus of Stage One of the study. Additionally, as a
practitioner, the value of exploring and analysing the participants' experience,
investigating this at depth and engaging in an interpretative stance is
consistent with my professional practice.

3.9.2 Bracketing
An integral part of both the interview and analytical process was the idealistic
capacity to bracket off my prior engagement with the issues around self-care
in order to be open to the experience of the interviewees (Smith et al., 2009).
Yet, the actual process of 'bracketing' is unclear and a challenging part of the
research process (Chan, Fung, and Chien, 2013; McLeod, 2011). Given that I
have engaged with the issue of self-care (Seabrook, 2018, 2019) and have a
position on the importance of this issue, the significance of being able to
suspend my knowledge was paramount to avoid contaminating the data
gained from the interviews, the subsequent analysis, and enhance research
trustworthiness. As stated in Section 3.1.3, I have drawn on the benefit of a
reflective diary throughout the research process and used my professional
ability to situate myself in a position of ‘not knowing’; a skill that has developed
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over many years of practice. This 'sensitivity to the data' encourages engaging
with the data at depth and demonstrates analytical transparency (Yardley,
2008; 2017).

3.9.3 Analysis of interviews
The supervisors' interviews were analysed first, followed by the supervisees'
data in order to glean the shared or divergent experiences of the two elements
of the dyad. The analysis was conducted in line with IPA guidelines, as
outlined by Smith, Jarman and Osborn (1999), Smith et al. (2009) and
Pietkiewicz and Smith (2014). They establish the process as an immersion
with the data from one participants individual experience, moving onto the next
to elucidate the nuanced understanding of the lived experience, interpretative
themes and using the participant narrative to illuminate the analysis
(Pietkiewicz and Smith, 2014; Smith and Eatough, 2007). Pietkiewicz and
Smith (2014) encourage the researcher to "try to step into the participants
shoes as far as possible" (p.11).
The process is not linear. As with Discourse Analysis, the IPA process
is iterative, requiring an in-depth analytical iterative 'dance' with the data in
order to engage fully. Mindful of the potential unwieldy nature of working with
large volumes of data, I constructed a process that would enable development
of the emerging analytical picture (Appendix 11), using the process in Table
2 overleaf.
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Table 2: Overview of the analytical process guidelines taken from
Chapter 5 in Smith et al. (2009)
Step One: Reading and re-reading of transcripts
Step Two: Initial noting
Step Three: Developing emergent themes
Step Four: Searching for connections across emergent themes
Step Five: Moving to the next case

Step One: Transcription of the interviews was the first stage of analysis, and
in order to develop my knowledge and familiarity with the content, I undertook
close listening, reading and re-reading of the transcriptions.

Step Two: Initial exploratory comments were noted on a line-by-line basis.
Comments took the form of summaries, associations, observed linguistics and
questions arising from the data.

Step Three: Tentative emergent analytical themes elevated the process from
initial observations to analysis. Using key words or phrases that captured the
essence of the initial observations. Throughout this process the use of a
reflexive diary tracked the decision making and thinking underlying these
analytical leaps assisting with analytical trustworthiness (Vicary, Young and
Hicks, 2017).

Step Four: Clusters of themes were used to create a table of 'abstractions'
(Smith et al., 2009, p.89) to elevate the analysis from micro to macro
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(Appendix 12). 'Mindmaps' were created for each participant to represent the
abstraction of themes. This visual representation was a personal preference
to enable me to 'see' the analysis (Appendix 13). Locating the analysis within
the original transcript is important and checks were made to ensure that the
data driven analytical thread was maintained.

Step Five: It was important to keep these individual analyses separate and
ensure they were analysed consecutively, as to not impact on the subsequent
transcripts. These individual accounts of data analysis were used in
combination to establish relationships between themes, seeking for common
and contrasting sub-themes, which developed into subordinate-themes and
subsequently superordinate themes that capture the interpreted analysis of
the data. Throughout this wider analysis, excerpts were assigned a code in
order to situate the analysis within the original transcript and demonstrate the
essence of the superordinate theme. This analytical process was followed for
both the supervisor and supervisee, audit trails of the themes (Appendix 14)
were constructed to enhance data trustworthiness.

3.10 Validity, trustworthiness and ethics
Assurances of validity in qualitative research is a problematic concept.
Trustworthiness and credibility are illustrated using Yardley's (2008)
principles: sensitivity to context; commitment and rigour; transparency and
coherence; and impact and importance. These principles are demonstrated
throughout my approach to the research, engaging with the literature, a
responsive and robust methodology, transparent data analysis, active
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reflexivity, and the intention to disseminate my findings. Ethical thinking has
also informed the quality of the research. I have approached this with both my
researcher and practitioner lens, via university approval and governance
(University of Chester, 2014) and BACP guidelines (Mitchels, 2018).

3.11 Summary
The chapter has explained the underlying thinking and decision-making
process in the methodology and methods used in this research. Being clear
on the process aided the data gathering and analysis to proceed without
hinderance and the findings follow in the next three chapters on findings,
starting with the Discursive Psychology discourse analysis of the recorded
supervision sessions.
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Chapter 4
Findings
Stage One
Discourse Analysis
'In sharing our work with another in the transparency and honesty of
supervision, we hear ourselves speak our-practice-in-words, and we
listen for the echoes and the resonances coming back to us from the
other who listens' (Carroll, 2014, p.26)

4.1 Introduction
This chapter focusses on the findings from Stage One of the research, the
discourse analysis of the 12 audio recorded supervision sessions. The data
from these sessions was analysed using the lens of Discursive Psychology as
explained in Chapter 3. Each session contained an element of addressing
supervisee self-care. The findings will show that self-care discourse is a
delicate balance between dialogue that enables or limits addressing
supervisee self-care.
Given the overlapping and complex nature of analysing discourse, it
was important to provide clarity and structure to the presentation of the findings
that enhances analytical trustworthiness and situates the findings within the
inductive process, i.e., data driven; and to adhere to the research aims.
Therefore, the structure of the findings will be as follows: an introduction of the
area of analytical interest, analysis of the extract, followed by the extract itself.
Many of the extracts are unapologetically lengthy, as this provides a wider
context for the areas of analytical interest and helps to tell the discursive story
of how supervisee self-care is addressed.
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The chapter will address aim 1 of the study and capture the intricate
discursive balance and explain how the devices are used, by whom, how they
are situated in the surrounding dialogue and what action is evoked.
4.1.1 The balance
The findings demonstrate how the discursive devises used (Appendix 9)
enable, or limit, addressing supervisee self-care. The discourse that 'enables'
illustrate 'how is supervisee self-care addressed', the dialogue that 'limits'
reveal 'how isn't supervisee self-care addressed', thus adhering to the main
research question. However, it is not appropriate to separate, or to assess, a
binary of 'good' or 'bad' practice. Instead, it has been important to capture the
nuances and the micro linguistic process that enable or limit how self-care is
addressed.
The findings are not presented in sequence of the recordings or
separated into supervisory dyads, approaching the data in this way would not
be analysis focussed, data led, or adhere to the research question and aims.
Each extract of analytical interest (Appendix 10) could provide numerous
examples of devices used, which may elicit different results (Goodman, 2017),
it was important therefore to determine which aspects of the analysis to focus
on. The extracts are selected because of the frequency of instances across
the dataset, and the action provoked in enabling or limiting discourse about
self-care.
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4.1.2 Analytical reflexivity
Throughout the analytical process, my reflexive journal was focussed on
tuning into my own 'lens' and how this was impacting on my analysis. My role
as a practitioner (both as supervisor and supervisee) undoubtably influenced
my assumptions about the presentation of supervisee self-care within the
sessions and have both positive and negative influences on how the data was
analysed. I accept that I have an 'insider' knowledge (Greene, 2014) of how
supervisees can shape the session and the balance in being 'supervisory
therapeutic' without supervision being therapy.
I am also acutely aware of the temptation to 'see what I want to see' in
the analysis. Having the three recorded sessions from each dyad allowed for
an extended overview of the supervision sessions and gave a window into the
supervisory relationship and dynamics within the supervision sessions. Being
privy to the supervisory relationships, as both a practitioner and researcher,
may have influenced the analysis by skewing the lens in which I viewed the
data. By being mindful of the potential impact, allowed the focus to be on being
data-driven and to concentrate on the research question and aims. I used the
process of conducting a discursive psychology discourse analysis to provide
a framework of reference in order to enhance analytical trustworthiness and
provide a robust analytical trail.
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4.2 Participants and sessions
4.2.1 The supervisory dyads
There are four supervisory dyads: Sam (supervisor) and Jo (supervisee); Chris
(supervisor) and Mel (supervisee); Chris (supervisor) and Alex (supervisee);
and Pat (supervisor) and Chris (supervisee). The pseudonyms are deliberately
non-gender specific and no reference will be made to the participants' gender
in presenting the findings, for reasons stated in Section 1.5 of the introductory
chapter. All are experienced practitioners, with between 4 and 15 years of
post-qualifying experience. Qualifications range from diploma level to
doctorate. Two are eligible for BACP accreditation, four are already BACP
accredited. All supervisory relationships are well-established.

4.2.2 The trio of supervision sessions
All sessions have self-care content, Notably, some dyads have significantly
more content than others, which is consistent across each of their three
sessions. The value of having the three sessions is the insight it gives into the
overall presentation of self-care and the supervisory dynamic. Yet, there is no
consistent thread of a specific issue of self-care across the sessions for any
dyad. Each session presents stand-alone data in terms of self-care content.
Chris and Alex have remarkably more self-care content than any of the
other supervisory dyads; Pat and Chris have the least. This may be due to
supervisee influence in presenting the self-care issue and the supervisor
assisting the exploration of this. Alex presents the most self-care care content
out of all the supervisees and is active within the supervision sessions to
explore this issue at depth with Chris, who follows Alex's lead and investigates
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these matters. In Chris's supervision however, Chris presents few self-care
issues but also directs the discourse to restrict discussion of the topic, the
supervisor Pat follows Chris's lead on this.

4.3 The data
4.3.1 Surprises in the data
An interesting aspect of the data emerged that was originally not intended at
the research methodology planning stage, was that of the variety in the
supervision provided by Chris, who was involved as the supervisor in two of
the dyads and as a supervisee with Pat. It was not specified in the research
design to have one participant feature so heavily as discussed in Section 3.2.3
of the methodology chapter. Yet there is considerable variety shown in the
content of the sessions between ‘Chris and Mel’ and ‘Chris and Alex’. This
concurs with the suggestion that the tone and content for supervision is set by
the supervisee. Whilst this element of the data was not a deliberate
methodological intention, there may be research value in investigating this
further, such as examining the discursive differences between the two dyads.
As this is not the remit of this research this will not be attempted here.

4.3.2 Self-care issues as a proportion of time
Across all 12 recorded supervision sessions there is an approximate total of
78 minutes spent on addressing issues of self-care. Each recording of the
supervision session lasts around 80 minutes, therefore a total of approximately
960 minutes of supervision. This equates to an average of slightly over 8% of
time across the entire dataset of the recorded supervision sessions focussed
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on issues of self-care. However, the actual amount spent on self-care issues
varies in each session; the minimum amount being 39 seconds, the maximum
is over 19 minutes.
In all but one of the supervision sessions, dialogue around self-care
tended to be situated within the first half of the session, confined to the first 10
minutes or towards the middle section; rarely occurring past the 50th minute.
The outlier to this was a short excerpt at the very end of one supervision
session that until that point had not had any discourse linked to self-care.
Given that there is a wide variation in the time spent addressing
supervisee self-care, this has impacted on the extracts used to illustrate an
area of analytical interest. Whilst an attempt has been made to provide a wide
range of extracts across the data set, it is limited by the self-care content in
the session and therefore dyads with more data are more frequently used to
illustrate the findings. Table 3 overleaf shows a breakdown of time spent in
each supervision session on addressing supervisee self-care.
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Table 3: Time spent on self-care in supervision sessions
Supervision
session number
(dyad/session)

Total time spent addressing self-care
(in minutes)

1.1

10.56

1.2

11.58

1.3

4.03

2.1

3.15

2.2

0.40

2.3

2.53

3.1

17.5

3.2

4.00

3.3

19.25

4.1

1.48

4.2

0.39

4.3

0.44

4.3.3 Self-care topics raised
Across the entire data set of 12 supervision sessions, each contains elements
of discourse that are linked to self-care. There is a diverse range of topics
discussed, including personal and professional aspects of self-care, see Table
4 overleaf:
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Table 4: Self-care topics discussed in supervision
Self-care topics
discussed
Diary management/
busyness

In supervision session
number
SV1.1
SV1.2
SV1.3
SV2.2
SV4.1
SV4.3

Client dynamics

SV1.1
SV2.1
SV3.1
SV3.3

Supervisee self-view

SV2.1
SV3.2
SV3.3

Personal medical issues

SV1.1
SV2.3
SV4.2

Financial issues

SV2.3

Breaks

SV1.1
SV1.2
SV1.3
SV3.2
SV4.1

Personal ongoing
problematic dynamics

SV3.1
SV3.2

Links to personal history
(wounded healer)

SV3.1
SV4.2

Impact of work on
self-world view

SV3.1
SV3.2
SV3.3
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4.4 The analysis
4.4.1 Areas of analytical interest
From the data analysis, it is apparent that there is a careful balance between
the discourse that would enhance or limit how supervisee self-care is
addressed. Of particular interest is the dialogue of how the self-care issue is
introduced into the supervision session and how these are discursively
managed. When the self-care issue is explored, the extracts illustrate a
discursive enabling that captures a shared understanding or depth of
exploration. In contrast, when the discourse around issues of self-care is
limited this is often due to a divergence from topic or use of laughter.
It is inappropriate to offer a simple account of a tally of which devices
enhance and which detract. To do this could equate to poor data analysis
(Antaki, Billig, Edwards, and Potter, 2003). Whilst there are common instances
of devices used with similar effect, such as metaphor and laughter, it will be
clear that overall, the discursive devises used are in a conjunction with and in
a combination with other devices. The focus on what happens, the action, as
a result of the device provides the areas of analytical interest.

4.4.2 "so self-cares important": explicit use of the phrase 'self-care'
Overt labelling of 'self-care' rarely happens in the data. In three of the
supervision sessions there are four occasions in which the specific term 'selfcare' is explicitly stated by the supervisor, there are no occasions where the
supervisee uses the term. Two of the sessions are with the same supervisor,
the third with a different supervisor, but all three supervisees are different.
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In all three sessions the term is situated within the dialogue as requiring
action or behaviour and is placed after a self-care issue has already been
introduced. It is not the catalyst for 'self-care' discussion. The language around
the term helps to discursively position the supervisor as authoritative within
the interaction.
All extracts using the term 'self-care' are referring to different issues:
stress and physical health, diary management and post-client processing.
There is no supplementary explanation of the term. Therefore, there is an
assumption by the supervisor that the supervisee has an understanding and
knowledge of the meaning and application of 'self-care'. The lack of
explanation could suggest that both supervisors and supervisees understand
that self-care encompasses a range of both personal and professional
matters.
In the following extract, taken from Mel's supervision session with
supervisor Chris, the term is used after Mel introduces the subject of increased
stress levels. The extract starts with Chris reflecting back to Mel the areas of
stress as a list: "room possible changing, being unwell, winter weather" in lines
1 to 2. Wiggins (2017) proposes that the use of list, specifically a three-part list
provides emphasis of an issue of importance, in this case Chris's recognition
of the difficulties that Mel is facing. The use of the list positions Chris as
demonstrating understanding, to which Mel responds affirmatively.
Chris follows this in line 4, "so self-cares important". This is framed as
a statement, which asserts Chris's authority in the dyad. Authority, which
understandably serves to evoke a further agreeable response from Mel, who
uses an emphatic "very" in line 5. Chris maintains the authority and takes the
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lead with a further statement in line 6, which serves to strengthen Chris'
original position. Mel, again, replies with a preferred assessment "yeah" in line
7. Preferred assessments/responses are often given without delay and are
succinct, whereas a dis-preferred response is likely to follow a pause and may
be more elaborate (Stokoe, 2018; Wiggins, 2017).

Extract 1 (2-3.38.15)
1

Chris:

2

you got the stress of your room possibly
changing (.) being unwell winter weather

3

Mel:

∘yep, it's a lot∘

4

Chris:

so self-cares im↓portant.

5

Mel:

very

6

Chris:

and a work life balance

7

Mel:

yeah

Similarly, in the extract below, 'self-care' is posed as a statement. In
Jo's supervision with Sam (supervisor), Sam introduces the term after Jo has
been reflecting on a reaction to a client. The term 'self-care' is positioned at
the start of Sam's turn, yet is not linked to previous dialogue, shown by "but"
at the start of line 1. So, Sam's use of the term 'self-care' actively changes the
focus of the dialogue. Sam's use of the pronoun, "when we are full", in line 2,
frames the 'self-care' issue as area of joint concern. Pronoun use can be used
to establish veracity of an account and/or to manage accountability (Wiggins,
2017). In this instance, the "we" pronoun use presents the issue as mutually
understood.
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In line 3, Sam quietly states a recent experience of needing to address
self-care, which shifts the focus onto Sam's own issues, with a "you know"
added in line 5 that invites Jo to collude with this stance. The repetition of
"what's your view" in lines 7 and 8, is a subtle challenge framed as a question.
Sam then introduces the metaphor "squishing" from line 8. The word has a
rather childlike quality and implies a gentle action of applying pressure, which
in the context of the matter being discussed may reduce the seriousness of
the subject. Jo's response takes the form of two parts: a response to the initial
part of Sam's turn regarding a former client in line 13, then addresses the
pressure issue in line 15. Jo's use of Sam's term "squishing" provides a
preferred assessment and therefore affirms both Sam and Jo's shared stance
on the topic.
Extract 2 (1-2.11.23)
1

Sam:

but in terms of self-care um .hhh whats your

2

view generally about when we are ¯full and

3

°as has just happened to me° before you

4

arrived .hhh when it is a former client when

5

you know that it would be incredibly

6

difficult for them to start with somebody

7

else or °see somebody else° whats your

8

view about=squishing (.)squishing the

9

diary and finding space and (.) fitting

10

and them in

11

Jo:

i think it depends on (.) um (0.8) risk

12

Sam:

yeah
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13

Jo:

when weve worked with them previously

14

(.) but i also think it depends

15

on how much squishing has got

16

to be done

The last example of the overt use of the phrase 'self-care' takes place
in Alex's supervision with Chris. In which Alex has been discussing difficulties
regarding a client. Chris frames the term 'self-care' as a question, situating the
term within the context of the Alex's post-client process. Chris explains the
rationale for the question at length, interestingly Chris uses strong words such
as "emotive" in line 2, "difficult" in line 3 and "emotional" in line 4. The use of
emotion categories helps to strengthen Chris's use of the word "strategy" in
line 5 as requiring action, before repetition of the term "self-care" prior to
ending the turn at line 10. Emotion categories can be used as justification or
as a catalyst for an event, to support credibility or maintain the speakers
position on an issue (Wiggins, 2017 p.171). In this example, Chris justifies the
reasoning for a 'strategy'.
The direct use, and expectation, of a 'strategy' alongside the term 'selfcare' highlights Chris' hierarchical position within the supervisor role. Alex's
response to this positioning is interesting, beginning with a hesitation, then
Alex frames the response with reference to the context of having another
client. There is a lengthy pause in line 13, that could mark this as problematic
dialogue or as a contemplative space. Pauses in everyday dialogue can often
indicate an interactional issue, as a precursor to a dispreferred response;
though may be different in institutional talk (Hofsetter, 2016; Wiggins 2017). In
this instance it is useful to study the context the pause is situated in, which is
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surrounded by tentative language. 'Hedging' is a discursive device that signals
a tentative stance, in conjunction with pauses or minimising language it can
indicate a delicate issue (Wiggins, 2017 p.152). The use of pause, in line 14,
the stumbled over "so" in line 15 and tentative language in line 16, "sort of",
may suggest that the discourse portrays a difficulty and a reaction to the
strength of the hierarchical positioning that Chris asserts.

Extract 3 (3-3.88.2.10)
1

Chris: ↓∘yeah∘ and then what do you do: (.) for

2

↑your ↓self-care after an emotive session

3

>where you found it difficult or youve

4

got emotional< .hh you know what whats whats

5

your ↓strategy after that session (.)

6

>before you see another client< or before

7

you (.) do something else that youre

8

supposed supposed to be ↓doing. what how

9

do you .hh (.) how do you (.) how do you

10

manage that self-care.

11 Alex:

↑er:r .hh so if ive got another client

12

coming afte:r.

13

(2.0)

14

i would (1.0) write my

15

notes u:p (.) an:d so so so sort of sort of

16

get that kind of closure on that=
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In the first two of the extracts above, the term 'self-care' is discursively
well received by the supervisees, their responses do not indicate there is
problem. Yet in the third example, Alex's response is tentative and hesitant
which may suggest that for Alex, being asked overtly was potentially
problematic.
The discourse within the three extracts suggests that the term 'self-care'
is understood by both supervisor and supervisee to encompass a wide range
of issues and contexts, but there may be an assumption of knowledge or
understanding. More often in the data, issues of self-care were discussed
without the explicit use of the term 'self-care'.

4.5 How issues of self-care are introduced
Rather than the explicit use of the term, ‘self-care’, across the majority of the
data, issues of self-care were introduced into the supervision sessions via
supervisee disclosure or supervisor question about 'feeling', commonly framed
in the discursive devise of emotion categories (Wiggins, 2017). From a
practitioner perspective, this is unsurprising, as ‘feeling’ and 'emotions' talk is
integral within therapeutic practice.
Commonly in the data, the supervisee disclosed using an emotion
category, this was subsequently either explored or not by the supervisor. The
use of an emotion category acted as an invitation or prompt to the supervisor.
As previously noted in extract 3, often the supervisee surrounds the emotion
category with tentative, hesitant dialogue and using a disclaimer or minimising
language. These devices could indicate that the matter was of a delicate
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nature, as a means of reducing the significance of the emotion, or as a reaction
to how the disclosure positions the supervisee within the supervisory dynamic.
4.5.1 "that feels quite wobbly"- Supervisee emotion categories
In the extract below, from Mel's supervision session with Chris, Mel is
raising the issue of having to permanently vacate the therapy room at very
short notice. The emotion category disclosed by the supervisee is initially not
explored by the supervisor. The use of "wobbly" implies an imbalance.
Notably, Mel also uses the minimiser "quite" to reduce the importance of the
"wobbly". Whilst Chris emphasises agreement, annotated by the underlined
"absolutely" in line 2, and thus denotes support. But instead of exploring what
this means for Mel, Chris focusses on the implication for the client. This may
be a response to the minimisation in "quite wobbly" in line 1. Furthermore, the
subsequent language used in this response is tentative and hesitant "sort of"
and "I suppose" which may serve to soften the notion of impacting on clients
and the urgency of giving the client a "warning".
Extract 4 (2-3.34.3)
01

Mel:

↑ye::s ↑that feels quite ↓wob↑bly

02

Chris:

(.) absolutely and and how does that sort

03

of affect cl↑ients i suppose youve had to

04

give them sort of (.) warning
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In Alex's supervision with Chris regarding an abrupt ending with a client
resonating with a personal issue, the ‘feelings’ extract is framed using the
discursive device of hedging and minimisation (Wiggins, 2017 p.123). Alex
begins with an elongated "so" and builds to the metaphor of "cut me out"
tentatively. The use of this tentative approach alerts the potentially delicate
nature of the disclosure, but also serves to lessen the importance of Alex's
account. Additionally, Alex also uses a pronoun shift in lines 2 and 3, from
"how I" to "how it", which helps to situate the issue and Alex's reaction as
separate and therefore not subjective. Notice the contrast in the use of
emphasis in line 2, 3 and 4 when referring to the self, which firmly establishes
Alex’s issue as subjective.
Extract 5 (3-1.40.9)
1

Alex:

s::o i think its ↑just really more

2

around ↑my fee↓lings and how ↑i

3

how it left ↑me feeling that

4

kind of >you know< my personal

5

life ive had ive had a number

6

of people cut me o:ut

7

and its like [its a bit]

Whilst both examples are taken out of context of the wider surrounding
discourse, they reveal a number of devices used to frame the emotion
category as a self-care disclosure. Further examples with a more confessional
linguistic stance are now demonstrated.
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4.5.2 "I'm not meant to be" - Supervisee 'confession'
Mel's 'confession' of a long working day to supervisor Chris in the extract
below demonstrates a further process how an issue of supervisee self-care
is disclosed in the data. Mel begins by a slow-paced disclosure in line 1, the
"tonight" in line 2 is elongated and emphasised. This evokes a reaction in
Chris who replies after a micro-pause with a creaky voice (as noted by #)
and an emphasised "oh my god". The use of the pronoun "that's'' instead of
'you're' situates the long day as being separate to Mel. Mel rapidly follows
this in line 5 (the use of ‘=’ demonstrating rapid or latched talk) with a
disclaimer that begins with the preferred response of agreement "it is",
followed by the disclaimer "but then". Disclaimers are used to maintain the
speakers position on an issue that may be questionable (Wiggins, 2017
p.163). In this case, the disclaimer helps Mel justify a position, whilst still
aligning with Chris.

Extract 6 (2-1.27.1)
1

Mel:

2
3

to↓ni:::ght>
Chris:

4
5

<so i wont be back until ten o clock

(.) #°oh #my #god thats going to be
a long d:ay°=

Mel:

=it ↑i::↓s but then im of:f tomorro::w

The final extract for this area of analytical interest once again
demonstrates hesitant, tentative language and the use of pauses to denote a
potentially uncomfortable issue. The extract follows supervisee Jo discussing
client focused material with supervisor Sam.
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The start of the extract clearly demonstrates a hesitant approach. Jo
begins with an elongated "um" followed by a pause of 2 seconds, this pause
is not taken as an opportunity by Sam to begin to talk and Jo’s ‘um’ suggests
this acts as a place holder, ensuring that Jo retains the speaking role (Stokoe,
2018). Jo attempts to begin with "I’m" followed by another pause and tries a
further time with a disclaimer. The disclaimer acts to justify Jo’s stance on
taking on more clients. On line 6, there is a ‘smiley voice’ denoted by the ‘£'
which seems out of context to the surrounding discourse. Perhaps it is a
recognition by Jo of the disclaimer or an attempt to evoke a positive response
from Sam. If the latter is the case, it is unsuccessful, Sam’s response in line 7
offers no collusion. The response evokes the tentative and potentially
awkward response from Jo of an audible in-breath ".hhh" then, reflective of the
start of the extract, an "um" and a further pause of 2 seconds.

Extract 7 (1-1.7.5)
1

Jo:

u::m

2

(2.0)

3

i’m

4

(1.0)

5

i’m not meant to be taking any new clients

6

on at the moment £because im full

7

Sam:

no you’re not

8

Jo:

.hhh um

9

(2.0)
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The extracts within this section demonstrate the caution shown by the
supervisee when introducing a topic linked to self-care, which may indicate
that there is an awkwardness or delicacy around these issues. This is common
across the data where the supervisee introduces the self-care topic.

4.5.3 "you sure?" - Supervisor inquisitiveness
The following section is a brief look at two examples of when the supervisor
has been repeatedly inquisitive about the supervisees well-being, rather than
the supervisee introducing the issue. Both extracts take place at the start of
the session and form a ‘check-in’, reflective of Dart’s (2018) findings around
opening sequences in supervision.
In this example of Jo's supervision, it is Sam's direct prompting and selfcare focussed agenda that facilitates Jo to raise the issue around diary
management. The extract begins with Sam explicitly inviting Jo to reflect on
how they are, to which Jo responds emphatically, followed by a brief pause in
which Sam takes up the discursive turn and seeks clarification in line 3 with
"you sure". Again, Jo reasserts the claim then assumes the turn by moving the
focus on a matter about a list of clients. This aids to divert attention from Jo's
self-care to the "list". However, Sam returns to the original focus in line 11
starting with "before we go".
Whilst this section of dialogue has a number of pauses which could
suggest a prosodic hesitancy to the discourse, Sam uses the pronoun "we" to
place the issue as a shared responsibility in line 12, "can we just check". The
repeated of the word "check" reinstates the focus. The subsequent "see how
you're doing" in line 13 is framed as a statement which prompts the follow-up
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question about Jo's month in practice. This provokes the action of Jo engaging
on a different level to that of when Jo was initially asked, after the repetition of
"a busy one" a fuller answer is given, with the metaphor of "didn't quite sit
right". This use of ‘sitting’ could possibly indicate an uncomfortableness or
incongruence with Jo’s preferred way of addressing this issue and, to some
degree, partially obscures Jo’s disagreement with Sam's stance. However, the
interaction clearly positions Sam as the persistent instigator of the discourse
around self-care.
Extract 8 (1-1.1.1)
1

Sam:

so (.)how are you

2

Jo:

good thank you (0.2)

3

Sam:

you=sure?

4

Jo:

yes yes I am (.) um and I have got your um (.)

5

¯yeah you've got the list of the um

6

pseudonyms that were using here today

7

Sam:

have i?

8

Jo:

you have

9

Sam:

¯good excellent

10

(1.0)

11

yes i have them yes=so (.) before we go (0.2)

12

any further (.) can we just check (.)

13

>check and see how you're doing< (0.4)

14

what kind of a month have you had in practice

15

Jo:

um a busy one

16

Sam:

uh?

17

Jo:

A busy one actually(.) um yeah

18

>some good decisions
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19

i think in terms of my fridays< (.)

20

i (.) i thought about what you

21

um >what you said about< (.)setting

22

a date to finish with people and that (.)

23

didn't quite sit right (.) (.hh)but

24

we're on the way [so]

25

[Okay] remind ¯me.

Sam:

In contrast to the extract above, in the following example from Alex’s
supervision with Chris, the repeated questioning about self-care evokes a
tentative response. Chris’s initial question evokes a questioning response from
Alex in line 2 with raised intonation at the end of the word "right". Alex then
answers their own question with an emphasised "yeah". Yet, the question is
repeated by Chris who echoes Alex’s phrasing and pitch in line 3. This evokes
a rapid response from Alex who struggles to start before confessing
uncertainty at what to bring to supervision.
Extract 9 (3-3.69.1)
1

Chris:

↓o↑kay so how have you been?

2

Alex:

↓all right? ↑yeah

3

Chris:

↓all right?=

4

Alex:

=cant hhh i just so er Ive been thinking

5

about today what to bring (.) to

6

supervision i really dont know?
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Both extracts are uncommon in the overall data. However, given the
explicit supervisor inquisitiveness they were deemed areas of analytical
interest in line with the research topic. Both extracts show that supervisor
persistence with determining the supervisee self-care went beyond the social
norms of ‘greetings’ and both appeared to be asking for a fuller answer.
The extracts in this section show that supervisee disclosure or
supervisor inquisitiveness of issues of self-care have elements of emotion
categories, tentative, hesitant, or minimising language and pauses. This
suggests that these issues may have initial degrees of difficulty. Following the
introduction of self-care issues, whether by supervisee or supervisor how
these are subsequently discursively addressed are also relevant for this study.

4.6 What happens next
What happens after these initial enquiries or introductions of self-care issues
is of analytical interest. Across the data, there appears to be a divergence in
how matters of self-care are addressed after the initial introduction. A range of
discursive devices are used to either enable, or limit, the discussion of selfcare, many of these will be present in both dialogue that enables and dialogue
that limits self-care issues being addressed. Yet, there are specific areas of
note. Particularly, when metaphor is used this tended to enabled discussion;
when laughter was used this limited the discussion.
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4.6.1 Use of metaphor
Metaphor is used to construct the speakers account of themselves or their
world in a visual or symbolic manner that can be used to emphasise or obscure
the significance of an issue (Wiggins, 2017, p.164). The use of metaphor within
a therapeutic setting has been discussed within the realm of cognitive
linguistics by Tay (2014a, 2014b). Metaphor as a psychotherapeutic tool is
well recognised (Lyddon, Clay and Sparks, 2001). If Lyddon et al.'s (2001)
perspective of the use of metaphor in counselling sessions is transposed to
supervision sessions there may be useful insights to be gleaned. They suggest
that metaphor can help therapist and client access and symbolise emotions.
Use of metaphor can focus on empathy and the therapeutic alliance (Tay,
2014a). Whilst it is acknowledged that counselling sessions and supervision
are different, there are restorative aspects of a supervisory encounter that
have links to therapeutic exchanges and metaphor in supervision may provide
the means to engage in this.
4.6.2 Metaphor as an enabler for exploration
The use of metaphor as a discursive device within addressing issues of
supervisee self-care is evident across nine of the supervision sessions. Both
supervisor and supervisee use the device, although across the data set there
are slightly more instances of the supervisee using metaphor to enable
issues of self-care to be discussed.
Within the dialogue, metaphor is used as a subtle or noticeable
indicator of a matter of importance (Wiggins, 2017). Metaphors can conceal,
minimise or draw attention to an issue, help situate the speaker's position on
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a subject, to assess understanding of the other speaker, as a permission giver
or as a catalyst to addressing a difficult subject (Wiggins, 2017). In the extracts
below metaphor use demonstrates a shared understanding between
supervisor and supervisee on a self-care issue and the mutual understanding
in turn may contribute to the depth of the supervisory relationship.

4.6.3 "I can park stuff like that"
This following extract is part of a longer piece of dialogue around a workplace
dynamic issue that supervisee Alex brings to supervision with Chris. There are
several potentially identifiable aspects to the longer extract, so to ensure
anonymity the extract chosen is situated after Alex has disclosed the specific
difficult dynamics experienced regarding a colleague in which Alex has
repeatedly received abusive text messages; Chris has been highlighting the
importance of appropriate boundaries.
The extract beings when Chris asserts Alex's position on the issue. Alex
linguistically reacts with a disjointed start, then progresses to using a metaphor
at line 5 "park stuff like that". This phrase resonates with Chris’s concerns
around appropriate "boundaries" in that it implies that there can be a
partitioning, or a psychological construct of separation when there is a
personal self-care issue that potentially impedes the professional role. The
metaphor use enables the following dialogue to explore the issue.
Firstly, Chris's quieter "yeah" in response serves to encourage Alex to
continue, Alex then offers a number of emotion categories that are swiftly built
upon by Chris. The action of these rapid affirmative responses by Chris
demonstrates to Alex that Chris has a shared understanding of the associated
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emotion categories connected to the issue. The shared understanding allows
Alex to disclose the impact this had on being present with the client - lines 12
to14, albeit initially curtailing the first attempt after "completely" in line 13,
pausing and then resuming the disclosure. The hesitation may indicate a
difficulty in the disclosure and whilst Chris responds with affirmation in line 15,
Alex sighs "hhhh" (line 16) and there is a pause of 1 second before Alex
continues. The sigh and pause again suggestive of a potential problem. Again,
there is a hesitant start to Alex's reflection in line 19 "I don't I normally don't",
the use of 'normally' positioning Alex's reaction as out of the ordinary, thus
upholding Alex's self-perspective and portrayal of themselves as a
professional.
The mid-turn 1 second pause at line 20 lead to Alex's use of an Extreme
Case Formulation (ECF) in line 21. An ECF focusses on the 'extreme' word or
phrase and provides a defensible or justifiable claim or speaker investment in
their position on an issue (Wiggins, 2017, p.154). The ECF in "makes me
dislike her even more" strengthens Alex's position on the issue. Once again
Chris responds positively and rapidly to this which further encourages Alex to
continue. The speech between lines 21 to 30, all showing rapid turn taking and
latched speech (denoted by =), and the repeated term "on my space" creates
momentum and a sense of shared understanding of the issue. The extract
concludes with Chris reiterating (line 34) a stance on what Alex should do,
ending with "isn't it" as a prompt to Alex to agree.
Extract 10 (3-2.66.57)
1

Chris:

∘i mean∘ you dont wanna be pa:rt of ↓it

2

Alex:

and it i’m it and it i ↓fo:und on
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3

when was it thur::s↓day (0.5)

4

i normally when I have a cli a p private

5

clie↓nt I can ↓park stuff like tha:t

6

Chris:

∘yeah∘

7

Alex:

but i could really fe:el that kind
of ↑an::gst=

8
9

Chris:

=agitation ye:ah=

10

Alex:

=agitation=

11

Chris:

=yeah=

12

Alex:

=and was something i wasnt (.)

13

comple:tely (0.5) i was in

14

the room but i wasn’t (.)

15

Chris:

ye:ah

16

Alex:

hhhh (1.0) i was awa:re that it was
in the back o my mi:nd. (.)

17
18

Chris:

19

Alex:

↑yeah.
(.) and i dont (.) i normally dont (.)
strug↓gle with ↓tha:t (1.0) and then that

20
21

makes me dislike her even mo:↓re=

22

Chris:

=↓yeah=

23

Alex:

=because i think 'youre encroaching

24

o:n' (0.5)

25

Chris:

on your ↑space=

26

Alex:

=on my spa:ce.

27

Chris:

ye↓ah yeah.=

28

Alex:

=time you know time that i should be

29
30

focus↓ing on my client not=
Chris:

=ex-exa:ctly
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31

Alex:

he:r.

32

Chris:

not dealing with with that other ↓stuff

33

Alex:

↑yeah.

34

Chris:

35
36

↓yeah so its im↑por↓tant really to get
this so:rted isnt it=

Alex:

=yeah definitely

4.6.4 "caught in the crosshair"
Supervisee Mel's session with Chris demonstrates again how metaphor is
used to situate, and explore, the supervisees' experience of a self-care issue
by the supervisor, that contributes to demonstrating a shared understanding
of the issue. The extract is in two parts.
The dialogue is situated after Mel has disclosed a potentially
problematic reaction to the client. The extract starts with a long pause (line 2)
from Mel, in this pause there is no indication that Mel's dialogue has finished,
in fact the continuation of "yeah" here demonstrates a reaction to the client
material. Lines 4 and 5 suggest that the pause serves the process of ‘thinking
time’. Mel uses a metaphor of "I feel caught in the crosshair" in lines 4 and 5.
The metaphor suggests being in the telescopic sight of a gun and therefore
potentially in danger. This perspective is confirmed and is taken up by Chris
who links this to a presence of a therapeutic triangle in line 8, which evokes
an overlapped affirmative response that establishes a shared understanding
of the dynamic being discussed.
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Extract 11 (2-1.31.1)
1

Mel:

↓yeah

2

(2.5)

3

yeah °very very true° i think that (.)

4

i think that is exact-exactly it um I feel

5

caught in the cross↓hair=

6

Chris:

=yeah=

7

Mel:

=and thats whats complicating=

8

Chris:

=↓yeah (.) youre in the middle of that

9

tri[angle watching thinking]

The second section of this extract comes moments later and starts with
Mel's audible in-breath at line 1, which is followed by an Extreme Case
Formulation (ECF) (Wiggins, 2017), "I just hate it" spoken at a quick pace. The
use of ECF and emotion category of 'hate' demonstrates a strengthening of
the seriousness of the matter to Chris. In response to this, Chris attempts
offers a reflection of a shared understanding of the situation in line 4 but is cut
short by Mel completing the discursive turn; again this serves to reiterate Mel’s
position on the matter. Mel then takes the lead in the dialogue reflecting on the
dynamic, evoking responses in Chris that encourage this reflection.
Interestingly, Mel uses a metaphor of "dump it here" in line 14. This
metaphor implies that ‘it’ is something that needs to be put down and that it is
unpleasant or negative. The potential negative and powerful connotation of
the word ‘dump’ is softened by Mel by using the less emotive words of "leave
it here" in line 16, notably it is said with a smiley voice (denoted by the £
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symbol) which may also soften the delivery of the metaphor. Chris moves the
dialogue to demonstrating a shared understanding of the potential negative
aspects of the work. This could be understood as being received well by Mel
who uses a preferred response using "mms" (lines 18 and 20) to Chris’s
explanation.
Extract 12 (2-1.32.22)
1

Mel:

[.hhh] >I
just hate it when< it feels like im ↑not

2

↑doing ↑my ↑jo::↓b when Im not=

3
4

Chris:

5

Mel:

=able to (.) provide that space

6

Chris:

↓ye:ah

7

Mel:

8

Chris:

no

9

Mel:

mm i know its not about me i-i do know that=

10

Chris:

=ye:s

11

Mel:

but at the same time that is err (.)

12

=↓yeah when youre not=

at least (.) doesnt feel good

something thats going on °s:o°

13

Chris:

↓yeah

14

Mel:

might as well dump it £here

15

Chris:

[yeah?]

16

Mel:

[£and] £leave £it £here £with £you

17

Chris:

↓ye::ah its a negative stroke

18

Mel:

↓mm

19

Chris:

no one likes those negative strokes=

20

Mel:

=mm=
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4.6.5 "cut me out"
A further example of the supervisee introducing a metaphor and this enabling
self-care to be addressed is in Alex's supervision session with Chris
(supervisor).
This lengthy extract begins with Chris summarising the issues Alex had
been discussing regarding a client that has recently finished therapy abruptly,
the identifying details of this have been omitted from this extract in order to
focus on the talk specifically related to the research focus. The extract follows
on from extract 5 where Alex had introduced the self-care issue using tentative
and hesitant language. This is where the metaphor of "cut me out" is first used
(see extract 5, line 6). The metaphor is a powerful one, meaning to exclude.
But there is a visceral, painful aspect in the word ‘cut’ that is made more so
with Alex’s use of emphasis.
The extract continues below with Chris taking the lead and the talk from
lines 3 to 5 is latched with preferred affirmative responses. The brief pause in
line 7 allows Alex enough space to reflect, starting the longer turn with ‘yeah’
and using reflecting language to summarise the thinking around the issue.
Alex repeats the "cut me out" metaphor followed by a number of micro-pauses,
that seem to allow Alex to formulate the thinking around the link between the
personal and professional aspects of the issue, which is swiftly followed by
another section of latched, rapid responses between the two speakers. It
appears that these latched periods provide confirmation of the previous
speakers position and an opportunity for providing an affirmative preferred
response. It would also seem that the latched talk allows for a demonstration
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of the shared understanding of an issue and in turn it may be that it is in these
moments that the supervisory relationship gets reinforced.
Extract 13 (3-1.40.17)
1

Alex:

like that again

2

Chris:

yeah it feels the same you recognise

3

those those sorts of=

4

Alex:

=yeah=

5

Chris:

=same same feelings

6

Alex:

mmm

7

Chris:

ye::ah (0.5)

8

Alex:

yeah and and but i suppose i then

9

rationalise it by saying .hh ‘well those

10

people whove cut me out in my personal

11

li:fe' (.) e:rm that actually wasnt that

12

i'd >necessarily done anything wro:ng< it

13

just (.) run its cou↑rse (.) and maybe

14

thats (.) you know i tried to take

15

that view with=

16

Chris:

=yeah=

17

Alex:

=with this client=

18

Chris:

=yeah=

The extract continues to the dialogue from line 48, with Chris asking
directly about how Alex sees the link between personal and professional
issues, and Chris uses a version of Alex’s "cut me out" in the metaphor "cut
off" at 54. Alex initially responds tentatively, using hedging language to this
from line 55, with "I think probably" and there are a number of longer pauses
in the reply, that could indicate an uncomfortableness or hesitancy to address
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this issue further. It could be suggested that it is the direct observation or
question from Chris in making the link from personal to professional that
evokes this more hesitant response from Alex.
Extract 14 (3-1.42.48)
48

Chris:

so how do you feel=although the feelings

49

((cough)) that you got was the

50

sa::me how do you think that

51

sort of dif:fers from (0.8) professional

52

practice with clients and actual personal

53

li:fe with (.) friends or whoever you

54

have this sort of cut off from

55

Alex:

i think probably

56

(1.5)

57

professionally

58

(1.0)

59

i (.)I wish her well and (0.5)

60

want the best for her.

61

Chris:

↓yeah

Further on in the session, following Chris linking the counselling training
to Alex's ability to evaluate relationships, this next extract demonstrates Chris
leading the dialogue. Chris offers a new metaphor in line 98/99 "taken for a
ride". In situating this metaphor within the context of Alex's professional
development, this serves to forces Alex to widen their perspective about the
relational dynamics that are impacting on well-being. The use of this metaphor
at this stage of the dialogue is an attempt to encapsulate the issue that Alex
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has been previously been reflecting on. Alex responds with a lower pitched
"yeah" (line 100) and Chris expands on the metaphor by offering a further "not
a balanced relationship" in lines 101 to 102. This commonly understood
metaphor expands on the previous "taken for a ride" and demonstrates to Alex
Chris’s understanding of the issue. Alex’s emphasised responses in line 106
and 108 confirms Chris’s shared understanding of this. This shared
understanding allows Chris to further prompt Alex to reflect, from line 109 to
116, and Chris's use of the metaphor of "cut off" helps to facilitate this more
challenging dialogue. Alex’s response from line 117 is once again tentative,
starting with an audible in-breath and "erm" followed by a 1.5 second pause,
a quiet "good question" followed by another pause of 1 second and then Alex
begins verbalising the reflecting with "probably" moving to hedging language
“I seem to I seem”. This tentative response is similar to Alex’s earlier cautious
approach to being asked directly about the ‘cut off’ issue.

Extract 15 (3-1.43.92)
92

Chris:

↑ye:ah so throughout that training where

93

you started to evaluate the

94

relationships in your life and looking

95

at whether .hh (.) theyre maintaining

96

and how are they being maintained

97

Alex:

[mmm]

98

Chris:

[are] you feeling (.) taken for a

99

ride or .hhh

100

Alex:

↓yeah

101

Chris:

you know isnt is it not a balanced

103

102

relat↓ionship and then on in some

103

[relation]ship

104

Alex:

[yeah]

105

Chris:

you started with to withdra:w away

106

Alex:

yeah

107

Chris:

yeah

108

Alex:

yeah definitely

109

Chris:

yes so there wasnt (.) like a cut off

110

or falling o:ut

111

Alex:

mmm

112

Chris:

but you (.) just stepped awa:y

113

Alex:

yeah

114

Chris:

whereas it sounds like on the other side

115

did people just step away, or was

116

there that cut off

117

Alex:

.hhh erm

118

(1.5)

119

∘↓good question∘

120

(1.0)

121

probably a bit of both really i seem to-

122

i seem to get myself into very toxic (.)

123

friendships (.) where it starts get

124

encroaching too much for me >so yeah i'll

125

probably start< pulling away a little

126

bit (.)

Whilst the excerpts from this particular session are undeniably lengthy,
in order to fully demonstrate how the use of metaphor, firstly from Alex and
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subsequently the repetition and introduction of new metaphors by Chris, the
volume of data is justified. The metaphor use here allows a more subtle
challenge by the supervisor, which evokes dialogue that suggests
uncomfortableness.
To some degree, the depth at which the self-care issue is explored in
supervision needs to be influenced by the supervisees' willingness to examine
the issue. This is evident in Alex's supervision with Chris. Notably, this dyad
had the most amount of time spent addressing self-care: just under 41 minutes
over the three sessions. Within each stand-alone session, time was given to
addressing the issues that were presented by Alex, with metaphor influencing
the disclosure and subsequent exploration of the topic.
Not only do the examples in this section show how metaphor can
successfully open the dialogue about an issue of self-care but they also serve
as a process in which the supervisee can be challenged. Nevertheless,
metaphor remains a vehicle to open dialogue around self-care and can be
used in conjunction with 'pronouns' to also facilitate self-care discourse.

4.7 The delicacy of a shared understanding
The extracts below are examples of how the combination of metaphor and
clever use of pronoun can assist in enhancing the discussion of self-care
issues. It features as an interesting analytical point, by creating a shared
understanding between supervisee and supervisor.
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4.7.1 "shine the spotlight on ourselves"
In Jo's supervision with Sam, Sam uses several metaphors to facilitate Jo's
reflections on diary management and accepting extra client work. The
dialogue commences after Jo has placed clients on a waiting list rather than
attempting to manipulate their diary. Sam starts with acknowledging this with
approval before introducing the metaphor of "keeping ourselves clean" in line
3. The 'clean' metaphor suggesting a possibility of being 'unclean' or
contamination if this matter is not managed well. This is introduced with some
hesitancy which is particularly highlighted in line 4 and 5 "don't know why .hhh
I mean erm for want of a better phrase .hhh", suggesting some
acknowledgement of the implications of using the metaphor.
Sam then uses extra metaphors of "instrument" and "shine a spotlight"
to further establish the matter of self-care as important. The metaphor of
'instrument' may imply something that needs to be tuned and practiced,
Deutsch (2013) stating that 'instrument' can be used to denote a physical and
psychological view of the self. The 'spotlight' metaphor could mean bringing
something into focus or highlighting importance.
There is an interesting use of pronoun in conjunction with the metaphor,
whilst the topic is Jo's diary management, Sam uses "us" (line 2), "ourselves"
(line 3), "we're", "we" (line 6), and a further "ourselves" and "we" in line 8.
These cleverly create an inclusivity into the diary management issue of both
Jo and Sam, rather than it being an issue for Jo to manage. Additionally, the
pronoun use evokes a predictable agreement by Jo in line 9. This is followed
swiftly by Sam (notated by =), who further asserts a position on this, by using
a list of examples to strengthen the argument.
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The "dah dah dah" in line 12 concludes the list albeit without specifying
an example, suggesting that Jo will be able to fill in the blanks, predictably
inducing a further preferred assessment from Jo in line 13. Sam persists with
an addition to the 'list' to strengthen this stance in line 14, which prompts Jo to
assert a position on the issue. Jo provides a narrative of the decision making
(lines 15 to 28), interspersed by encouraging "yeahs" from Sam, and Jo's
narrative justifies and adds plausibility to the account (Wiggins, 2017). Jo
offers further justification for "no squishing" thus further illustrating to Sam Jo's
alliance on the issue, which evokes a predictable agreement from Sam.

Extract 16 (1-2.13.77)
1

Sam:

.no good that sounds good (.) because its

2

back to the um (.) back to the issue of us

3

keeping ourselves cl I would say clean i

4

don't know why .hhh i mean erm

5

for want of a better phrase .hhh as i

6

said before we're the instrument and we

7

have got to >shine the spotlight on

8

ourselves< havent we .hhhh

9

Jo:

yes=

10

Sam:

=and make sure that we're (.) you know well

11

rested erm .hhhh having enough annual

12

leave dah dah dah

13

Jo:

.hhh yeah

14

Sam:

and not take that for granted

15

Jo:

.hhh ye¯ah so in my in my ¯current situation

16

as it was like leading up to my break
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17

i knew that i'd got one supervisee that was

18

finishing and another one that wanted that

19

slot (.) so we went ad hoc with them

20

Sam:

yeah

21

Jo:

until this slot became available which it now

22

(.) has so, they're=

23

Sam:

=yeah=

24

Jo:

=they're swapped over but that was happening

25

in a couple of places .hhhh

26

¯so with this ad hoc person

27

needing these sessions that meant that all

28

the ad hoc spaces were tak[en]

29

Sam:

[yeah]

30

Jo:

so there was ¯no squishing=

31

Sam:

=no

32

Jo:

there was no possibility without me
doing myself ¯harm

33
34

Sam:

yeah

4.7.2 "like you wanna switch it off"
The next example further demonstrates how exploring a self-care issue
around professional and personal development is again enhanced with use of
metaphor and pronoun use. The discursive devices used here demonstrate
an inclusive and a shared understanding between the supervisor and
supervisee.
The extract is situated towards the end of dialogue about difficult
dynamics Alex is experiencing in a personal relationship. Chris begins with
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questioning Alex about relationships changing, Chris initially uses "tell you"
but strengthens this with the extreme case formulation (ECF) of "warn you" in
lines 2 and 3. The use of the ECF gives Chris's question a more serious tone.
The use of the modal verb 'will' in "your life will change" at line 4 also adds
credibility to the certainty of Chris's position that relationships change as the
professional develops. This stance evokes a predictable positive response
from Alex who then offers further support for this position in lines 6 and 7, thus
aligning with Chris's perspective. The alignment spurs both speakers to talk at
the same time and also engage in rapid speech between lines 8 and 12, to
demonstrate their agreement on the issue.
Chris then introduces the phrase of "view the world differently" which
suggests that there is a level of professional and personal development that
has happened since the initial counselling training. Within this context it
suggests there is an ‘insider’ knowledge and growth that evolves, an ‘us’ and
‘them’. This is rather seductive element of the dialogue, as it implies a changed
and possibly more sophisticated view of the world, and there is an implicit
invitation to agree with this view, as to disagree with this metaphor may
suggest a lack of development or lack of ‘insider’ knowledge. It is unsurprising
therefore that Alex offers the preferred response throughout the rest of the
extract, which is also evoked by Chris's command of the discourse and
adopting a teacher-like stance of telling rather than exploring, leaving little
space for Alex to interject. The change in pronoun use from "you" to "we" in
line 24/25 "difficult process that we have to try and work through" situates the
experience as inclusive of both Chris and Alex. Despite Chris changing the
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pronoun back to "you" in line 27, Alex's agreement with Chris's perspective
has already been achieved.

Extract 17 (3-3.76.184)
1

Chris:

(.) .hh but when you you had ↓cou:nselling

2

trai:↓ning did (.) did anyone ever tell

3

you or wa:rn ↓you abou::t (.) the

4

relationships in your life will ↓cha:nge

5

Alex:

hh ↑ye↓ah (.) ↑ye↓ah (.) because you:

6

you ↓change and >people have to<

7

change arou:nd you

8

[but they don’t like that]

9

Chris:

10

[yeah and youve got that] >knowledge>
and youve got that the:ory=

11

Alex:

=yeah=

12

Chris:

=and the ↓understanding of the way

13

<people intera:ct> and actuall:y (.) you

14

↑do you view the world <differently>

15

Alex:

yea:h

16

Chris:

that (.) that knowledge can be good

17

in one sense and help with the ↑cli↓ent

18

wor:k

19

Alex:

m:m

20

Chris:

and help you to be more true to ↓your↑self

21

Alex:

m:m

22

Chris:

bu:t (.) <it affects those arou:nd you

23

and sometimes you know thats a very

24

difficult process that we have to try
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and ↑work ↓through>

25
26

Alex:

ye:ah

27

Chris:

and its ↑al:↓most like you wanna
switch it ↑off =

28
29

Alex:

=ye:↓ah=

30

Chris:

=and go back to who you was before

31

where you didnt wor↑ry ↓ab↑out these

32

sorts a ↓things, and you just got on

33

with li:fe an∘=

34

Alex:

=yeah=

35

Chris:

=maybe that didnt affect you so-as
much as (.) they would ↑n↓o:w with that=

36
37

Alex:

=yeah=

38

Chris:

=∘↓knowledge and ↓understanding∘

Whilst the extract mainly shows shared understanding, the 'telling'
element of the dialogue left limited space for Alex to explore the issue for
themselves. Discursively, Alex offered the preferred positive response but
there is little to suggest that the dialogue enhanced exploration and therefore
could lean towards a potentially limiting aspect of dialogue. However, this
specific example has to be placed in the wider context of the extract being
situated after a lengthy exploration into the issue and therefore the subject
may be naturally subsiding within the discourse. Nevertheless, these
discursive dynamics link to further examples of discourse that are limited
exploration of a self-care issue due to a shift of topic focus by the supervisor.
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4.8 Limiting exploration by shifting the focus away
One of the limiters in addressing self-care emerged when the attention on the
self-care issue was discursively diverted. This resulted in the discussion of the
self-care issue being constrained. This action occurred as a result of both the
supervisor and supervisee dialogue.

4.8.1 "something I'm having to watch at the moment"
This extract is situated in Jo's supervision with Sam, in which diary
management is being addressed. Sam’s use of time being "chipped away" in
line 6/7, suggests that there is a reductive or lessening process in time that
potential impacts on self-care. Sam uses an example of a struggle in Sam's
own practice, the possible intention being to demonstrate to Jo that the issue
around declining work is a shared one. Jo's reaction throughout this section of
dialogue, however, is less encouraging of the disclosure with brief affirmative
responses and no example of opening up the dialogue. The extract concludes
in lines 22/23 with Jo creating a topic diversion onto practice matters.
Extract 18 (1-2.25.84)
1

Sam:

for health yeah i think it's really

2

impo:rtant in our line of work

3

it's very easy .hhh because

4

the nature of its so reactive=

5

Jo:

=yeah=

6

Sam:

= that you know the time can get chipped

7

away at and I mean i put my hand up

8

i something i'm °having to watch
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9

at the moment° an:d (.).hhhh isnt it

10

always the way that former ¯clients

11

re-present just when >you havent

12

got any space<

13

Jo:

¯er yep,

14

Sam:

you ¯know theres=th:at (.) so (1.0) thats

15

just what I was listening to before

16

i came down more about like I would

17

love to say i cant do it but this is

18

(.) because of the circumstances (.)

19

its gotta be me

20

Jo:

yeah

21

Sam:

mmm s:o (.) ri::ght so

22

Jo:

so practice if I could just give you an

23

overview

4.8.2 "a skill I learned late in life"
A further example of dialogue that limits is shown in Sam and Jo’s third
supervision session. Jo alludes to a personal issue which is increasing Jo’s
ability to decline clinical work (lines 1 to 4), Sam has an opportunity here to
enquire about this, but instead moves the dialogue on to Sam's own
experience of having to learn to say no. To some extent, this could
demonstrate an appropriate supervisor self-disclosure and a shared
understanding of ‘saying no’, thereby normalising this to Jo. However, there
are pauses in Sam’s dialogue in line 7, line 16 and line 20, which could indicate
problems in the discourse. Within this analytical lens, the pauses could be an
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invitation by Sam for Jo to provide a response, which is not taken up by Jo.
This is particularly evident in line 27, where after a brief pause, Sam prompts
for a preferred response by her use of “isn’t it” to which Jo provides the
expected preferred response of “yeah” in line 28.
Throughout the example below, Sam persists with a narrative of their
own experience and whilst Jo responds appropriately, the dyad ultimately
desists from continuing the dialogue around the original self-care issue for Jo.
It is a missed opportunity for both Sam and Jo to engage with the issue, and
thus limits the dialogue around supervisee self-care.
Extract 19 (1-3.20.1)
1

Jo:

ye::ah and it does feel like there's enough

2

going on at home to (.) to warrant (.)

3

saying ¯no a bit more frequently at

4

the moment=

5

Sam:

=i think ¯ye:ah it's a (.) err a skill

6

i learned very late in ¯li:fe

7

(1.0)

8

Sam:

9

and i'm still trying to learn it
(.) .hhh but I think

10

it's really important .hh

11

and sometimes i think you get to a point

12

your default positions got to be ¯no

13

first my default >position was always< ¯y:es

14

Jo:

>Yeah<

15

Sam:

>and now it's ¯no<

16
17

(1.6)
Sam:

i just think i just can't do it
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18

Jo:

¯Yep

19

Sam:

so(.) erm

20
21

(1.0)
Sam:

but unfortunately i mean it's

22

go¯od if it's (.) an opportunity

23

like that with (omitted)

24

that where other names or the charity work

25

where other names can be put forward

26

(0.5)

27

Sam:

.hhh isn't it=

28

Jo:

¯yeah=

29

Sam:

=it's difficult more difficult >with you know

30

insurance companies< where they want you

31

not me and if i say no then that's

32

the end of that

33

Jo:

ye¯ah

34

Sam:

it's a shame really

4.8.3 "going back to this this client"
A further example in Chris' supervision with supervisor Pat demonstrates a
missed opportunity to explore an issue regarding supervisee self-care. In
contrast to the previous examples, the dynamics leading to the limitation in
discussion are led by the supervisee, and whilst Chris initially discloses the
issue, the matter is addressed briefly before the subject is closed down. The
extract is situated within the second half of a supervision session. The session
has focussed on client material, with little attention, thus far, given to issues of
either professional or personal self-care.
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The extract begins with Chris describing a herbal remedy for stress,
emphasising the "breathe it in". Chris then repeats this phrasing to Pat, this
repetition aids strengthening Chris's reasoning. However, to this disclosed
stress management (line 2) Chris adds a minimiser of "sort of". Chris follows
the minimiser in line 5 with a disclaimer, to claim no stress. The act of this
discursive process effectively closes down potential dialogue about Chris's
levels of stress. Pat follows this closing down with an unrelated question,
referring instead to the herbal remedy mentioned. Interestingly, Chris returns
to the issue of well-being in line 9 with a disclosure about anxiety. By framing
anxiety within the phrase "I live with", with the emphasis on the word "live" this
suggests an on-going issue rather than being a transitory matter of ‘stress’.
The phrase "live with" suggesting a condition that is managed.
Throughout the rest of the section (lines 10 to 25) Pat replies only using
a preferred response that encourages Chris to continue, rather than a
response that indicates Pat wishes to look at the issue in any depth, despite
Chris revealing a personal matter regarding self-confidence (line 19). The only
exception to this is in line 16, when Pat uses the word "fascinating", this
appears in disharmony to the immediate context, but given the rapid exchange
that proceeds it, it may be possible that Pat is reacting to an earlier part of the
dialogue. Throughout, the speech is rapid and latched, but unlike the instances
in which this can show a shared understanding, in this particular extract that
there is little opportunity for Pat to start a turn fully and thus the chance to
explore self-care is lost. The exchange closes with Chris taking the lead and
signifying the end of the discourse in lines 23 and 24.
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Extract 20 (4-2.94.6)
1

Chris:

so im going to get some clary sage and

2

brea:the it in as a sort of .hh erm

3

a stress management,

4

Pat:

↑oh ↑right

5

Chris:

not that im stressed but i i=

6

Pat:

=its some sort of ↑herb is it

7

Chris:

↓ye:ah ↓ye:ah

8

Pat:

right

9

Chris:

so I mean cause i live with anxiety anyway=

10

Pat:

=↑yes=

11

Chris:

=because of all the my=

12

Pat:

=↓yes=

13

Chris:

=my pre-↑traumas=

14

Pat:

=↓ye:s

15

Chris:

er:m but theres that constant er:m (.)

16

Pat:

∘↑fascinating yes∘

17

Chris:

anxiety arou:nd (.)

18

Pat:

↓yes

19

Chris:

my confidence in my↓self=

20

Pat:

=↓yes ↓yes=

21

Chris:

=you know

22

Pat:

=yes

23

Chris:

er:m (.) so so so yes so (.) going back
to this this ↓client

24
25

Pat:

↑yeah
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4.9 "heh heh hehhh" - Laughter as a limiter
Looking at laughter within the extracts on self-care has emerged as an
area of analytical interest and one that was an unexpected finding. Jefferson
(1984) suggests that laughter can be used to detract from the seriousness
within dialogue but can also demonstrate an understanding. It can display
disbelief or shock, and manage delicate issues (Hepburn and Bolden, 2017).
There may be a conflict between laughter as a discursive device to detract
from self-care discourse and, conversely, as a mechanism to add to the
supervisory relationship.

4.9.1 "wow a huh huh huh"
The lengthy extract below is taken from supervisee Chris's session with
supervisor, Pat. It demonstrates how laughter and humour is used to equally
enhance a shared understanding of a self-care issue, and encourage further
disclosure yet detract from the issue being addressed seriously. Therefore, in
this extract laughter aids both as opening up and shutting down the addressing
of self-care.
The extract begins soon after the start of Chris's supervision session,
which is held prior to a period of leave over the Christmas holidays for Chris.
Chris starts with reflecting on being "busy" and Chris responds to Pat's
emphasised and strongly raised intonation with laughter. The laughter is not
continued by Chris who instead elaborates on the "busy" by offering their own
perspective, this preferred response could suggest that the Chris's laughter in
line 3 is not only a reflection on "busy" but also an invitation to Pat to
demonstrate Pat's shared understanding of the situation.
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Pat's "everyone wants a session" appears to set the overall tone of the
extract and enables Chris to disclose long hours of work in lines 6/7. To which
Pat's raised pitch in the "oh gosh" response indicates that the time frame
warrants a reaction but does not convey affirmation or a dis-preferred
response. This reaction evokes justification from Chris, who positions themself
as being responsive to the clients' needs but indicates that their own needs
being 'less than' (lines 9-14); here Chris overtly states that the clients' needs
are a higher priority. The pause followed by "of course" in line 14 offers a
humorous end to Chris's turn and thus softens the potential seriousness of the
issue of being busy and contribute to an 'in-joke' about clients' needs being
more important than the supervisees' self-care. Following suit, Pat responds
to the humour with laughter (line 15) that is also shared by Chris in line 16.
Whilst it could be analysed as demonstrating a shared understanding
and thereby enhancing the supervisory relationship, it could also be collusion
which therefore offers no avenue for exploration or challenge. Pat follows up
the laughter with "it's true in a way yes", (line 17) the 'in a way' casting a slight
element of doubt to the initial statement of veracity. Chris proceeds with further
explanation and justification for the long day, that again is supported in Pat's
comments in lines 32 to 34, which positions Pat as an ally to Chris's justified
position and Chris's rapid counter to this statement is understandably
emphatic.
Despite this jointly shared, potentially collusive stance, there is an
instance of dis-harmony between lines 37 to 47. Chris's use of a list provides
justification, via counting out loud the booked appointments; arriving at "eight"
evokes a repeated/echo response from Pat that serves to seek clarity, in line
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40. Chris responds by explaining two of the appointments, again that evokes
an "oh wow" from Pat that suggests amazement or shock. Chris follows in line
43 by again stating the number of clients and then as if speaking thoughts out
loud with the quieter repeated "that's not too bad", which may aid reassuring
Chris or Pat, or both. In line 45, Pat seems to be responding to once again to
Chris's "eight" from line 39 rather than Chris's spoken out loud thought in the
previous line. The use of emphasis by Pat is noticeable, to which Chris replies
in a lower pitched confirmation, which in this context appears less confident
than before. This evokes a further "wow" from Pat in line 47 followed by brief
laughter, which is at discord to the more challenging previous dialogue. This
laughter creates an interesting response from Chris, at line 48 with "which is
a bit", notably this is overlapped with the laughter from Pat, and is followed by
"which is quite normal".
It seems that Chris begins to respond to Pat's "wow" and possible
preceding less affable talk, but does not complete the response, instead Chris
moves the talk to framing the situation as "normal". This could suggest that
initially Chris began responding in a less sure manner, but the laughter from
Pat changed the dynamic and this allowed Chris to reiterate a position of
supporting having an overly long working day. For self-care, this may be an
important matter, as the timing of the laughter could suggest that there is a
permissible or potentially collusive element when addressing a possibly
problematic or challenging self-care aspect in supervision.
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Extract 21 (4-1.91.1)
1

Chris

gosh its been been busy.hhh

2

Pat

ye:s?

3

Chris

hh ha huh huh huh

4

Pat

↓ye:s >its Christmas i dont know what it

5
6

is everyone wants a session.<
Chris

yes Im working ↓monda:y (.) ni:ne
till(0.5)ni:ne

7
8

Pat

↑oh ↑go::sh

9

Chris

↓yeah so thats full on >Ive tried to give

10

myself some spaces< but

11

Pat

↑yes=

12

Chris

=clients needs are=

13

Pat

=yes=

14

Chris

=high higher than my ↓own (.) of course

15

Pat

[hhh ↑huh huh huh hh]

16

Chris

[hhh errr↑ha ha]

17

Pat

its true in a way yes=

18

Chris

=so fitting them all

19

Pat

hh yes

20

Chris

in where as id hoped=

21

Pat

=yes=

22

Chris

=that id finish yesterda:y (.) come for
supervision toda:y and then ↑Im clear.

23
24

Pat

↓∘ye:s∘=

25

Chris

=but I thought ill ↑keep monday open
just in ↓ca:se

26
27

Pat

[↑oh i se::e]
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28

Chris

[yeah and they all] want a session

29

Pat

[∘thats good∘]

30

Chris

[cause i dont know] ∘how many ive got on
↓monday,∘ .hhh

31
32

Pat

>its difficult isnt it cause if you want to

33

have the rest over Christmas you then need to

34

↑see people just before you ↑go<=

35

Chris

=exac:tly=

36

Pat

=on a ↓break

37

Chris

∘one two three∘

38

Pat

ye:ah

39

Chris

∘four five six seven∘ eight (.)

40

Pat

eight

41

Chris

and what two of those are supervision

42

Pat

↑oh wo:w

43

Chris

so its six clients (1.0) ↓∘'thats not too bad
thats not too bad'∘

44
45

Pat

on the monday youve got eight, (.) ∘people∘

46

Chris

↓eight ↓yeah

47

Pat

wo::w [a huh huh huh]

48

Chris

49

Pat

[which is a bit] which is quite normal
ri:ght

4.9.2 "heh heh well there is that but I was trying to be gentle"
Another example of how laughter and humour can soften or detract a
potentially challenging moment in the discourse around self-care emerges in
Jo's supervision session with Sam. We join the dialogue shortly after Sam
(supervisor) and Jo (supervisee) have engaged in a discussion about Jo not
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having space to take on another client. The extract begins with Sam directly
asking Jo about future diary space in line 1. However, potential troubles in
discussing this become apparent in Sam’s use of elongated speech and
dynamic pitch changes (lines 5 and 8) in challenging Jo. These verbal
challenges serve as framing the dialogue as questioning Jo’s stance without
actually asking a question or Sam explicitly stating concerns. The implicit
questioning stance is evident in the elongated words and pitch changes,
thereby alerting Jo and inducing a hesitant response. This results in longer
pauses at lines 10, 13 and 15 that discursively indicate there is a potential
delicate issue here.
Sam proceeds to soften this challenge by introducing humour into the
interaction via a sarcastically intonated comment about the benefits of shortterm work, said with a smiley voice as indicated by £ and mid-word laugher in
line 19 "nhho". This invites a laughter response that both Jo and Sam engage
in. The laughter in this case could be the mechanism that allows an avoidance
of pursuing the challenge of Jo taking on too much work and Jo’s ability to say
no, which is spoken about in jest by both Sam and Jo.

Extract 22 (1-1.8.24)
1

Sam:

2
3

=yeah are you close to discharging anybody
[hmm hmm hmm mm ]

Jo:

.hhh uh yes [name omitted] we've got
a date of the 22nd of J::uly=

4
5

Sam:

=¯ye:::ah?=

6

Jo:

=but we do need to check

7

t[hat that's] definitely happening
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8

Sam:

¯[ye::ah?] Anybody else?

9

Jo:

um

10

(1.0)

11

not really

12

Sam:

13
14

okay?
(1.8)

Jo:

15

there's um
(2.0)

16

Jo:

yeah

17

Sam:

do we need to talk about the strengths of

18

short-term work as well as

19

work or nhho [£long term]

20

Jo:

£↑↑yes ↑we might do=or or or Jo’s

21
22

[heh heh hehhh ]

Sam:

£your words gone up about half an octave now
ee heh heh

23
24

Jo:

or jos ability to just say no

25

Sam:

heh heh well there is ¯that but i was trying
to be gentle [heh heh]

26
27
28

[huh huh] Huh huh yeah i
Jo:

i do struggle to say no with people

4.9.3 "you can carry that hh huh huh huh"
Further limitation by laughter is echoed in the extract below from Alex's
supervision with Chris. Prior to the extract, Alex is discussing therapeutic work
with sexual trauma. The extract begins with a negotiation of extra supervision,
with Alex being invited by Chris to think about what Alex may need the extra
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supervision for, rather than seeking personal counselling. Alex's response has
a number of pauses before describing wanting to be able to "talk about the
sometimes horrendous content" in lines 7 and 8. The pauses could indicate
that it is an issue of importance and one that requires delicacy. Chris is swift
to pick up on this, shown by finishing Alex’s sentence by the overlapped
speech in line 9, where Chris also uses the word "content". This demonstrates
a shared understanding. Alex re-instates the need in line 19 and both speakers
repeat the word "content", the purpose of this for either Chris or Alex could be
to stress the importance of the issue, demonstrate shared understanding or
perhaps an invitation to disclose or explore this matter further. Whichever of
these it is, repetition of this word keeps the dialogue centred around the issue
of needing to talk about the "content", so it is interesting what happens next.
Alex, in line 24, uses a metaphor of "carry that" to indicate that the
content is something that Alex will hand to Chris to hold and Alex follows this
with laughter. Chris responds with humour in line 25 "oh thanks" said loudly
and with a smiling voice. Alex continues to laugh but this invitation to join in
with the laughter is not taken by Chris. The use of humour and laughter at this
point in the dialogue may have served to divert the seriousness of the subject,
or as an invitation to move away or shut down the subject, an affect display or
perhaps deepen the supervisory relationship. To some degree, intentionally or
otherwise, the act of laughter contributes to minimise the serious nature of ‘the
content’ in this extract, as in 'gallows humour' (Hutchby and Dart, 2019). The
dialogue moves on to Chris taking the opportunity to reiterate their skills and
then moves to addressing the logistics of arranging the supervision.
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Extract 23 (3-1.59.1)
1

Chris:

↓yeah and its really but that its uh maybe

2

its thinking about (.) w what do you need

3

and how does that look different to

4

coun- counselling=

5

Alex:

=so yeah the way that i:: would (0.5) think.

6

that where the need ↓is is actually just

7

being able to talk about .hhh (0.4) the (0.5)

8

sometimes horrendo[us content]

9

Chris:

10

Alex:

that i he↓ar

11

Chris:

↓∘yeah∘

12

Alex:

not necessarily because its about that more

13

[>content< yeah]

about the legal system

14

Chris:

yep

15

Alex:

there's a-theres a process to that.

16

Chris:

∘ok∘

17

Alex:

but it would be more about (.) ∘you know∘

18

(1.0) er:r=

19

Chris:

=the content=

20

Alex:

=the content=

21

Chris:

↓yeah [the raw core blurgh]

22

Alex:

[just being able to talk about] it yeah

23

Chris:

↓yeah ↓yeah

24

Alex:

s:o ↑yeah you can carry that .hh huh huh huh

25

Chris:

£OH £THANKS

26

Alex:

[huh huh hah ha]

27

Chris:

[i’m a trauma specialist] so
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28
29

[all the specialist side] i got
Alex:

[↑absolutely] d’you

30

know that might actually that would that

31

would be ↓good

32

Chris:

>well Im not quite a trauma spec spe:cialist<

33

yet but hope↓fully but I'm doing trauma

34

studies for my ma level so=

35

Alex:

=well i think ↓yeah=

36

Chris:

=yes so I feel i feel equipped to deal with=

37

Alex:

=ok

38

Chris:

whatever (.) dir::t whatever=

39

Alex:

=↓yeah=

40

Chris:

=that you want to bring (.)

4.10 Summary
This chapter covered the findings for stage 1 of the research which addresses
aim 1: to analyse the process and dialogue used to address supervisee selfcare in clinical supervision sessions. The sessions contained a variance in the
time allocated to discussing self-care and this was may have influenced the
depth to which the issues were addressed.
The findings suggested that discursively there appears a delicate
balance within the supervisory dialogue. The disclosure of self-care issues
contained hesitant, tentative or minimisation discourse, and the action of the
supervisor to encourage discussion was influential. The data showed
instances where the supervisor and supervisee engage in dialogue that
evokes a shared understanding of a self-care issue, using discursive devices
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such as metaphor and pronoun that enable this. In contrast, there are also
examples that demonstrate discursive devices that limit the discussion of selfcare; where there is topic change or where laughter curbed discussion, despite
laughter potentially adding relational depth.
Whilst this chapter investigated the discursive 'how', this provides one
lens to answer the research question, the experience of the participants
provides another lens and is examined in the next two chapters.
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Chapter 5
Findings Stage Two
Supervisors' Interpretative Phenomenological
Analysis
"...they feel contained, they feel challenged, it's educational,
developmental and-and-and-and safe really just a safe place for them
to-to come to supervision." (Chris, p.9/128)

5.1 Introduction
This chapter delves into the supervisors' understanding and experience of how
they address supervisee self-care. It's important to note that supervisors will
also be supervisees, and thus their reflections are influenced by this double
lens of experience, which may have influenced their perspective on supervisee
self-care. At times this perspective emerges in their quotes.
There are three superordinate themes. All supervisors contributed to
each of the themes. The three superordinate themes reflect the different
processes for the supervisors in addressing supervisee self-care. 'I am here'
captures how the supervisors create the environment and expectations in
supervision. Superordinate theme 'where are you' situates the supervisors
understanding of the supervisee process regarding the personal and
professional needs and influences that impact on them. Finally, "we're the
instruments" recognises that self-care is an important part of supervision and
captures the supervisors' thoughts of how to integrate this into training and
practice. Within the three superordinate themes, there are eight subordinate
themes, see Table 5. In essence, the supervisors reflected on their role, their
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insight into the supervisee process, and the wider implications around
supervisee self-care.

Table 5: Table of supervisor themes
Superordinate theme

Subordinate theme

I am here

Relationship
Containment
Challenge

Where are you?

Needs and influences
Reflexivity
Development

"We're the instruments"

Importance of self-care
Integration in training and practice

5.2 Superordinate theme: I am here
"Kind of a non-judgemental safe space. Uh, um, keep checking in with
the- with the supervisee about their life. It's not just the client work it's
about their life." (Pat, p.26/196)

'I am here' captures the process the supervisors undertake to situate
supervisee self-care within the supervision sessions. All supervisors reflected
on the importance of the supervisory relationship, a containing environment
and their process in evaluating or challenging the supervisee regarding their
wellness. There appears a delicate balance in the interplay between these
factors that are carefully negotiated by the supervisor.
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5.2.1 Subordinate theme: Relationship
All supervisors spoke about the importance of developing a good supervisory
relationship with their supervisees. Supervisors believe that a 'good'
supervisory relationship encouraged supervisee trust and, in turn, allowed
self-care disclosures.
Here, Chris suggests that the supervisory relationship is as important
as the therapeutic relationship with clients:

"So, as a super-supervisor, it is so important from my perspective to
work on building that trusting relationship as I do with clients. Um,
allowing that openness for them to be themselves without any
judgement". (Chris, p.6/95)

Notice Chris's use of the word 'allowing' this indicates there is an element of
permission giving implicit in establishing the trusting supervisory relationship.
Chris equates the trust within supervision to that of therapeutic work with
clients, but whether the two are comparable is debatable.
There is recognition of the importance of trust in order to create a
supervisory relationship that allows for supervisee disclosure. To some extent
Chris's suggestion of "building that trusting relationship” hints at a linear
process, in which the construction of the trusting relationship leads to
supervisee openness, that one equals the other.
Whilst Chris reflects on trust from the supervisor perspective, Pat
initially adopts the view of the supervisee:
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"...can I trust; can I truly trust this person to share my vulnerability
with them. Um, and I think some people are more comfortable than
others in sharing their vulnerabilities." (Pat, p.24/182)

In the first half of the quote, by situating the reflection from the supervisee
perspective, Pat demonstrates an ability to perspective take and thus conveys
empathy for the supervisee process. Like Chris, for Pat it is the supervisory
relationship that enhances trust. Interestingly, Pat frames the issue of trust as
a question posed by the supervisee "can I truly trust this person”, as if the
supervisee will be assessing the supervisor and the supervisory relationship.
The phrase 'sharing vulnerabilities' is repeated in the second half of the
extract. The repetition emphasises Pat's perspective that a disclosure of selfcare is linked with supervisee vulnerability and level of comfort with disclosure
in supervision.
Similarly, Sam too acknowledges the quality of the supervisory
relationship:

"I think it's the relationship.... I think it’s; it gets to a point where it's quite
seamless once you've been working with somebody for a while and
they know that the intent behind the question is benign and is supportive
rather than critical." (Sam, p.28/298)

Sam adds that within the development of the supervisory relationship there
evolves an understanding from the supervisee that supervisor questions about
their self-care are "benign and is supportive". That assumption that the
supervisee will know the intent is intriguing.
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What is striking here, is Sam's perspective that this relational dynamic
is "seamless". The word suggests an integration into the fabric of supervision.
Contrast this with Chris's "building". One approach appears more intentional
than the other. In Sam's extract there is a potential assumption of a trusting
relationship, almost as if the relationship evolves without effort. Yet, all
supervisors recognised their deliberate construction of an environment that
would foster this valuable supervisory relationship.

5.2.2 Subordinate theme: Containment
'Containment' encapsulates the intentional construction of a supportive,
containing environment within supervision. The aims are to provide a nonjudgemental space for the supervisees. There is a sense that the supervisor
holds the main responsibility in creating this contained space for the
supervisee.
"I think is like-like I've trained them. I think that's about part of creating
a non-judgemental environment. Where they feel safe enough to
disclose, but I feel like it's a relationship between colleagues. And, um,
that, you know, it's part of my role is to create that safe supportive
environment." (Sam, p.7-8/71-77)

For Sam, the onus of creating the supervisory 'container' is strongly
influenced by the supervisor. The phrasing, "I've trained them", suggests a
powerful position of the supervisor to influence the environment and it implies
that the supervisee is malleable. The link Sam makes between the supervisee
feeling 'safe' to disclose and the supervisor being partly responsible for this
environment to facilitate this dynamic is interesting. To some degree, it places
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most of the responsibility for this on the supervisor rather than an equality in
creating this important dynamic.
Interestingly, Pat also uses the word 'safe’:

"Kind of a non-judgemental safe space. Uh, um, keep checking in with
the- with the supervisee about their life. It's not just the client work it's
about their life. (Pat, p.26/196)"

Notice the notion of a "non-judgemental safe space", there are two interesting
elements to this part of the extract. Firstly, that the need to construct a "nonjudgmental" space implies importance for no judgement in supervision, the
explicit need for this hints that judgement may be an issue regarding self-care.
Secondly, "safe" suggests a potential risk of there being 'un-safe' aspects to
supervision.
For Pat, "keep checking in", implies an intentional engagement with
wider issues around the supervisee life, which places the supervisee overall
self-care as a key part of the supervisory practice. Chris also aims to place the
supervisee at the heart of the process:

"You know, for me the-the-the values of supervision is that they feel
contained, they feel challenged, it's educational, developmental andand-and-and safe really just a safe place for them to-to come to
supervision. I love providing it." (Chris, p.9/128)

Chris captures several key points about a vision of the aims and values in
supervision. To some extent this reflects a supervisory ideal, a list of the
'textbook' elements of creating 'good' supervision and finishing this extract with
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similarly idealised response 'I love providing it'. Yet, Chris's delivery of this
section at interview was heart-felt, genuine and Chris clearly has a passion for
aiming to provide a positive supervisory relationship.
Sam also takes supervisor influence on the supervision environment
seriously:
"And I think it's the super- primarily the supervisor's responsibility to
create that environment and it takes time." (Sam, p.29/302)
Notice that Sam interjects the initial statement with "primarily the
supervisor's responsibility” rather than placing all of the responsibility on the
supervisor to provide a positive supervisory environment. Like Sam's earlier
quote in this theme, there is a recognition of the dynamic being a two-way
process with both supervisor and supervisee contributing to the dynamic.
Despite the commitment and responsibility felt by all three supervisors
to create a positive non-judgemental supervisory environment, inevitably there
are areas of more difficult aspects in supervision, such as challenging
supervisees' self-care.

5.2.3 Subordinate theme: Challenge
The issue of challenge is a potentially delicate matter for supervisors, not only
with their approach to confronting their supervisees regarding their self-care,
but also their own process in knowing when and how to challenge. All
supervisors spoke of an instinctual awareness of when the supervisee
wellness is impaired. Self-care challenges are conducted sensitively or with a
technique that is less obvious. To some degree, this implies an element of
concealment or recognition of the potential for supervisee non-disclosure and
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thus contradicts the idealised view of creating a 'safe space' in supervision,
spoken about in Section 5.2.2.

Chris reflects that issues around self-care are rarely initiated by the
supervisee:
"I don't think that anything is, uh, initiated the other way around... I do
question

hunches

on

that

effects

on

supervisee.

And

as

relationships have built, I'm able to recall and recognise the patterns
of that individual sup-supervisee." (Chris, p.1/11)

Note the use of "hunches", this implies an instinctual awareness of a self-care
issue that is unsaid by the supervisee. There is the suggestion that the
supervisor gains awareness of the supervisee "patterns" as the relationship
develops. It indicates that there remain unexpressed or undisclosed matters
for the supervisee, even at a stage where the supervisory relationship has
developed.
Similarly, Sam indicates that length of relationship is a factor in being
able to gauge how 'well' the supervisee is:

"...once I get to know the supervisee. Um, over a period of time, it's
usually on a monthly basis as you know. So it's actually quite a good
barometer. To see, you know, you can get to tell when somebody's a
bit jaded or if they're on top form or if they just need a holiday."
(Sam, p.2/13-21)
Like Chris, Sam believes that the length of time working with the
supervisee offers extra insight. For Sam, the regularity of supervision
appointments hones Sam's "barometer” in the evaluation of supervisee self-
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care. There is the implication that, as a supervisor, Sam possesses an intuitive
ability to measure the supervisees' level of 'wellness'. This is also present for
Pat:
"I-I sort of read, I think I read, you know, we probably all read
supervisees. And they are, how comfortable they are with a particular
issue." (Pat, p.11/87)
The concept of 'reading' the supervisee suggests scrutiny by the supervisor.
How this is situated with a 'non-judgemental' environment (Section 5.2.2) is a
potential conflict as it indicates supervisor evaluation of the supervisee and
therefore judgement. This conflict requires the supervisor to negotiate the
balance between the non-judgemental space and evaluation of supervisee
self-care.
Sam reflects on this further, the use of 'controversial' in the following
extract reveals Sam's acknowledgement that needing to evaluate the
supervisee may be an area of contention:

"Cause you don't know what you don't know. and I keep saying
experience. I think the caseload I've got at the moment, I think, um,
there is a great deal of disclosure but this is why the controversial bit
about -you have to have good radar as a supervisor. Cause sometimessometimes I will look at something and I just think, "Mm, I'm not buying
this. This whole thing". And again, that's about reading body language,
read, knowing somebody. Knowing when they're not themselves. They
don't seem, they seem more guarded." (Sam, p.18/186-194)

This extract begins with Sam suggesting that there is an 'unknown' element to
the supervisors' awareness of supervisee self-care unless explicitly disclosed.
The 'radar' metaphor reflects both Chris's and Pat's instinctual evaluation of
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their supervisees. What's striking here is Sam's experience in "not buying this",
which indicates the supervisee attempting to present a façade and supervisor
suspicion. For Sam, noting that the supervisee presentation is out of kilter with
their usual presentation, such as being "more guarded", implies some form of
protection or hidden element in the supervisee regarding their self-care needs.
In challenging these 'hidden' elements of the supervisee self-care
presentation, the experience of supervisors varied. Challenge was placed
within a wider professional arena or achieved through less obvious enquiry
and sometimes not challenged at all.

"As a supervisor, I feel that I do challenge......Think about the
framework. Think about you. Do- you-you know, you have to be the
best that you can be to be there for your client, if you're not, you're not
fit for practice and you have to make a decision." (Chris, p.1/2, p.1/11)

For Chris, challenge is situated within an ethical framework. Notice the
emphasis on the decision-making and the use of "you". "You" places being
responsibility for this decision on the supervisee rather than a process of
shared decision making. Importance is placed on the wider professional
implications and supervisee responsibilities, and to some degree this justifies
supervisor evaluation when self-care is positioned within ethical thinking.
Similarly, Sam places supervisee evaluation and challenge also in the
wider professional sphere:
"But monitoring is a bad word because it- it sounds judgemental, but,
um, having an overview of the supervisees' state of mental and
emotional health and tiredness and, um, ability to work to the best of
their, their competence and if they are working within their competence,
all that stuff." (Sam, p.3/25)
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In this instance, Sam aligns supervisee self-care with competency, which like
Chris's account can be situated within an ethical framework. What's interesting
here is Sam's reluctance to use "monitoring", describing it as "a bad word" and
"judgemental", preferring instead to use "overview". Perhaps both Sam's
"monitoring" reluctance and Chris's emphasis on the supervisee "decision"
process suggests a level of uncomfortableness at this aspect of the supervisor
process. As indicated by Pat:

"..because I feel that's important in terms of their trusting of me and-and
feeling safe in that supervision space, people don't necessarily want
intrusive questions when they come for supervision." (Pat, p.10/84)

For Pat, a direct challenge to the supervisee regarding self-care could be
experienced as negative, indicated in the use of the word "intrusive". There is
a sense of Pat justifying avoiding asking "intrusive questions" by framing the
challenge in the need for supervisee trust and a safe space in supervision. Yet
whether a safe space is one without intrusive questions may require more
scrutiny. To some degree avoiding an intrusive question colludes with
supervisee self-care non-disclosure, makes assumptions of supervisee
preferences regarding supervisor challenge, and limits the supervisory
relationship to one that is agreeable rather than exploratory and challenging.
Sam recalls an alternative way to explore and challenge:
"Oh, you know, all sorts of sneaky things that you can do. You know,
but to say to somebody who's-who's really overworking and pushing
themselves, but of if, uh, reverse psychology that, especially if they've
got children. You know, you can say, you know, your daughter's
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watching you do this. Watching how, you know, how mummy is taking
care of herself or not." (Sam, p.20/208-214)

Noteworthy is Sam's use of "sneaky" this implies an underhand process of
encouraging the supervisee to gain a wider perspective on their self-care
needs. Whilst this is not a direct challenge, it certainly could achieve alerting
the supervisee to the issue of their self-care that requires attention. Equally,
the use of "reverse psychology" hints at a crafty approach and may serve to
evoke a sense of shame or guilt in the supervisee, potentially impacting on the
supervisory relationship and influence their willingness to disclose.
Similarly, Pat also speaks of employing less overt strategies to
challenge:
"Sometimes it's body language with that you can tell there's stress
there, there's a discomfort there, there's something they're not
comfortable with when they're discussing a particular client, it's quite
interesting. Sometimes people will say that the client, uh, is
experiencing a particular set of emotions and then I will-I will then
explore that to what extent the-the supervisee, the therapist is
experiencing those." (Pat, p.11/92)
In this instance, Pat describes an instinctual recognition of the potential for a
parallel process2 taking place within supervision. This process creates an
opening for Pat to explore the potential self-care issue, an opportunity that
allows for a less direct self-care challenge. A further example of this less direct
approach is again explained by Pat, who takes the lead from the supervisees:

2

Parallel process captures the dynamic between supervisor and supervisee, that replicates
the supervisee-client process (McNeill and Worthen, 1989)
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"...a lot of the time I'm waiting to see what the supervisee brings then I
will explore that, whether it's a client issue, whether it's an
organisational issue, whether it's a personal issue. And, you know, i-if
they don't bring very much on a particular day, and they seem to be in
a good place, I will accept that, I won't go digging." (Pat, p.9/78)
There is a potential conflict here for Pat. In one sense Pat engages in exploring
self-care with the supervisees at the supervisees' instigation, yet if the
supervisee presents as 'well' Pat acknowledges a lack of exploration "I won't
go digging." This may not be problematic if the supervisee feels able to
disclose self-care issues but potentially places the supervisor as having a
passive role in the dynamic of how the self-care issue is introduced and
explored. In contrast Pat speaks of "digging", when this is linked to the
supervisees' transmission of "discomfort" in the previous quote, perhaps this
indicates that some opportunities for discussion of self-care are more easily
accessible for the supervisor, such as linking self-care to client material or to
an ethical framework.
It appears all three supervisors place value on the relationship,
recognise the need for a containing environment and are alert to the delicate
balance between these valued concepts and the issues around supervisor
challenge. This superordinate theme has explored the presence and process
of the supervisor within the supervisory dynamic, the next focusses on the
supervisors' perceptions of the supervisees.
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5.3 Superordinate theme: Where are you?
"Their level of awareness, how intuitive they are, how open they are,
how reflective they are? How creative they are sometimes too? How
willing are they to turn on a sixpence and try something different if their
existing interventions aren't working?" (Sam, p.30/316)

'Where are you?' captures the supervisor perspective on the factors that
influence supervisee engagement with self-care. By positioning the theme as
a question, it highlights the curious aspect of the supervisors’ process. In this
theme, the supervisors reflect on the supervisees personal and professional
needs and how this influences the supervisees ability to engage with issues
around their self-care. There are three subordinate themes that contribute:
'Development', 'Reflexivity' and firstly, 'Needs and influences'.
5.3.1 Subordinate theme: Needs and influences
Factors that influence supervisee engagement with self-care emerged as
supervisee needs and elements that subsequently influenced disclosure or
non-disclosure of self-care matters within the supervision sessions.
"We also want to try and avoid what's happening for us." (Pat, p.12/96)
Pat demonstrates an awareness of the supervisee mindset of being
uncomfortable about discussing their self-care. Notice that Pat's use of the
pronouns "we" and "us", these suggest Pat is inclusive in this avoidance, so
may also be a reflection of Pat's own process. Resonant of Pat's approach to
challenging the supervisee (Section 5.2.3), Pat continues:
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"So, really, um, people are less comfortable, less familiar to talk about
their own self-care in supervision." (Pat, p.13/107)

This time, Pat is removed from the process, using "people" and "their" to
situate the process as external. The idea that supervisees may be
uncomfortable or unfamiliar with discussing self-care suggests a potential lack
of self-care integration into supervision. Also, the idea of a supervisee
experiencing discomfort hints at feelings of awkwardness and potential
embarrassment. Pat reflects on the factors that may influence this
uncomfortableness:

"If they fear, you know, I think, how the supervisor will react, um,
especially trainee supe-supervisee for people who are training... I think
they're very sensitive to their own mistakes, and they don't necessarily
want to talk about things they feel they've done wrongly, you know, the
shame or guilt or some things." (Pat, p.21/161-166)

What's striking here is the supervisor insight that there is fear, shame, guilt
and sensitivity for the supervisee which influences self-care disclosure. This is
linked to how the supervisee believes the supervisor will react to them.
Perhaps the supervisors' insight here resonates with their own experience as
a supervisee. There is a sense of scrutiny from the supervisor, as if the
supervisor is engaged in challenging or evaluating the supervisee, noted in
Section 5.2.3. Interestingly, Pat speaks about trainees, this potentially
assumes that those that are qualified and experienced may not have this
negative reaction.
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Sam recalls:
"..one of my newest supervisees had seen somebody before me and
she very sensibly interviewed a couple of supervisors, and she felt that
the other supervisors she'd seen were very competent, but she didn't
feel comfortable and this person was so sort of formal that she got quite
tearful. And I think you're not gonna do good work if that's the- that's
the environment." (Sam, p.10/107-109)
In this extract Sam acknowledges the process of the newest supervisee,
undertook in order to find a supervisor that would satisfy their needs. What's
interesting here is the formality of the supervisor invoking a tearful reaction
from the supervisee, perhaps 'formal' is less desirable in supervisors. This retelling of the supervisee experience resonates with the subordinate themes of
'Relationship' (Section 5.2.1.) and 'Challenge' (Section 5.2.3). Perhaps for
Sam's supervisee, Pat's insight regarding supervisee fear, shame, guilt and
sensitivity is relevant here.
For Sam, the combination of the relationship, containment and meeting
the supervisees' needs is a key factor in the supervisee addressing their selfcare:
"And if they're not gonna come in and tell you where they've gone
wrong, you're really losing the client losing them, losing the client. And
certainly losing self-care. If they're coming in and giving you, you know,
a sanitised version of events and going home and crying in the gin, you
know, it's completely missed." (Sam, p.41/426-434)
In this, and in Sam's previous reflections, there is a degree of responsibility
that is placed on the supervisee to define and act upon their needs. For the
tearful supervisee, this meant interviewing supervisors until she found the
supervisor who would meet these needs. In the extract above, there is a sense
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of the supervisor needing transparency from the supervisee and not giving "a
sanitised version of events” in order to avoid "losing" them. If supervisee needs
are linked to the supervisor creation of the 'safe' space in supervision (Section
5.2.2) the ownership is therefore placed on the supervisee to take advantage
of the containing environment that has been created and meet the supervisor
half-way. This is further supported by Chris:
"Checking what they need, usefulness, effectiveness, planning your
supervision beforehand. Some do, some don't. And you can tell indeed,
you can tell when they're ready for supervision or not. And having
enough supervision for your needs." (Chris, p.9/123)

In relation to self-care, Chris expects a degree of planning from the
supervisee in order to have their needs met and therefore setting the agenda
for the supervision session. Potentially, there is the assumption that the
supervisee feels they have autonomy and self-awareness to do this.

5.3.2 Subordinate theme: Reflexivity
This theme further captures the supervisor process in recognising the
supervisees level of reflection regarding their self-care needs. Supervisors
valued supervisees who demonstrated their reflections within and in
preparation for supervision.
For Sam, self-awareness is an important aspect of the evaluation of the
supervisee:
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"Their level of awareness, how intuitive they are, how open they are,
how reflective they are? How creative they are sometimes too? How
willing are they to turn on a sixpence and try something different if their
existing interventions aren't working?" (Sam, p.30/316)

Value is placed on the supervisee adapting to their self-care needs. This
expects supervisees to engage reflectively with their well-being. Chris speaks
highly of a supervisee that demonstrates reflective thinking:

"....I look the way she is as a supervisee. She's just so reflective and so
open and able to show her emotions." (Chris, p.1/8)

Clearly Chris places value on the supervisee to be reflective and open. What's
interesting here is that the supervisee is "able to show her emotions", this
implies

dialogue

around

self-care

that

transcends

a

superficial

acknowledgement and is an interaction that is inclusive of emotional
expression. Sam has a similar experience:

"They will come in and talk about personal things. Very often they will
and that's fine. But I don't think they tend to use, you know, the client
language like depressed and stressed. But it's about, you know, "I think
I got this wrong. I'm a rubbish counsellor therefore, I'm a rubbish
person." (Sam, p.42/442-444)

Notice the suggestion that despite being open about personal matters, Sam's
supervisees avoid using pathologising language such as "depressed and
stressed". Perphaps this is linked to stigma around mental health or a caution
in the supervisee to minimise supervisor judgement or challenges regarding
'fitness to practice'. In essence, this lack of using commonly understood
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language creates distance for the supervisee from their self-care issues but
may allow the issue to be discussed in an unthreatening manner. Yet left
unchallenged could promote a collusive aspect of minimising serious mental
health issues in supervisee self-care.
In line with collusion, Pat reflects on a supervisee presentation that can
serve to mask how 'well' the supervisee is:

"I think there is an element of presentation you know, there always is
because as human, so we are always trying to present positive images
of ourselves." (Pat, p.22/168)
Pat raises an interesting point, that the nature of humans is to project a positive
outward appearance. If this idea is placed within the supervisor evaluative
process, such as the concept of supervisor challenge, particularly regarding
an instinctual or 'radar' element of supervisee scrutiny (Section 5.2.3) it seems
fitting that supervisors may use covert skills to evaluate and engage
supervisees in addressing self-care, when faced with a supervisee that
presents "positive images ".

5.3.3 Subordinate theme: Development
'Development' is the final section of the 'where are you' superordinate theme.
This subordinate theme forms the process the supervisors undertake to
recognise the level of experience and professional development in their
supervisees and how this relates to addressing supervisee self-care. There
appears to be assumptions of self-knowledge linked with perceived levels of
supervisee professional development and experience.
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Pat links experience to the ability of the supervisee to recognise when
a client issue resonates with areas of vulnerability:

"I think the more experience the people have, the more perhaps they
are able to suggest, to refuse, to identify clients that they're not
comfortable in taking on... they understand their competencies."
(Pat, p.7/60-66)
Interestingly, Pat relates supervisee comfort in working with an issue with
supervisee competency. Perhaps there is a suggestion here that experience
equates self-knowledge, and in turn this self-knowledge links to an ability to
be assertive regarding working with issues that may link to supervisee
vulnerability. If this supposition is upheld, it implies that the supervisee selfknowledge provides mitigation with professional issues that could negatively
influence their self-care.
For Chris, supervisee experience implies knowledge:

"Knowing what supervision is actu-actually about, not just doing it, not
allowing the supervisor to control the supervision to some extent."
(Chris, p.6/86)
There is a sense of Chris appreciating, or assuming, that the experienced
supervisee will have a greater understanding of what supervision is and also
have greater influence in the content in supervision. The "not just doing it"
implies a greater understanding of supervision. When this is linked to
supervisee self-care it suggests engaging at depth. Sam has a mixed
experience when supervising counsellors with experience:
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"I'll still ask the question, how are you? How are you doing? But I get,
uh, a differing level of response, I would say some are more reticent.
Some want to stay very firmly to the, um, to the cases which is fine.
Some-some are a lot more respectful than others. Some- as I say, some
think they know more than they do." (Sam, p.16/163-169)

What's striking here is that whilst Sam leads with the self-care enquiry, it is
notable that some supervisees are "more reticent" and focus instead on client
material. In contrast to Pat, there is a sense of caution in Sam's account in
linking experience to competency, “some think they know more than they do".
The term "respectful" suggets an acknowledgement of the hierarchical
dynamic in supervision; it is not an equal relationship.
Sam continues:

"I think when there's an experienced practitioner they can fake it
sometimes. You know, they're not feeling good or something's
happened I think a competent experienced practitioner usually has the
ability to park something whilst they're working and remain competent,
but I don't think it's sort of ideal as a permanent or semi-permanent
state of affairs." (Sam, p.4/37-41)

The idea of an experienced practitioner 'faking it' has interesting implications
for self-care. It is reflective of Pat's "element of presentation” in Section 5.3.2.
There is a sense in this extract that Sam acknowledges the ability of a more
experienced practitioner to suspend their own self-care needs in order to
attend to the client. Yet, Sam warns against this being "a permanent or semipermanent state of affairs", indicating the importance of impaired or
suspended self-care to be transitory, even for the experienced supervisee.
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5.4 Superordinate theme "we're the instruments" (Sam, p.1/7)
This final superordinate theme amalgamates the supervisors' view of how selfcare is situated in supervision and what further integration is needed. The
subordinate themes of 'Importance of self-care' and 'Integration into training
and practice' are assimilated into this superordinate theme. Sam provides the
quote "we're the instruments", which describes the essence of the subordinate
themes; highlighting the importance that both supervisee and supervisor are
the vessel for engaging in self-care and the instigator for making self-care an
integral part of the supervisory process. The theme also encompasses the
importance of self-care within supervision training in order to weave self-care
into the culture of supervision.

5.4.1 Subordinate theme: Importance of self-care
Unsurprisingly, all supervisors spoke about the importance of self-care.
Frequently, powerful words and phrases were used to describe this, such as
'fundamental', 'key component', and 'paramount importance'. These words
help to frame self-care in supervision as deserving attention.
Pat's reflection is simple, yet direct:
"Who's supporting the therapist... It's fundamental." (Pat p.5/36)
The question Pat asks is formed as a statement, this is presented in a rather
indignant manner and provides clarity in Pat's position that support for the
therapist is "fundamental". Sam offers an in-depth understanding, using the
same word:
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"I think it's fundamental, I think it's really important because I think for
want of a better phrase we're the instruments that are used and I think
we have to be, again, for want of a better word, but it's one I seem to
use a lot, we have to be quite clean. In terms of our own well-being and
awareness of our stuff and our work, and constantly really, be trying to
review and monitor that to make sure that we fit to practice."
(Sam, p.1/7-11)
The use of "instruments" is an interesting metaphor, on one level it
could mean the physical aid to achieving a particular aim. In linking it to
supervisee self-care, it can also mean a musical instrument that requires
tuning and regular maintenance for optimal performance. Sam also uses the
metaphor of "clean" and the subsequent description by Sam suggests there is
a potential for being unclean or contaminated if self-care is not attended to.
Notice, Sam's use of 'we' and 'our' in the extract, this includes Sam in this
reflection and may resonate with Sam's experience as a supervisee.
Sam continues:
"Personally, I think, um, I think, um, I think personal self-care is the
paramount importance because without somebody being kind of fit to
practise then the professional side of it is not going to be up to scratch.
So I think maybe one precedes the other but I do think they're
interlinked." (Sam p.4/31)

For Sam, the link being made between personal and professional self-care is
important, that they are intrinsically connected. Interestingly, Sam places more
value on the personal aspects of self-care, that is the personal issues that
uphold professional self-care issues.
Chris also values self-care in supervision as beyond professional
matters:
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"I think it's about valuing sup-supervision for what it is. That it isn't a tick
box, that it isn't just adequate, that it isn't, um, just what you have to
do... It's not just about client work, it's not about, um, just, uh, you know,
get-getting those numbers or working towards accreditation, whatever
else." (Chris p.3/37 and p.50)

For Chris, situating self-care at a level beyond the 'tick-box' of supervision is
important. There is a sense of passion here in the wider supervision culture
being accountable, requiring supervision to provide more than the professional
elements of the work. This sense of accountability is also present in the
supervisors' reflections on training.
5.4.2 Subordinate theme: Integration in training and practice
Questions were asked of the supervisors’ experience of supervision training
and how supervisee self-care was integrated into this. All supervisors recalled
the paucity of self-care. It is therefore unsurprising that the issue may be
mishandled or lacking in supervision. Chris, as a tutor, actively invites
discussion:
"If you don't have good supervision, what can happen? And I think, you
know, it's one of the questions, uh, that I do as a-a trainer when we look
at sup-supervision. You know, what is the-- what is effective
supervision? What does it look like? What's ineffective look like?"
(Chris p3/46)

When looking through the lens of supervisee self-care, Chris is asking valid
questions about what effective supervision would look like. To some extent
asking these questions assumes pre-knowledge, that Chris's tutees would
know the answer, this may not be the case. Furthermore, supervision that is
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effective for self-care may not be deemed effective supervision dependent on
how this is measured and the aims of supervision. However, for both
supervisee and supervisor these questions could evoke a valuable learning
discussion about how training could situate self-care in supervision.
Sam's reflections acknowledge the missed opportunity in training:

"I think that's a real opportunity missed to be honest. Because I think
it's so important at that level, um, that trainees, senior trainers
understand the concept of self-care. It shouldn't actually wait 'til they're
in my room." (Sam, p.34/356-362)

Here, Sam highlights the potential opportunity for trainers to educate trainees
at core training to address self-care. The phrase "It shouldn't actually wait 'til
they're in my room" indicates that Sam is required to further educate
supervisees regarding the need to address their self-care in supervision. This
is reflected in Sam's "trained them" (Section 5.2.2). There is an overt criticism
in Sam's reflection, suggesting that trainers do not comprehend "the concept
of self-care". It is a bold statement but could indicate the level of Sam's
frustration regarding this lack of understanding and deficit in training. To some
degree it holds the trainers to account yet fails to acknowledge the wider
potential issue of the culture within supervision of addressing supervisee selfcare.
Pat speaks of a similar issue in training:

"....I don't remember self-care being addressed....I'm guessing they
very much see themselves as professionals, and so professionals don't
need a huge amount of attention on self-care [laughs] 'cause you
should have it all sorted out." (Pat, p.27/208-210)
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Notice the laughter here, Pat's laughter acknowledges the absurdity that a
'professional' "should have it all sorted out". The link between professionals
and not needing to attend to self-care is alarming and perpetuates the myths
around practitioner self-care.
Pat further acknowledges the lack of self-care awareness in training:

"I think because it's interesting because I think a lot of the training is
often about how we facilitate and empower clients, it's very much
focused on the client and BACP ethical guidelines often, I know there's
an element there around self-care of the therapist, but really what they
bring home is the importance of-of the client- and their well-being."
(Pat, p.13/105)
To some extent if core counselling training lacks a self-care focus and is overly
focussed on the client, with little time spent on the importance of self-care of
the counsellor/psychotherapist, it is no surprise that this may be the dynamic
present within supervision sessions.
To counteract this, the supervisors reflected on ways supervisee selfcare within supervision sessions could be enhanced. For Pat, a proactive
stance may be needed in the contracting stage within supervision:

"Maybe a conversation at the beginning, you know. The supervisory
kind of process where you actually talk about self-care and, um, that it
will be featuring in-in our sessions that would be directly or indirectly. It
is important as the client work that you'd bring, so maybe the giving
some people permission. They-they can bring that element to self-care
uh, 'cause actually that's the most important thing." (Pat, p.25/189-193)
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What's striking here is the sense of a tentative approach suggested by
Pat, and the somewhat limited intention to explicitly embed self-care in the
supervision process. Pat use of words such as "maybe", "kind of" and "directly
or indirectly" provide a potential dilution of intention. Yet, Pat also clearly views
self-care as important, so perhaps the tentativeness is around the process of
addressing supervisee self-care rather than the value. Notably the idea of
giving permission to the supervisee is stated here, this suggests an
understanding of the power imbalance inherent in supervision and the
potential need to clarify to the supervisee that self-care is 'allowed' within
supervision.
Pat's tentativeness about the process is expanded on:

"...my worry is, it might turn into a tick box exercise or you know, -a tick
box, and it can prevent the honest discussion because as soon as you
label something, as long- as soon as you have a list of things you've
got to tick off, people will come with pre-prepared answers."
(Pat p.17/133-135)
Pat starts this extract with voicing concerns that self-care in supervision could
be reduced to a formulaic 'tick box' rather than an honest, responsive,
reflective element of the supervisory process. These concerns are valid. If
placed within the context of the reference to "permission" in the previous
extract it seems that a delicate balance would need to be in place to satisfy
Pat's perspective. Self-care that is permitted but not cliché.
Interestingly, the phrase 'tick box' used in this instance is also used by
Chris (Section 5.4.1), yet the intonation is different. However, both Chris and
Pat raise concerns that both supervision and self-care in supervision could be
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unhelpfully reduced to prescribed practice rather than a responsive to
supervisees needs.
To some extent, Sam's deliberate action of asking directly may align
with the 'tick-box':
"I'll still ask the question, how are you? How are you doing?"
(Sam, p.16/163)

Whilst the question places supervisee self-care as an explicit part of the
supervisory dynamic, to what extent this slides into a formulaic approach is
debatable. Sam reflects further:

"I don't always have to say how are you, 'cause I think the scene is set
that's how supervision tends to go. It's the, you know, that's why that's
where I often start. I think, as an unspoken expectation".
(Sam, p.13/129)
The balance between the explict "how are you"' question and the implicit
"unspoken expectation" is interesting. To some degree, it suggests that Sam
has woven self-care into the fabric of the supervisory process, one that is
explicitly permitted by the direct questioning but also expected by supervisee
and supervisor. It can be difficult to capture what the process was that enabled
the integration of self-care implicitly into practice. Perhaps Chris's suggestion
of monitoring could help with this process:

"I feel it can be enhanced or maintained through open conversation.
Uh, the individual self-self-awareness, I'm picking up on that. Continual
feedback, getting the right supervisor, which is sometimes difficult."
(Chris, p.8/120-121)
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Importance is placed on feedback and an open dialogue between
supervisor and supervisee. To some extent this too needs a level of
'permission giving' by the supervisor: that supervisee feedback about
supervision is welcomed. Notably, Chris indicates the importance of having
the right supervisor, an acknowledgement of the importance of the supervisory
relationship as explored earlier in this chapter (Section 5.2.1), a factor that is
undoubtably important when addressing supervisee self-care.

5.5 Reflexivity
The supervisor interviews and analysis raised issues requiring researcher
reflexivity. To maintain a sense of analysis 'freshness' much of my own
experience as a supervisor had to be partitioned off, as much as this is ever
truly possible. This was not always a simple process in both the interview stage
and analytical process. I was also acutely aware of the supervision sessions I
had already analysed and how this may have influenced my analytical eye on
the interviews and my experience of the supervisors' approach to addressing
self-care. To some extent I had already engaged with the supervisors through
listening and analysing the supervision sessions, so I was mindful to suspend
my pre-conceptions both for the interviews and analysis. I was also aware of
my own 'lens' as a supervisor, conscious to curb looking for the 'right' answers
and using the hermeneutic process to keep my analysis reflective of the data
and thus enhance analytical trustworthiness.
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5.6 Summary
The findings from the Stage Two: the semi-structured interviews with
the supervisors, were presented here through the exploration of the three
superordinate themes. Notably, supervisors had shared views about their
presence within the supervisory dynamic and the environment they help
create. They were aware of their evaluation and challenge of the supervisee
regarding self-care, confronting this either overtly or subtly. Plus, the
supervisors appreciated the delicate balance of embedding self-care into
supervisory practice, despite this being experienced as absent in training.
Focus now moves to the experience and understanding of the supervisee.
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Chapter 6
Findings Stage Three
Supervisees'
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis
"And they're quite good at picking up on if I seem kind of anxious
about something or what might be going on for me."
(Mel, p.12/118-120)

6.1 Introduction
This chapter will present the findings from the semi-structured interviews with
the supervisees. Supervisees were asked to draw upon both current and
previous experiences of addressing self-care in supervision.
All supervisees recall mixed experiences. There are several shared
influencing factors: their self-awareness, the quality of the supervisory
relationship, their early supervisory experiences, concerns regarding
supervisor judgement, and permissive or restrictive dynamics in the
supervision sessions.
As per Interpretative Phenomenology Analysis, as outlined in Chapter
3, emerging themes were abstracted into ordinate themes and then situated
into superordinate themes. This created two overarching superordinate
themes and five ordinate themes comprising of eight contributory subsubordinate themes, see Table 6. All supervisees contributed to all the
themes.
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Table 6: Table of supervisee themes
Superordinate theme

Subordinate themes

Sub-subordinate
themes

Me, myself and I
How am I?
Identifying what I need
What do I need?
Meaningful self-care
You and I
"Relationship is the
key"
Early experiences
Can I tell you?
Supervisor's
perceptions
How are you?

Invitation and
instigators
Permission givers and
catalysts
Enhancers

The two superordinate themes: 'Me, myself and I' and 'You and I'
address the research aims of:
•

Explore supervisee experiences and understanding of how self-care is
addressed in clinical supervision.

•

Investigate how addressing supervisee self-care can be enhanced or
maintained.

•

To a lesser degree: how this can be implemented into training and
practice.
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6.2 Superordinate theme: Me, myself and I
"For me, it's about finding the right balance between work and my own
life." (Alex, p.4/28)
Supervisees were initially asked about their own understanding of selfcare. This provided the context in which their experience of addressing selfcare in supervision would be framed. Their self-awareness involves the
supervisees being critically reflective and proactive in order to attend to their
self-care needs.
The superordinate theme of 'Me, myself and I' takes the form of the two
subordinate-themes: 'How am I?' and "What do I need?' These subordinate
themes reflect the self-questioning aspect of the supervisees' process and
experience in addressing self-care in supervision. Whilst apparently simple
questions, underlying this is a depth of multi-layered engagement and critical
reflection with their self-care in both personal and professional capacities. The
supervisees place meaning in their own reflective processes both as a
practitioner, within their personal life and within professional ethical thinking.
There is an underlying element of self-responsibility insinuated with this, that
places the onus for self-care engagement on the supervisee.

6.2.1 Subordinate theme: How am I?
The supervisees present as having an awareness of their own self-care needs
and demonstrate the differing ways in which they reflect on this. They ask
searching questions of themselves to check their self-care levels or identify
what they need to do to address their self-care needs. There is a sense of
holding themselves to account, an implied responsibility that is ingrained in
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their professional role. This forms an expectation of being self-aware and
being able to assess their own self-care needs.
Jo acknowledges the fundamental question of self-care being linked to
whether they are well enough to conduct the therapy session, framed as an
explicit self-assessment:

"I think essentially, what self-care to me is about making sure that I am
well enough to practice for every single session. So I'm asking myself,
am I well enough to run this session? When I say well enough that
can mean a whole host of different things, but it's like a-a check-in I
suppose that I do with myself." (Jo, p.2/5-9)

Notice the "making sure" element of Jo's narrative that suggests a level of
certainty that Jo will be well. However, Jo dilutes this with "well enough". This
has echoes of Winnicott's3 'good enough', in which striving for perfection is a
flaw. Perhaps, within Jo's dilution of requiring absolute certainty of wellness,
there is a recognition that 'well enough' is, in fact, 'good enough'. Jo's use of
the term 'check-in' implies a pre-emptive but brief approach to the selfquestioning.
In contrast to Jo, Alex places their questioning as a reaction to what has
previously happened. Alex expands on this post-reflective stance:
"So, for me, self-care is important to go out and, you know, I walk my
dogs, I spend time with my kids, and I-- That's what self-care is to
me it's just about going, "You know what, it's been a really tough day,
so I'm just gonna do something nice for me." (Alex, p.2/16-22)

3

Winnicott, 1953.
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For Alex, self-care appears to be the remedy for counteracting a 'really
tough day'. What appears to help this process of self-assessment is again,
taking a questioning, reflective stance. This is a similar experience to Chris,
who situates self-care within a "work-life balance" (p.1/5) but also as a reaction
to the day.
"And, you know, when I'm not busy with clients and say I finish early-it's like "Oh, great. What can I do?" (Chris, p.4/66)
For Mel, the questioning and recognition that indicates a need to attend
to self-care appears to act as a starting point to Mel's engagement with the
issue:
"What are my signs? What is it that you know, I may be feeling a bit
kind of jaded about stuff...and what can I do to get back on track? So I
might discuss this with my supervisor." (Mel, p.33/259)
The use of 'signs' indicates a form of self-monitoring. That these 'signs'
would be recognised and attended to, may suggest an observer-like quality to
the self-monitoring. Notably, Mel describes feeling jaded suggesting a mood
of being overworked and fatigued, which would be the catalyst for needing to
address self-care. Interestingly, Mel's "might discuss this with my supervisor"
indicates a potential hesitancy in raising this in supervision or some form of
assessment as to whether the self-care issue warranted presenting within
supervision.
In essence, this reflective, questioning stance assists the supervisees
in adopting an 'observer' position that allows them to critically reflect on their
individual needs. It is interesting that these are explicit questions that the
supervisee asks of themself rather than the suggestion that the supervisor
would be asking these questions. This could indicate the sense of
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responsibility that the supervisee has for being active in their self-care, rather
than being reliant on an external source to indicate that there is an issue that
needs addressing.

6.2.2 Subordinate theme: What do I need?
This theme captures the process in which the supervisees attended to their
self-care needs. Not only did this create a need to undertake a self-care activity
that occurred outside of the supervision process, interestingly, their self-care
intentions also needed to be situated in the supervisees understanding of
making it meaningful, which helps to justify the activity.

6.2.2.1 Sub-subordinate theme: Identifying what I need
All supervisees took ownership for needing to identify their own self-care
needs. In line with professional development self-awareness4, this selfawareness is in keeping with developing as a practitioner. Whether a reflective
or self-identifying position provides an accurate assessment of how well the
supervisee is, is debatable. But the sense of necessitating a form of action
with identifying self-care needs continues:
"So my understanding of practitioner self-care would be, um, being able
to identify what it is that you need... and being able to give it to yourself
whether that's in time, uh, whether that's reading, whatever that's a
bath. But I think there's lots of different elements of self-care."
(Mel, p.2/8)

4

Orlinsky and Ronnestad, 2005.
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Mel's use of a list "time, reading, bath" is interesting. It highlights the physical
'action' part of self-care, actions that occurs after reflection, linking the physical
action to meeting their emotional need. This 'listing' of actions was evident for
all supervisees:
For Jo:
"And I just need some sort of quiet photography time- or walking that
kind of thing." (Jo, p.16/95-101)

Chris's stance regarding 'needs' presents a form of negotiation, a
reward or trade-off for working:
"Love buying, like, makeup and perfumes. To me, that's my self-carethat's my reward. Um, and the work-life balance. Making sure I have
holidays. So I now, usually take Fridays off so I've got a long weekend."
(Chris, p.3/46-48)

Perhaps there is an assumed understanding that in order to engage
with self-care there needs to be a tangible activity to provide the 'evidence'
that self-care has been achieved. If this line of supposition is followed, the
supervisees may then report the activities back to their supervisors, thus
demonstrating their commitment and evidence of addressing their self-care.

6.2.2.2 Sub-subordinate theme: Meaningful self-care
This theme can be understood as the supervisees' intention that self-care is
more than simple 'tasks', but provides a level of robust, purposeful
engagement with the understanding that underpins the activity. Each
supervisee spoke of situating their self-care in a wider context, linked to their
understanding of self-care needing to be meaningful.
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For Jo this means:
"Self-care is only self-care if I know what I'm doing and why I'm doing
it." (Jo, p.81/496)

There is a suggestion here, that depth of meaning and understanding
underpin Jo's application of self-care. This could potentially be situated in an
inherent value base for Jo. For Alex and Mel, the wider context is linked to
their value based in their ethical obligations as a practitioner:
Mel states:
"I'm with the BACP, so the very last principle is all around selfrespect, um, and self-care falls under that. So not only, you know,
respect for yourself and your body and your mind, but being able to
administer self-care as and when needed. So for me, self-care is part
of, alongside with supervision, um, preventing that kind of burnout."
(Mel, p.1/6)

This is similar to Alex:
"For me, it's about avoiding burnout. Um, continuing to practice
ethically, um, and doing right by clients" (Alex, p.1/6-8)

For Chris, situating self-care within an ethical framework, helps
establish the importance of attending to self-care as part of professional
practice:

"So, you know, I have to- adhere by those principles and consider that
and be in tune with myself when my self-care maybe needs some more
attention." (Chris, p.11/193-205)
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Unlike Jo, Chris, Mel and Alex acknowledge the link to ethics. The
acknowledgement of the link to their professional body ethical framework
could have several implications. Firstly, it could demonstrate their
understanding of how it is situated with their obligations as professional and
their commitment to clients. Secondly, there may be a sense of a potential
punitive measure or some sort of repercussion regarding the ethical conduct
should they not engage with self-care.
The link to burnout, made by both Alex and Mel, is suggestive that
engaging in self-care is a preventative factor. The shared use of the term
'burnout' rather than any other term, such as vicarious trauma or secondary
traumatic stress, which are associated with self-care, is interesting. Perhaps it
is a more commonly known, accepted or a less emotive term regarding
practitioner self-care.
The combination of having to identify what is needed and ensuring that
it is actioned with meaning appears important for the supervisees. In order to
enable them to situate their understanding and application of self-care in a
wider professional, ethical and preventative context that appears above and
beyond raising it in the supervision session.

6.3 Superordinate theme: You and I
"If I felt as though my supervisor just didn't get me, or get my
circumstances, I think that would perhaps stop me from accessing um
and looking at my self-care needs. Yeah, and I think that goes back to
the relationship. I would say so, for me anyway."
(Mel, p.26-27/223-227)
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'You and I' captures the supervisees' experience of the dynamics within
their supervision that enable, restrict, enhance and detract from addressing
their self-care. It holds within it the layers of internalised supervisory
experiences and the complicated dynamic within the supervision sessions.
There is a sense of the supervisees' emotional resonance within this theme,
as it depicts the delicate balance between the early supervisory experiences
and concerns of how the supervisor will perceive them, a supervisee
vulnerability. Alongside this are the mechanics of the process in addressing
self-care; the elements of the supervisory relationship that invite, enhance,
investigate, are catalysts or are permissions givers to the supervisee of
addressing their self-care. The experiences are mixed. But for all supervisees,
the supervisory relationship is the crucial.

6.3.1 Subordinate theme: "Relationship is the key" (Alex, p.62/734)
Overwhelmingly, all supervisees spoke adamantly of the importance of the
supervisory relationship being an essential part of how their self-care was
addressed. Within the theme there are examples of individual areas of
importance that contribute to a sense of connection and a collaborative
dynamic that help create a relationship and environment that is conducive to
addressing supervisee self-care.
For Alex a relational link made on a personal level is helpful:
"I just-- I think she's-she's very genuine, she's very-- I don't know what
the word is, but she's- I feel comfortable she's a woman around my
age kind of thing. She had-had the family, she knows what it's like to
be working and juggling that and, yeah, I think some-- You do just
click- with some people and you don't with others. And I think I-I trust
to do right by me. Definitely, the relationship, yeah." (Alex, p.23,269)
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There is a sense of importance around shared personal circumstances
that helps Alex 'click' with the supervisor. Notice that Alex lists the qualities
that the supervisor has; similar age, family, the work-life balance. It seems that
having this personal connection is valuable to Alex, rather than focussing on
the professional qualities the supervisor may possess. Alex suggests that it is
these personal qualities that add to a sense of trust within the supervisory
relationship.
In a similar vein, Mel too suggests a degree of personal connection that
contributes to feeling able to discuss Mel's self-care needs:

"But if I felt as though my supervisor just didn't get me, or get my
circumstances, I think that would perhaps stop me from accessing um,
and looking at my self-care needs. Yeah, and I think that goes back to
the relationship. I would say so, for me anyway."
(Mel, p.26-27/223-227)
For Mel, the idea that the supervisor needs to "get me" is important.
Like Alex, this is evocative of a relationship that transcends the purely
professional, to one that acknowledges the personal factors that contribute to
the supervisory dynamic. The idea that not being 'got' by the supervisor as
restrictive for Mel, in addressing self-care in supervision, is a powerful one.
What is noteworthy, is the potential that this places the onus for this important
relational dynamic on the supervisor. To some extent that it is the supervisor's
role to 'get' the supervisee.
Yet for Jo, the onus appears to be placed in their own process of
connecting with the supervisor:
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"So if I've, if I don't feel tuned into them, um, I've gonna find it more
difficult to say how I really feel. So if I've not got a good connection
then supervision across the board isn't gonna go well."
(Jo, p.68/412-416)
Notice the difference in terms, compare Mel's "didn't get me" to Jo's "if
I don't feel tuned into them". Jo's appears to place more value on the sense of
connection being the driving force for a good supervisory relationship.
Jo's perspective expands into a sense of a shared process:

"I think it's a collaborative process actually and as you've been talking
and I think it's about recognising that there's a meeting of equal minds."
(Jo, p.61/374)

The idea of there being a "meeting of equal minds" suggests an equality
in the supervisory relationship. However, given that supervision is an unequal
relationship with an element of evaluation, 'equal minds' may potentially be an
idealised or unrealistic view of supervision.
For Chris, value is placed on the creation of a 'safe environment':

"The relationship. Definitely the relationship and how that linguistic, how
that communication is-is addressed, responded to- noticed. And, um,
back to person centred, a safe environment to explore".
(Chris, p.17/305)
Central to this, is the premise of being able to create an environment
that is conductive to addressing self-care. There is an indication of the
discursive process being an important factor for Chris, that the responses of
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the supervisor to Chris's disclosed self-care needs are valuable aspect of
having their self-care needs met and the creation of a supervisory 'safe space'.
Whereas Alex alludes to the internal emotional state as a factor:

"I do think the relationship is-is the biggest thing, to be able to feel
comfortable to talk about it." (Alex, p.50/586)

Like Jo's "meeting of equal minds" there is a sense of an idealised view
of the supervisory relationship regarding addressing self-care. When the
concept of "to be able to feel comfortable" is placed within feeling under
scrutiny regarding the supervisee presenting issues of self-care, as raised
within the following ordinate theme, the ideals of being 'comfortable' and
'equal' may not always represent the actual experience.

6.3.2 Subordinate theme: Can I tell you?
This subordinate theme is about the supervisees experience of vulnerability in
discussing their self-care. All supervisees spoke of a hesitancy born out of
some of their early experiences in supervision which, in the main, did not
address self-care. This created a cautious view of whether it was acceptable
to bring issues of self-care, an uncertainty that has stayed with the supervisees
and contributes to their concerns regarding the supervisors' perceptions of
them. Supervisees spoke of a variety of negative emotions associated with
their uncertainty such as shame and fear. It is within this theme that a form of
early attachment in supervision emerges as a factor that influences later
supervisory relationships, in some respects resonating with Bowlby's (1969)
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attachment theory. These early supervisory experiences create a 'blueprint' of
how self-care is, or isn't, addressed.

6.3.2.1 Sub-subordinate theme: Early experiences
"So when we were in training, it was made clear that supervision is not
personal therapy. So that that’s always sort of stuck at the back of my
mind. So if I do start talking about myself. Then I’m like, “oh, is this
okay?” (Alex, p.12-13/138-144)

For Alex, even now there is a strong association with messages
received when in training; creating a lack of clarity around discourse about the
'self' in supervision being acceptable. This message was internalised during
training, perhaps it suggests the authority and omnipotence in which this may
have been portrayed. My own recollections of being a trainee are relevant to
understanding this perspective; trainers were placed on a pedestal and were
viewed as the fountain of knowledge. Therefore, the experience of Alex’s
having ‘stuck at the back of my mind’ suggests permanence, a reference point
that subsequent experiences in supervision have been overlayed on. Alex’s
uncertainty in presenting a self-care issue in supervision is experienced as
self-doubt, “Oh is this okay?”; as if Alex requires permission from a figure in
authority, in this case the supervisor.
The idea of needing supervisor approval is also experienced by Jo:

"I think it does go back to the idea of somebody-somebody deciding
whether I am good enough." (Jo, p.59/360)
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Interestingly, Jo uses the phrase ‘somebody’, simply speaking within
this context Jo means the supervisor. Yet, if this is placed within the relational
transitional nature of attachments, this could be suggestive of a wider aspect
of Jo’s process within relationships with figures of authority, perhaps indicating
that this issue of being ‘good enough’ is a more deeply felt experience. Jo
reflects "...that kind of thing can be experienced as crushing and many of us
are wounded healers that come into the profession" (Jo, p.63/386).
The early experience of uncertainty linked with supervisor judgement
also resonates with Mel's initial supervisory experiences:
"And I think, uh, kind of in the early days of supervision, had so much
anxiety around what I would take. And what they would think of what I'd
done and are they gonna be judging me and they're just gonna
strike me off and think I'm a terrible, terrible person."
(Mel, p.13/126-128)

Mel's presentation of the experience of anxiety is reminiscent of a
snowball effect. The momentum of the supervisors' evaluation gaining speed
and severity; from a worry of "what they would think" to the destructive power
they potentially have over Mel's career: "strike me off". The idea that Mel would
be judged as a "terrible, terrible person" demonstrates the weight of feeling
around these early experiences. There is a notion that the supervisor would
have a powerful negative reaction to the supervisee.
The strong emotional reaction to an early negative experience of
supervision is also experienced by Chris who, as a novice practitioner,
disclosed to their supervisor that client material lingered after a session:
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"And I was completely told off on saying, you know, you-you shouldn't
be thinking about your clients when you're at home. Um, and I thought
it's part of the process, surely. It's right. No, no, that's wrong. Whatever
I did was completely wrong. And then she told me to do, I would then
do and then she'd ask me why I've done that. So, it was completely soul
destroying." (Chris, p.15/269)

Notice the language used to establish the 'absolutes' or 'certainties' that
the unhelpful dynamic created "was completely told off", "you shouldn't",
"completely wrong". The language suggests supervisor power in the dynamic,
one that is directive and omnipotent. Chris internalises this. For a novice
practitioner to have had such a negative experience, one that is "completely
soul destroying" at a time of intense and potentially vulnerable professional
development indicates the importance of the early supervisory experiences in
addressing self-care.
The outlier within this theme was Jo, who was the only supervisee that
spoke of one positive early experience of supervision:
"I can remember her setting this down in our group saying "I want you
to be able to bring the best and the worst" (Jo, p.30/192).
To some degree, Jo's experience still maintains the position that it is the
supervisor that sets the scene for issues of self-care to be presented in
supervision. What's striking here, is the potential meaning behind 'best and
worst', that there is a binary of good and bad in presenting self-care. This
experience appears to have been influential in Jo's ability to be proactive in
addressing self-care in supervision. Perhaps there is merit in the supposition
that an early supervisory experience of addressing self-care creates a
'blueprint' that, in turn, has a ripple effect to the extent to which the supervisee
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feels their self-care issues are 'allowed'. Jo's current supervision experience
would support this supposition:

"In fact, that was one of the-the first things on my 'what do I take to
supervision' is what's happening with me and how much it's impacting
my clients" (Jo, p21/129-131).
This assists Jo to place self-care and clients as a priority within
supervision. Perhaps this action is Jo presenting the 'best and worst' in
supervision. Despite this proactive stance, further reflections by Jo link to an
avoidance of shame in the proactive nature in presenting self-care issues
'first', which contributes to the next theme.

6.3.2.2 Sub-subordinate theme: Supervisor's perceptions
The supervisor's perceptions of the supervisee are influential to the approach
the supervisee takes when presenting issues of self-care. There is a sense of
potential judgement or assessment of 'wellness' underlying the supervisory
dynamic, that conjures a negative emotional response within the supervisee.

"But as we've been talking I've realised what it-what it was that I needed
to have seen before I went. And that is shame because if I've got it
wrong or, um- If-if my super-- If I've gone in completely unaware and
my supervisor would have said, "You're doing too much work, you need
to do less and this is how I think you should do it." I would experience
that in quite a shaming way like I've done something wrong."
(Jo, p.47/292-294)
Jo's experience of wanting to avoid potential shame-inducing feelings
fuel Jo's self-care awareness and the need to be proactive in reflecting on and
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presenting self-care issues in supervision. Interestingly, for Jo, this realisation
of the influence of 'shame' comes during the interview itself. It is reminiscent
of Jo's musing about being 'good enough' in Section 6.3.2.1. Given that
shame is a powerful emotion, it is unsurprising that Jo would take action to
prevent this. Experiencing shame in supervision may create a negative selfview so to some extent, avoidance of this feeling provides self-preservation. It
could suggest that Jo believes the supervisor may view them as somehow
'less than' and could unnerve the professional facade.
In contrast, both Alex and Mel do not explicitly speak about proactively
avoiding the negative emotional reactions to potential supervisor evaluation.
Yet similarly, they both experience difficult emotional reactions to their
supervisors' scrutiny of their self-care issues.
Mel reflects on the uncomfortableness:
"Squirmy... Really squirmy, because it's not a case of not knowing yet
but it's-- it is a case of someone else has presented it to you- and then
you've got, then you need to do something about that."
(Mel, p.24/204)
"Yeah, [laughs] it's uncomfortable. We kind of get into the rhythm of
work anyway, so then if someone goes, "Really? You need think
about that?" It's squirmy." (Mel, p.25/215)

Notice that Mel alludes to having insight 'not a case of not knowing'
suggesting some self-awareness of the self-care issue. Yet, it is the act of
having the self-care issue raised by the supervisor that creates the
uncomfortable feeling. Perhaps it is more tolerable if the supervisee is aware
of the self-care issue but chooses to keep this hidden. However, when the
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matter is explicitly raised by the supervisor, this creates an uncomfortable
feeling of being assessed or judged.
Mel's repeated use of the word 'squirmy' provides a vivid description of
the feelings of nervousness or embarrassment. Like Jo, there is potential
shame associated with having a self-care issue highlighted by the supervisor.
Furthermore, there may be an implicit expectation of needing to act in order to
address the issue. To some degree, whilst Mel is not explicit about acting to
pre-emptively avoid this uncomfortableness, there is a connotation that raising
the issue themselves rather than having this being drawn attention to, is more
palatable. Alex discloses a similar emotional experience:

"she said, you know, "I feel self-care comes into this room." Um, and
then she said, "A lot with you." Um, and I sort of felt a bit, I don't know,
just a little bit, um, judged for that." (Alex, p.26/305-307)

Alex is hesitant about disclosing feeling judged, proceeding it with "I
don't know" and "just a little bit". This may subtly minimise the impact of the
power in the word "judged'. Like Jo, there may be an underlying element of
shame that is linked to feeling judged by the supervisor. Alex recalls a further
experience:

"one supervision session I was really upset and I said, you know, "I'm
so sorry, I've cried a lot."...Um, almost like, "Yeah, you-you are a bit
high maintenance when it comes to the self-care side," that's how it
made me feel." (Alex, p.29/341)

Clearly, for Alex, on this occasion it had been an emotional supervision
session, in which Alex's experienced self-care described as being 'high
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maintenance'. Whether these were the specific words said by the supervisor
is not known. However, Alex's experience that self-care was somehow
excessive or demanding has a potentially damaging impact, both on the
supervisory relationship and the therapists' willingness to disclose further
issues regarding their self-care.
Chris' experience is less overtly challenging:
"...I pick up some funny vibes..., it is hard to explain....it's almost like I
say something and then I don't know, uh, I don't feel, um,-- because for
me, supervision is really important that you get what you want from it.
And I'd not had great supervision before, so, yeah, it's-it's, you know,
and then I think well, is that is that me, is that something about me?"
(Chris, p.18/315-337)

Interestingly, Chris alludes to an unsettled feeling that is difficult to capture in
words; there is an unspeakable quality of un-ease to the dynamic that creates
uncertainty for Chris around addressing self-care. This uncertainty evokes
self-questioning "is that is that me, is that something about me?" The selfquestioning suggests that Chris is at fault. The combination with the "funny
vibes" Chris experiences, indicates that the dynamic is somehow provoked by
Chris rather than the supervisor. Perhaps this is reflective of an early
supervision experience, noted in Section 6.3.2.1, in which Chris believed they
were in the 'wrong'.
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6.3.3 Subordinate theme: How are you?
The 'How are you?' subordinate theme captures the concept that there is a
process to enable, restrict or enhance how supervisee self-care is addressed.
A process that is evoked through the dynamic of a supervisor enquiry or
supervisee offering, often driven by a trigger or situation that prompts
engaging with self-care. In essence, it is the act of bringing self-care into the
supervision session. "How are you?" comprises of three contributory subsubordinate themes 'Invitation and instigators', 'Permission givers and
catalysts' and 'Enhancers'.

6.3.3.1 Sub-subordinate theme: Invitation and instigators
'Invitations and instigators' captures the balance between being invited to
discuss self-care by the supervisor and bringing the subject into the
supervision session unpromoted. There are mixed experiences across the
supervisees within this section of the findings.
One of the questions asked to the supervisees was 'who initiates the
conversation about self-care?'
Alex's response:

"Probably me. (laughs) .... It probably is me, it probably is me just
saying, 'Yeah, I've just had a really bad-bad couple of weeks.' And, you
know, she'll stay with that". (Alex, p.25-26/299-311)

Note the repeated use of probably, as if Alex is unsure of the
recollection. Perhaps the 'probably' is used to soften the disclosure that it is
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them that instigates the self-care dialogue, as if there is an expectation that
the supervisor would ask. Alex continues:
"I don't think it gets asked at all. No. Um, perhaps if it was asked, I
wouldn't feel so guilty talking about it." (Alex, p.39/457-461)

What's striking here, is Alex's admission of feeling guilty. If this is placed
within the 'blueprint' that Alex carries forward from an early supervisory
experience (see Section 6.3.2.1) and the incidences in which Alex has felt
judged or 'high maintenance' regarding self-care needs, it is unsurprising that
this evokes a feeling of guilt. Within guilt is the notion of self-blame for
engaging in something that feels wrong, that this feeling is associated with
addressing self-care is both interesting and concerning.
Chris is less hesitant about how self-care is addressed in supervision:
"In supervision is self-care is addressed directly? No. That is in-direct..
it's quite fluid.. I think the use of metaphors comes in, but then I think
there's a risk then of the real issue not being addressed if that
metaphor isn't explored." (Chris, p.20/367-381)

The use of 'fluid' suggests that there is no fixed or structured process.
Notably, Chris states that using metaphor to address self-care comes with a
risk that it may mask "the real issue" getting explored. For Chris, the metaphor
may be a vehicle to subvert attending to the matter at hand.
Who invites or instigates self-care in supervision is a different
experience for Mel:
"It's probably a mix, but I would say more slanted towards the
supervisor recognising when there's a need to bring it up. Um, I don't
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think I ever go in and just proffer some self-care that I need to do or I'm
thinking about doing. Um, yeah, I don't know what that's about".
(Mel, p.15-16/144-148)
Whilst Mel begins with suggesting both they and the supervisor raises
issues of self-care, what's striking here is the disclosure that Mel cannot recall
being active in addressing self-care, yet, is unsure why this is. Therefore, the
supervisor is deemed the main instigator of self-care issues. Mel claims that
the supervisor "recognises when there's a need to bring it up". Potentially, this
bestows an instinctive and insightful ability on the supervisor to somehow
know when to raise the issue of self-care. This is illustrated further:
"And they're quite good at picking up on if I seem kind of anxious
about something or what might be going on for me".
(Mel, p.12/118-120)

To some degree this 'instinct' relies on the supervisor's skills of being
able to 'read' the supervisee, yet, it has potential to collude with a stance of
supervisee non-disclosure. Thus, absolving the supervisee from being jointly
responsible for addressing their self-care in supervision and thereby
suggesting responsibility being firmly within the supervisor's remit.
Contrastingly, in Jo's experience, the process of bringing self-care into
supervision is an integral, jointly held responsibility in supervision:
"Uh, 'how are you' question is the first thing that-that gets asked and it's
meant. It's not just hi, how are you? I'm fine, thanks. It's actually meant
and I know that I can take stuff there". (Jo, p18/109-113)
There is value placed on the intention behind the question "how are
you?" that establishes it as a searching question, thereby inquiring at a level
of depth that is beyond the usual social norms. Jo continues this illustration:
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"...being really mindful that it is a meaningful question and not just a
"How are you?" How are you not-not how are you, but how are you?
And that's how my supervisor has asked me." (Jo, p.69-70/422-428)

For Jo, there is emphasis placed on the quality of the intention of the question
as well as the timing:
"If I was being asked as I was coming in the door- I'm not here yet.
We're not fully present for me to feel comfortable in order to-to bring
that to the table. So if that was my only time when I was being asked,
how are you? I can- I can see that-that wouldn't feel like it's enough".
(Jo, p.79-80/478-486)

The use of phrasing is interesting in this excerpt: "I'm not here yet. We're not
fully present for me to feel comfortable". This gives a sense of the importance
of being grounded in the supervision session to establish a safe environment
to discuss issues around self-care. It suggests that these matters are not
simply a social norm or a 'throw away' comment, which links to the importance
of meaningful self-care in Section 6.2.2.2.

6.3.3.2 Sub-subordinate theme: Permission givers and catalysts
A further contributory element within the 'How are you' theme are the driving
forces that enable self-care to be raised. These can include supervisee-led
issues and the process of permission giving that derives either from the
supervisee or supervisor.
For Jo, this dynamic is reminiscent to the early supervisory experience
of being told to bring 'the best and the worst' (see Section 6.3.2.1).
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"Bring exactly what you're thinking and feeling- rather than filtering. Um,
that probably fits with me as a person because once I trust somebody,
I-I really try not to do the filtering." (Jo, p.34/214-220)

In a sense, Jo provides their own permission to disclose a self-care
issue stemming from an early supervisory experience. The idea of filtering
could be understood in terms of non-disclosure in supervision. In some
respects, the non-filtering element and Jo's avoidance of feeling shame in
supervision (Section 6.2.2.1) are complementary.
"So the fact that I can get to that point before I get to supervision, I go
with a 'I know I'm doing something wrong because something doesn't
feel right' then I can accept their help because they're showing me
how to resolve the situation not saying to me, 'You've got this
wrong.'"(Jo, p.48/296)

Even now, as an experienced practitioner, for Jo there remains an
underlying caution around what the supervisor will think or assess, so Jo preempts the issue being raised by the supervisor by presenting it themselves.
Yet, there is also a recognition of the difficulty experienced in bringing issues
of self-care into supervision:
"I think they've been the most difficult bits to kind of-- to take and be
really honest and-and have those discussions of I feel like I'm doing too
much work but I don't know to how to not be doing too much work
because this is what I've got on". (Jo, p.41/258-262)

The acknowledgement of the difficulty in being honest is key here.
Despite the encouragement to bring the 'best and worst' from the early
supervisory relationship and actively pre-empting shameful feelings and taking
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action to avoid this, fundamentally the experience of addressing issues around
self-care are "the most difficult bits" despite Jo's 'permission'.
Similarly, Chris also describes actively presenting areas that need
reflecting on:
"So when I prep for my own sup-supervision, I can look through and I
can see that-that highlighted some-some--something there so I take
some time to reflect on that and see what I might wanna bring. Um, you
know, that's all about self-self-care we don't just shelve it 'cause that
that shelf is gonna get pretty full." (Chris, p.6/94-102)

Whilst Chris pre-plans the self-care issues to disclose, there is a sense
of a less assertive approach to Chris's account in comparison to Jo. There is
a period of reflection as to what Chris "might wanna bring", so essentially Chris
allows a vetting of what to disclose. Yet, there remains a recognition of the
potential to be overloaded, in the imagery "that shelf is gonna get pretty full".
Alex also uses the imagery: "get it off your chest" as a reflection of the
drive to address self-care:
"I do think that what's going on in your own life impacts how you're
feeling. You know, if you've had some upset, then you might not be
quite as engaged with your client um, and I think-I think in that case,
yes, it is important to look at that and to try and just to get it off your
chest." (Alex, p.14/156-160)

Central to Alex's catalyst is the recognition of the link between personal
matters and being engaged with clients, plus the importance of having
somewhere to process this. Interestingly, the notion that Alex may need to
have felt upset in order to discuss an issue of self-care "I think in that case,
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yes" suggests that there would have needed to be a difficult situation arising
in Alex's personal life rather than self-care being addressed as an established,
integral part of supervision as raised by Jo in Section 6.3.2.1.
Similarly, for Mel, the catalyst relates to a crisis:

"..it's never when everything is absolutely fine [laughs] that self-care
will come up. It's never a, "Well, how are we going to keep things
ticking along that are absolutely fine?" You find that it's normally in
reaction to crisis." (Mel, p.22/198)

This approach is far less proactive than Jo or Chris's stance in terms of
preparation. If the catalyst for attending to self-care is as a reaction to a crisis,
it suggests that there is no routine 'everyday' engaging with issues around selfcare in supervision. In fact, for Mel, the idea of this is laughable "it's never
when everything is absolutely fine [laughs]". Perhaps there is embarrassment
associated with this, or an invitation to collude. Nevertheless, a position of
needing an 'external' catalyst for addressing self-care adds to a passive
supervisee approach, in which attending to self-care needs is either crisis or
supervisor driven.
6.3.3.3 Sub-subordinate theme: Enhancers
This element within the subordinate theme of 'How are you?' raises the
issue of how addressing self-care can be enhanced in supervision, in order for
the 'how are you?' question to be fully answered. This section builds upon the
'Invitations' and 'Catalysts' theme by looking at 'what's next?' The supervisees
were asked at specify what needed to be added into or continued with, in order
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for their self-care needs to be met. These included a more proactive approach
from the supervisor to integrate self-care more firmly within supervision.
Mel suggests implementing self-care as an integral of the supervisory
process:
"I guess the only thing I'd like to get more of in supervision that is that
I- I want there to be more awareness of the many, many different ways
you can look after yourself and for that to be a focus when times are
good, so that actually you may not reach the crisis point or if you do,
you already know that you're going to do X, Y, Z." (Mel, p.37/291)
Paradoxically, this contrasts with the self-care practice that Mel
currently has in supervision. Notably, Mel alludes to valuing the variety of ways
that self-care can be attended to, perhaps there is an assumption that
supervisors believe self-care can only be achieved in certain ways. To some
degree Mel is asking for a more preventative approach to self-care in
supervision, that way preparing for moments of crisis. Mel continues:
"Because I think that attention to self-care only when times are tough is
not necessarily how it should be." (Mel, p.8/68)
Jo makes a suggestion that may meet these needs:
"One could be asked at the end of each supervision session, not only
have you heard your needs met type question, but um, but also what
self-care you got planned in between now and when I see you next
time. Uh, I, and if that was asked in a meaningful way...really what selfcare have you got in place." (Jo, p.72-73/-438-444)

Once again, for Jo, there is weight placed on the "really what self-care
have you got in place" being a meaningful question, that asks for an honest,
thoughtful answer. Within this, there is a sense of the supervisor holding the
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supervisee to account in having a self-care plan and as such moves into a
more evaluative aspects of the supervisory dynamic.
Alex asks for a transparent approach pre-emptive from the supervisor:
"And to, you know, when-when you're first contracting as if you would
with a client. You know, saying self-care is welcomed in here. That
discussion, you know, you know it's not personal therapy and if it's
impacting you and you know, making that clear from the start. And
saying you know it will be-it will be a part of every session if you want
it to be." (Alex, p.53-54/625-633)

There is an explicit self-care focus needed for Alex and Jo. Alex's earlier
notion of being told supervision was not personal therapy, (Section 6.3.2.1) is
echoed here. But this time, it is presented in a manner that seems to create a
boundary within supervision that encourages self-care rather than being told
'what supervision isn't'.
What's striking in all the 'enhancers' thus far, is the onus on the
supervisor to provide some guidance or direction to the supervisee. In contrast
to this Chris places themself as the influencing factor in addressing self-care
in the future in supervision:
"I think what I might do is initiate more discussion around self-care and
see what happens. Yeah. I feel that with this it brought it to my attention
that actually if I'm the one that's doing it- do it, test it."
(Chris, p.25/453-457)
Notice Chris's use of the 'test', it is not clear whether the subject of the
assessment would be the supervisor or them as a supervisee. There is a
sense of the 'test' being whether self-care would be discussed more fully in
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the supervision sessions should Chris instigate the discussion, thus potentially
holding the supervisor to account.

6.4 Reflexivity
Throughout the process of analysis, I kept a reflective diary to chart the journey
of my analytical thought and potential influences on the findings. Often, I was
reminded of my own experience as a supervisee, both previous and current,
and I was mindful of how the varied experience I had could influence my
analysis of the data. There were instances that resonated with my own
experiences, and I felt the tension between being drawn in to focussing on
these and providing a trustworthy analysis. This resulted in a closer move
towards being data driven and letting the journey of the analysis be shaped by
the participants' experiences.

6.5 Summary
Findings from this stage of the research have suggested that despite the
importance of the supervisory relationship there is an unease in which
supervisee self-care is addressed. It can be influenced by early supervisory
experiences, fear of judgement and a lack of transparency or proactiveness in
addressing supervisee self-care in supervision. Having presented all of the
findings from all three stages of the research, these will be discussed in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Discussion: The Golden Question

"How does self-care become more of a-a part of supervision in general?
You know, that's-that is like the golden question, isn't it?"
(Alex, p.63/736)

7.1 Introduction
This chapter will weave together the threads of the research journey to present
the tapestry, that is the study. There is value in combining the findings to
provide an overall picture of the study which is also congruent with the
research question and methodology. The aim is to link the findings with the
relevant debates and literature, discussing areas of interest and, similarity and
disparity in relation to the research question and aims.
The purpose of the study is to answer the research question: 'How is,
or isn't, supervisee self-care addressed in the clinical supervision of
counsellors and psychotherapists?' Underpinning the research question are
the aims:
1. To analyse the process and dialogue used to address supervisee
self-care within clinical supervision sessions.
2.

To

explore

supervisee

and

supervisor

experiences

and

understanding of how self-care is addressed in clinical supervision.
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3. To investigate how addressing supervisee self-care can be
enhanced or maintained, and how this can be implemented into training
and practice.
It is important to acknowledge that the research question situates selfcare in the binary - is, or isn't, addressed. Yet the findings suggest a multifaceted, multi-layered answer to the research question and aims, and thus will
be discussed so. Participants' experience is inextricably linked to the dialogue.
The discussion will highlight the main factors influencing how supervisee selfcare is, or isn't, addressed, which are: supervisee awareness and
development, disclosure, challenge, metaphor, early experiences, the
supervisory relationship, integration of the concept of self-care, and
implications for training and practice. The areas identified will highlight the
delicate balance in experience, understanding and dialogue that contribute to
how supervisee self-care is, or isn't, addressed in clinical supervision. This is
visually represented below:

awareness &
development
training &
practice

integration
of concept

disclosure

How
supervisee
self-care is,
or isn't,
addressed

supervisory
relationship

challenge

metaphor
early
experiences

Figure 2: Visual representation of how supervisee self-care is, or isn't,
addressed in clinical supervision.
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Following the main body of the discussion, the unique methodological
contribution this study has made to the field with be considered. Finally, the
research will be distilled down to the essence of the study, for dissemination
purposes with the intention to influence training and practice: 'The Golden
Question'.

7.2 Brief recap of method and findings
In order to answer the research question and aims, the data collection and
analysis occurred in three stages. Four supervisory dyads were recruited. At
Stage One, three consecutive supervision sessions were audio recorded and
analysed using Discourse Analysis with a Discursive Psychology lens
(Wiggins, 2017). The findings addressed aim 1, and to some extent, aim 3 of
the research, and suggest there is a balance between discourse that enables,
or limits, self-care. Stages Two and Three elicited experience and
understanding from the supervisors and supervisees, via individual semistructured interviews. Analysis of these interviews, using Interpretative
Phenomenological Analysis (Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009) resulted in
superordinate, subordinate and sub-subordinate themes that address aims 2
and 3. The superordinate themes for the supervisors are: 'I am here', 'Where
are you?' and "we're the instruments". For the supervisees, they are: 'Me,
myself and I', and 'You and I'.
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7.3 Overview of the implications
The picture that emerges from the results captures the dialogue, the
experience involved in the evaluative process of self-care, the supervisees'
emotional resonance and process of disclosure, previous experiences of
supervision, training and the importance of the supervisory relationship. The
supervisors recognise the significance of creating a supervisory environment
conducive to supervisees disclosing issues of self-care. Furthermore, the
supervisors appreciate balancing the importance of the supervisory
relationship with the need to evaluate, explore and challenge the level of the
supervisee self-care. It 'is, and isn't, addressed' discursively via topic
introduction that is subsequently explored, or limited, through a variety of
discursive devices that can demonstrate a shared understanding, or can
detract or divert from the self-care issues at hand. Both supervisees and
supervisors understand the importance of self-care in relation to good practice
and ethical thinking, which influence professional expectations. The
implications will now be discussed in depth and situated with the literature.

7.4 How supervisee self-care is, or isn't, addressed in clinical
supervision is influenced by....

7.4.1 Supervisee awareness and development
The semi-structured interview findings suggest that supervisors and
supervisees both engage in an evaluative process to determine issues that
are relevant to self-care. This process could impact on how supervisee selfcare is, or isn't, addressed.
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For the supervisors, the superordinate theme of 'Where are you?'
captures their evaluation and curiosity of their supervisees' self-care and
awareness (Section 5.3). They are in a unique position to do this, supporting
the perspective of Hayden et al. (2015) and Blount et al. (2016). The act of
evaluation places the supervisors in a role that may have a different intention
to the appraising position of the supervisee, due to the inherent power
imbalance in supervision and the need to assess as a supervisor (Beddoe,
2017; Dart, 2018).
Professional expectations of the supervisees emerged within the
supervisors' subordinate theme of 'Development' (Section 5.3.3), in which an
assumption of supervisee knowledge and competency are linked to their
capacity to manage their self-care. Supervisor Pat indicates that more
experienced supervisees are able to recognise when a professional issue links
with personal vulnerability, and therefore are equipped to refuse working with
clients who present with these issues. Pat's observations are consistent with
Barnett's (2007) research in which it is suggested that mature therapists'
understanding of previous vulnerabilities were more easily comprehended due
to their professional maturity. However, supervisor Sam notices that
experienced practitioners can "fake it sometimes" (Sam, p.4/41), offering an
alternative perspective to Dorociak, Rupert, and Zahniser’s (2017) research
findings that suggest more experienced practitioners suffer fewer symptoms
of the impact of the work, perhaps instead the impact is hidden rather than not
experienced. Given the dynamic nature of self-care needs, as recognised by
Adams (2014), caution is urged around assumptions that the ability to engage
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in identifying areas of vulnerability, addressing self-care and professional
development are linear.
The findings indicate that supervisors welcome a level of reflexivity and
self-awareness in their supervisees for recognising and attending to their selfcare needs. Chris, in Section 5.3.2, is full of praise of a supervisee who is
"...so reflective and so open..." (Chris, p.1/8). Sam speaks of appreciating
supervisees who disclose personal matters. These findings support Young's
(2003) and Guy's (1987) recognition of the importance of self-awareness and
practitioner maturation. To some extent, the supervisor appraisal of
supervisee self-awareness could suggest an assumed level of supervisee
development which resonates with the professional expectations and self-care
integration outlined in Section 7.4.7 of this chapter.
For the supervisees, the superordinate theme of 'Me, myself and I'
(Section 6.2) portrays their self-appraisal and critical reflection (Thompson
and Thompson, 2018). They described the method of assessment as being
an internal thought process, resonating with Schon's (1983) theory of reflection
on, and in, action. The reflective position for the supervisees takes the form of
an internal observer and questioning role. The supervisees describe the
responsibility they feel in being self-care aware, raised in the subordinate
theme 'How am I?' (Section 6.2.1). The findings suggest that the supervisees
are acutely aware of the need to be attentive to their levels of self-care and
their account concurs with Young's (2003) and Posluns and Gall's (2020)
perspective of the importance of self-awareness.
Possibly, this attentiveness explains the process in which the
supervisees provide 'evidence' of their understanding and development as a
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practitioners regarding their self-care needs, in Section 6.2.2.1, the subsubordinate theme: 'Identifying what I need'. Baum's (2016) thoughts on
'meaning making' for self-care activities resonates here. Within Chris's and
Alex's supervision session (extract 3, Section 4.4.2 ) this 'meaning making'
was shown by the shared understanding of the need for a 'strategy' to manage
Alex's self-care following a difficult session with a client, and offers a further
link to the 'evidence' of self-care provided by the supervisees during the
interviews (Section 6.2.2.1).
The picture emerging from the supervisor and supervisee findings
suggests a link to Rønnestad et al.'s (2019) suggestion that practitioners who
are classed as an 'experienced professional', possess an assumed higher
level of self-awareness, in which, the practitioner 'phase 4' developmental
stage evolves into an assimilation of the professional and personal facets, and
can create a protective self-care element. Whilst the findings suggest that
supervisees may, indeed, display insight that indicates this sophisticated selfawareness, it cannot be assumed that this equates to an enhanced process
of addressing self-care in clinical supervision.
Because of the internal nature of the supervisee reflective process, it
could be suggested that the concept of self-awareness and development is
difficult to demonstrate in the discourse analysis findings. However, it is
possible that the very act of supervisee disclosure and subsequent exploration
of the self-care issue could in fact illustrate this. Even non-disclosure, or
dialogue that suggests problematic disclosure, could still indicate awareness
that the self-care issue is difficult to address in supervision. So, to some extent,
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it could be argued that all of the instances of supervisee discourse of self-care
issues demonstrate their self-awareness.
In the discourse analysis findings in Alex's supervision with supervisor
Chris (extract 13), Alex discursively demonstrates self-awareness on the link
between personal and professional issues via the use of the metaphor 'cut me
out'. Chris's discursive prompting encourages Alex to disclose, which is
achieved through rapid, latched talk, to demonstrate a shared understanding
that helps to facilitate Alex's reflective process, demonstrate self-awareness
and address self-care. The extract supports Adams (2014), Malinowski's
(2014) and Baum's (2016) ideas of the personal and professional overlap, and
offers a discursive counter argument to McBeath's (2019) suggestion of a
reluctance to acknowledge these.
Questions endure about whether experienced practitioners are able to
address their self-care in supervision. In the findings of the discourse analysis
there is an example (extract 17, Section 4.7.2) that discursively demonstrates
a shared understanding between Chris (supervisor) and supervisee Alex's
professional development. In this extract, a discussion occurs regarding world
view changes that evolve as a result of working as a counsellor and the effects
of engaging with empathy, alluding to the concept of vicarious trauma
(McCann and Pearlman, 1990). This is also suggestive of Alex's level of
professional development (Rønnestad et al., 2019). The discourse findings
suggest a recognition of the link between professional development and
managing client material that resonates with the practitioners' areas of
vulnerability, supported in the work of Beinart and Clohessy (2017). It is
appreciated that the shared understanding, present in the extract, does not
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equate to being a comprehensive indication that self-care and professional
development are linked. Furthermore, it is noticeable in the extract that the
insight around professional development is presented by the supervisor Chris,
and whilst Alex offers verbal supportive responses, perhaps greater
associations between supervisee insight regarding the link between
professional expectations, development and self-care would have been
demonstrated further if Alex had been the instigator.
To some extent, it is difficult to fully support, or conflict, with the
literature around self-awareness, professional development and the possible
links to how supervisee self-care is, or isn't, addressed in supervision (Orlinsky
and Rønnestad, 2005; Rønnestad et al., 2019; Rønnestad and Skovholt,
2003). Having experienced practitioners as participants did not offer any
assured insights. There may be merit in investigating the matter in the future,
as this may have greater implications in how supervisee self-care is, or isn't,
addressed.

7.4.2 Disclosure
One of the influential factors in 'how supervisee self-care is, or isn't, addressed'
is the process of self-care disclosure.
Discursively, the findings indicate that disclosure is often situated in the
supervision sessions by the supervisee using 'emotion categories' (Wiggins,
2017) (Section 4.5.1) and via supervisor inquisitiveness (Section 4.5.3).
There are elements of this finding that support Dart's (2018) exploration of
'feelings' talk in her study of group supervision, where the supervisor's explicit
'check-in' invites 'feelings' talk from the supervisee. Given the importance of
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emotions within the work of counsellors and psychotherapists, it is
unsurprising that supervisees situate issues of self-care within emotion
categories. Yet, despite this assumed regularity that supervisees would
engage with emotions within their professional practice, in the recorded
supervision sessions, emotion categories were often framed with hesitant,
tentative language, suggesting a cautious approach by the supervisee,
reflective of the supervisees' emotional resonance with disclosure. These are
findings that support Cook et al.'s (2019) research that suggests supervisees
are reluctance to disclose.
In these findings, the supervisors are mindful that supervisees may not
present a true representation of themselves. Supervisor Sam recognises the
potential for supervisees to present "...a sanitised version of events..." (Sam,
p.41/426-434). This was also raised by supervisor Pat, who spoke about
supervisee discomfort and displaying a positive image, stating "we want to try
to avoid what's happening for us." (Pat, p.12/96). It seems possible that the
experience of the supervisors suggest they recognise that there may be a
conflict, or sensitivity, for the supervisees related to professional 'masking'
(Martin, 2010).
The avoidance and professional 'masking' ideas support Norcross and
VandenBos' self-care paradox (2018), a term that cleverly captures the
difficulties that practitioners face in attending to their self-care needs. This
similarly reflects my own concerns about practitioners 'practicing what they
preach' (Seabrook, 2018).
The findings of the supervisees' experiences of disclosing self-care in
supervision are mixed. In the sub-subordinate theme of 'Invitations and
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instigators' (Section 6.3.3.1) and 'Permission givers and catalysts' (Section
6.3.3.2), Jo offers a balanced approach of a shared responsibility, yet has
expectations that it will need to be a meaningful exchange. Chris
acknowledges that, as a supervisee, they often instigate disclosures of selfcare rather than the supervisor, and actively prepare for disclosure, resonating
with Alex's experience. In contrast, in Mel's experience, it is the supervisor that
instigates talk around self-care. Mel confesses that to not offering self-care
disclosures but is unsure why, yet recognises that revealing self-care issues
increases at times of crisis. Potentially, this stance could be construed as at
odds with the self-care guidance from BACP (2018), in which there is implied
onus on the supervisee to present their self-care needs as an ongoing element
of supervision.
The possible explanation for the assortment of supervisees'
experiences in disclosing, is that all supervisees spoke of their experience of
internalised feelings of shame, guilt, and unease regarding disclosure of selfcare. This finding supports the results from the study conducted by Gallagher
(2015) which indicates that supervisees experienced shame and stigma when
revealing self-care. Supervisees Mel, Alex and Chris, all spoke about
experiencing doubt and uncertainty that presenting self-care was acceptable,
captured in the subordinate theme "Can I tell you?" (Section 6.3.2). This
finding concurs with MacMahon’s (2020) suggestion that supervisee
restrictions in their presentation in supervision, was partly situated in their fear
of being judged by the supervisor. The supervisees' uncomfortable feelings
can also be recognised in Carroll's (2014) reflections on supervisees feeling
silenced.
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Despite the interesting findings here, to some extent the findings reflect
the literature regarding supervisee non-disclosure. The literature suggests that
supervisee non-disclosure is due to a number of issues and is common in
supervision (Cook et al., 2019; Farber, 2006; Knight, 2014; Knox, 2015;
Spence, et al., 2014; Staples-Bradley et al., 2019; Stillo, 2018). The variety of
responses in the findings here, albeit in a small number of participants, are
indicative of the literature, that supervisee self-care disclosure is adaptable,
and supervisees are unclear how much self-care focus is acceptable or
expected.
What elevates the IPA findings, however, is the discursive data.
Discomfort in disclosure is present in the recorded supervision session with
Pat's supervisee, Chris, (extract 20, Section 4.8.3) who steers the dialogue
away from the self-care issue, and deftly avoids an exploration of the matter.
More often, self-care disclosures were introduced discursively in the
supervision sessions as a form of confession by the supervisee (Section
4.5.2), possibly indicative of the emotional resonance experienced by the
supervisees regarding self-care disclosure. In extract 6, taken from Mel's
supervision with supervisor Chris, Mel uses a disclaimer to justify working late,
a devise also evident in extract 7, in supervisee Jo's supervision with Sam.
The disclaimer is framed with pauses and audible in-breaths, somewhat
suggestive of needing to rally oneself for the disclosure (Wiggins, 2017;
Stokoe, 2018). These findings from the discourse analysis, suggest that even
experienced practitioners may need to 'confess' a self-care issue, and in turn
supports the interview findings that indicate the presence of on-going issues
about the unease of self-care disclosures.
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It could, therefore, be useful for the supervisor to tune into this linguistic
carefulness in their supervisees' self-care disclosures. To use the verbal
process around introducing issues of self-care as an ingress to discussing the
emotional process that underpin supervisee disclosure of self-care issues.

7.4.3 Challenge
The findings indicate that challenging supervisees about their self-care, forms
part of how supervisee self-care is, or isn't, addressed (Section 5.2.3). There
is value in supervisor challenge, which aligns with the assertion from Norcross
and VandenBos' stance that self-care "begins with own awareness but cannot
end there" (2018, p.13).
Supervisors spoke about their instincts, "hunches" (Chris, p.1/11) and
suspicions "I'm not buying this..." (Sam, p.16/186-194) regarding supervisees'
attempts at concealing, or minimising, their self-care needs. This is reflected
in Mel's experience of the supervisors ability to be "quite good at picking up"
(Mel, p.12/118-120) Mel's emotional state.
At times, the supervisors report adopting covert methods to challenge
the supervisees. The supervisors use words to describe a process that implies
an underhand style of challenging their supervisee. They adopt a "sneaky"
(Sam, p.20/208-214) tactic. It is possible that this adaptive approach resonates
with Grant, Schofield and Crawford's (2012) research regarding the
techniques supervisors use to negotiate the balance between supporting and
challenging supervisees.
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To some extent the overt labelling of 'self-care' could also be viewed as
a supervisor challenge (Section 4.4.2, Chapter 4). In the discourse analysis
findings, there appears an expectation of a supervisee taking 'action' to
address their self-care. The process in the discourse establishes the
supervisors as discursively dominate, thus indicating that the explicit labelling
of 'self-care' could be experienced by the supervisees as a challenge in itself.
Given the lack of literature that specifically addresses the discourse of selfcare in supervision. This unique finding offers an area of insight for the
profession that may require further investigation.
In line with Staples-Bradley et al.'s (2019) findings, regarding the
importance of the recognition of supervisee anxiety regarding disclosure in
supervision, the supervisors demonstrate an awareness of the potential
negative emotional response in their supervisees in Section 5.3.1 in
subordinate theme 'Needs and influences'. They acknowledge supervisee fear
and discomfort regarding disclosing or being challenged regarding self-care,
which supports Carroll's (2007; 2014) and Scaife and Walsh's (2003)
perspective of the significance of this emotional state. It seems possible that
the supervisors' awareness suggests insight emerging from a lived
experience, as the supervisors are also supervisees for their own therapeutic
practice. This double lens of experience adds this insight to their perspective.
It could be useful, therefore, for supervisors to use this insight more to
challenge and encourage supervisees to address their self-care.
In the discourse findings, extract 15 indicates the cross over between
supervisor insight and challenge. In this discourse, attention is explicitly drawn
to the personal and professional merging that appears the area of difficulty for
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the supervisee. Here, supervisor Chris invites Alex to explore the personal and
professional link to the self-care issues Alex is facing. Alex responds to Chris's
continued prompting using tentative, hedging language (Wiggins, 2017) and
lengthier pauses that suggest some problematic discourse (Stokoe, 2018).
Perhaps it is a discursive exchange, as demonstrated in this extract, that
supports Dart's (2018) suggestion of a tension and conflict in supervision
where there are both the supportive and challenging elements.
Resonating with the extract from the discourse findings, the supervisee
findings are clear regarding their emotional reaction to being challenged:
"...really squirmy..." (Mel, p.24/204), for Chris "...funny vibes..." (Chris,
p.18/315-37). What’s striking here, is for supervisee, Jo, a desire to avoid
feeling shame drives a proactive approach in presenting issues of self-care
into the supervision session rather than having the supervisor challenge Jo's
self-care, as it could induce a shame response (Section 6.3.2.2). This finding
is an outlier finding. If Jo's 'shame response' is framed in the research of
MacMahon's (2020) study, regarding supervisee shame, whether a proactive
avoidance of shame provides a buffer against the potential detrimental impact
of a potential 'blind spot' is questionable. The discursive findings demonstrate
Jo's proactive approach, in extract 8 (Section 4.5.3), where the supervisor
Sam, prompts Jo to "check and see how you're doing", Jo takes the
opportunity to open up the discussion about diary management and therefore
limiting supervisor direct challenge on the issue. It is a potential new element
to the research around how supervisee self-care is disclosed. In this case,
highlighting that it is not simply 'non-disclosure' due to emotional distress,
instead there may be deliberate disclosure also due to wanting to avoid
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emotional distress and the potential evaluation by the supervisor regarding
supervisee well-being.
Questions remain whether a proactive supervisee approach to address
the self-care issue adds a level of concealment within supervision or avoids
supervisor challenge. Therefore, warranting an open discussion between
supervisor and supervisee about the emotional impact of disclosing and being
challenged on self-care.

7.4.4 Metaphor
Alongside the supervisor challenges, and supervisees' emotional
reactions, questions around topic acceptability are also present in the findings
for the supervisees. The link between the cautious discourse found in the
discourse analysis and the supervisee theme of "Can I tell you" (Section 6.3.2)
is clear. The supervisees expressed uncertainty regarding whether they are
'allowed' to present issues of self-care; this is likely to be linked to their early
experiences in supervision, discussed in the next section. Perhaps too, it is
why the use of metaphor was so prevalent in the discourse analysis findings
(Section 4.6.1). To some extent the findings are consistent with the
perspective that metaphor is an intrinsic part of the supervisees language used
in their therapeutic encounters as noted by Tay (2014a, 2014b) and Lyddon,
Clay and Sparks (2001). Yet, beyond this simplistic explanation of preference,
discursively metaphor can be used to camouflage or highlight the significance
of an issue, act as a permission giver or help address a difficult subject
(Kasozi, 2018; Wiggins, 2017), which is particularly relevant for this study.
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It is encouraging that the findings suggest, that overall, metaphor use
allows issues of self-care to be introduced and explored in the supervision
sessions. Both supervisee and supervisor engaged with this exploration
across nine of the twelve sessions (Section 4.6.2). The findings demonstrate
that metaphors used in the recorded supervision sessions allowed disclosure
and exploration of the self-care issues to good effect. A variety of issues were
explored in the discourse such as boundary issues "I can park stuff like that"
(extract 10), emotional reactions to the client dynamic "caught in the
crosshair" (extract 11), the supervisory emotional containment "dump it here"
(extract 12), and links between personal and professional matters "cut me
out" (extract 14) and "taken for a ride" (extract 15). All instances demonstrate
the value of metaphor use.
A possible explanation for the prevalence of metaphor is linked to the
underlying emotional processes of the supervisee and their caution and
uncertainty around presenting self-care issues. Therefore, it is understandable
why using a metaphor may feel a less overt and exposing option for
addressing self-care, and thus acts as discursive enabler for self-care issues
to be discussed. What's striking is the combination of metaphor and pronoun
use: for example 'us', and 'we', see extracts 16 and 17. Pronoun and
metaphor used in conjunction with one another provide a means for the
supervisors to communicate a shared understanding of the self-care issue
being explored and thus elevate the use of metaphor in helping the supervisee
address their self-care issue.
To some degree, if the disclosure of self-care issues is emotionally
difficult for the supervisee, or not explicitly encouraged by supervisors, then
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the use of metaphor provides a useful means to address this. Yet, caution is
urged around viewing metaphor as a standalone discursive device to address
supervisee self-care. The examples in the discourse analysis (Section 4.6.2)
demonstrate that the metaphor is situated within dialogue that also denotes
some use of hesitant, tentative language and discursive approach, potentially
problematic pauses and speaker positioning from a defensible or justifiable
stance, so the use of metaphor should be understood in this wider discursive
frame. Reliance of only metaphor to address supervisee self-care potentially
allows the more complex, less obvious issues around topic acceptability, the
potential negative emotions resonance associated with addressing self-care
for the supervisee, and recognition of the relational dynamics present in
supervision to potentially go un-acknowledged.

7.4.5 Early experiences
The findings indicate that early experiences in training and supervision are an
influencing factor regarding how issues of supervisee self-care is, or isn’t,
addressed. In the supervisor interview findings, whilst supervisors are able to
acknowledge the potential difficulties a supervisee faces when addressing
self-care, in the role of supervisor, none specified the relevance of early
experiences in supervision as an influential factor. This may indicate an area
of knowledge or insight that is missing, unacknowledged or simply not
disclosed at interview. Similarly, there are no instances in the data from the
disclosure analysis that demonstrate discourse on early experiences of
addressing self-care in supervision. In fairness, unless the matter was
discussed in the recorded sessions, it would not be evident for analysis.
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In contrast, the findings for the supervisees indicate that all had
internalised their experience of early supervision relationships and for all, but
one, this imprinted an uncertainty about topic acceptability that permeated
their current understanding, depicted in the sub-subordinate theme "Early
experiences" (Section 6.3.2.1) situated in the subordinate theme of 'Can I tell
you?'. This finding supports Singh-Pillay (2016) and Singh-Pillay and
Cartwright's (2019) research regarding a misplaced belief in the disclosure of
personal issues in supervision. Yet, they do not link the belief to early
supervisory experiences, so this finding enhances their study. Carroll (2014)
encourages both supervisors and supervisees to draw upon their experiences
in early supervision relationships. Here, the findings in this study suggest
supervisees engage with reflecting on this more than the supervisors.
The supervisees describe a lasting impact of the messages received in
both training and early supervision that created a blueprint which they carry
through to their current supervisory arrangements. Alex, for example,
acknowledges being clearly informed that supervision is not therapy, a notion
supported by perspectives from Carroll (2007), Creaner (2014), Scaife and
Walsh (2003) and Wosket and Page (2013). This experience instilled doubt
for Alex regarding the acceptability of disclosing personal issues of self-care
in supervision. Perhaps this further accounts for the presence of tentative
language, use of metaphor and a hesitant approach in the discourse analysis.
Noticeable in the supervisee findings is Jo's experience of early
supervision, in being encouraged to bring "the best and the worst" (Jo,
p.30/192) to supervision, which is the outlier in the findings. Yet interestingly,
this early experience does not appear to placate Jo's emotional resonance
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with presenting issues of self-care, still evoking a potential shame, discussed
further in Section 7.4.3 of this chapter.
If early experiences of supervision impact on how supervisee self-care
is addressed, it is possible there is a link to supervisory attachment.
Supervision attachment stems from Bowlby's (1969) well-known theory and
has been linked to supervisee disclosure (Carroll, 2014; Gunn and Pistole,
2012; Knox, 2015; Wrape et al., 2017). Perhaps the early experiences are
where the supervisees negative feelings towards disclosure of self-care issues
potentially link to the concept of the wounded healer (Jung, 1951, Adams,
2014) and the vulnerability of the person behind the professional (Malinowski,
2014). The impact of these early supervisory relationships is an interesting
factor in how supervisee self-care is or isn't addressed and may warrant further
research to determine the importance of this dynamic and how supervisor
attachment impacts on how supervisee self-care is addressed.

7.4.6 The supervisory relationship
An unsurprising finding, one well supported in the literature, is the importance
of the supervisory relationship in addressing supervisee self-care. Both the
supervisees and supervisors findings highlight the supervisory relationship as
a key factor and thus it emerged as a subordinate theme in the data analysis.
For the supervisees: '"Relationship is the key"' (Section 6.3.1) and for the
supervisors: 'Relationship' (Section 5.2.1). The findings support both SavicJabrow's (2010) and Henson's (2018) studies that cite supervision as a key
area of support.
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The findings also support Beinhart and Clohessy's (2017) perspective,
who argue that the supervisee relationship impacts on the supervisees
willingness to engage fully in supervision. In this current study the supervisors
understand of the value of the supervisory relationship and the need to build
trust in order for the supervisee to feel able to expose their vulnerabilities
"...can I truly trust this person to share my vulnerability with them..." (Pat,
p.24/182). Chris speaks about a deliberate construction of the supervisory
relationship, which resonates strongly with Carroll's fourth task in supervision
of "setting up and maintaining the relationship in supervision" (2014, p.69).
The concept of 'setting up' a relationship is reflected in the supervisors
development of a safe supervisory environment. If it is truly a 'safe space' then
this offers an alternative perspective to Cartwrights (2019) findings regarding
harmful supervisory dynamics but supports McMahon’s (2014) and Mammens
(2020) personal reflections of the value of having a supportive supervisory
environment. The findings indicate that supervisors place importance on the
construction of a 'safe' space (Section 5.2.2). All supervisors describe feeling
a sense of responsibility and commitment in creating a safe space for their
supervisees. Supervisor Sam indicating that whilst it is primarily the
supervisors' role, the supervisees also influence creating this environment,
which supports Carroll's (2014) explanation of the tasks of the supervisor to
be able to provide 'a safe container' (p.66). Questions remain regarding
whether the concept of having a 'safe space' in supervision are idealistic.
Certainly, the discourse analysis provides some indications that supervision
may not always feel safe, despite the well-meaning intentions of the
supervisor. Perhaps this accounts for the use of the discursive devices of
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disclaimers, tentative language, discourse framed as a supervisee confession
and issues around disclosure (Section 7.4.2).
Interestingly, all supervisees were conscious of potentially feeling
judged in supervision, feeling concerned with the supervisors perception of
them, noted in Section 6.3.2.2. The threat of judgement resonates with Cook
et al.'s (2019) findings that indicate supervisees aim to uphold a favourable
impression in order to maintain a positive supervisory relationship. Perhaps,
this also alludes to an unhelpful culture in supervision, raised by West (2003).
The supervisee findings indicate the importance of connection with their
supervisor being influential in how supervisee self-care is or isn't addressed,
for instance wanting the supervisor to "get me" (Mel, p.26/223) in Section
6.3.1. Jo also expresses a preference for feeing aligned with the supervisor,
Alex values the personal commonalities shared with the supervisor, Alex
believes that these can help to enhance the supervisory relationship and
disclosure of self-care. Both supervisee and supervisor perspectives support
Adams (2014), and Beinhart and Clohessy's (2017) stance on the significance
of the supervisory dynamic for effective supervision.
In

the

discourse

findings,

dialogue

that

presents

a

shared

understanding of an issue could demonstrate the presence of the supervisory
relationship. This resonates with North's (2013) findings based on supervisees
reflections on audio recorded single supervision sessions, in which the
supervisees acknowledged the insights into the supervisory relationship
gleaned from being able to 'hear' the relationship within the recording. In the
current study, a value of having the three sequential supervision sessions from
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each dyad was the potential insight into the supervisory dynamic and
relationship.
There emerges a discursive delicacy when the supervisee and
supervisor interaction suggests a shared understanding of a self-care issue
(Section 4.7). Noteworthy are the instances that demonstrate a clever mixture
of a shared metaphor and pronoun use that draw the supervisee into the 'safe
space' to discuss their self-care issue, such as in extract 16. Within the
extract, supervisor Sam uses a mixture of metaphors and pronouns use such
as "ourselves" and "we" that demonstrates to supervisee Jo that Sam
understands the challenges in diary management. The findings from the
discourse analysis demonstrate Jo disclosing the potential of being unwell if
Jo continued to accept clients, thus revealing a self-care concern. It is such
discourse that aligns supervisor and supervisee understanding of the self-care
issue. This alignment in the discourse demonstrating that the supervisor can
empathise with the supervisee perspective and the supervisor discursively
demonstrates that, as participant Mel states, they 'get' the supervisee.
The relational connection is further discursively demonstrated in the
used of latched talk (Wiggins, 2017) in extract 13, where Chris (supervisor)
often

completes

Alex's

(supervisee)

sentences,

thus

discursively

demonstrating a rapport and the dialogue illustrates that Chris can empathise
with Alex's experience. These unique discursive instances could provide a
valuable insight into a discursive tool for the supervisory dyad in enhancing
disclosure of self-care issues. The findings support McMahon’s (2014)
reflections on the four guiding principles for the supervisory relationship
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(p.339), specifically the supervisor offering the supervisee a space to reflect
on their emotional experience in the work.
In contrast, but of equal importance, is the discourse that shifts the
focus away from the self-care issue (Section 4.8) as it potentially detracts from
the supervisory relationship, perhaps suggested of a less than 'safe space' in
supervision. Recognised in Jo's reflection:"....if I've not got a good connection
then supervision across the board isn't going to go well." (Jo, p.68/412-416).
In the discourse, when topic diversion occurred, the opportunity for the selfcare issue to be addressed was missed. Extract 19 (Section 4.8.2), shows
an interaction between supervisee Jo and Sam, where Sam moves the focus
onto reflections on Sam's own self-care issue, to which Jo's minimal responses
invoke Sam to directly invite Jo to agree. To some extent this extract contrasts
with Doyle's (2017) study in which it is suggested that a two-way evaluative
process of wellness can impact on supervisee self-care, as the discursive
process in the extract suggests that the dialogue focussed on the supervisor
self-care issue limited addressing supervisee self-care. Perhaps this is
reflective of the power imbalance inherent in supervision, a collusion of
avoidance, or demonstrating contentment to move away from the subject. Or
possibly, an indication of a temporarily impaired supervisory alliance, which in
the literature is linked to limited supervisee disclosure (Farber, 2006; Knight,
2014; Mehr et al., 2015).
A further potentially contentious discursive issue regarding the
supervisory relationships, and subsequent influence on how supervisee selfcare is addressed, is the use of laughter (Section 4.9), which is one of the
more surprising discursive findings in the study. When situated within the
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supervisory relationship, it is possible that laughter and humour could enhance
the dynamics demonstrating the supervisor 'gets' or is 'tuned into' the
supervisee and enhance the supervisory relationship. Yet if looking at how
self-care is or isn't addressed, discursively laughter can be used to manage
and minimise the seriousness of an issue rather than simply 'sharing the joke'
(Hepburn and Bolden, 2017; Jefferson, 1984).
Particularly interesting is the idea of 'gallows humour' used to manage
distressing situations and defuse a difficult situation (Hutchby and Dart, 2019).
Laughter defusing a potentially difficult situation regarding self-care is shown
in Jo's supervision session with Sam (Section 4.9.2, extract 22). In the
extract, Sam is challenging Jo about diary management and saying 'no' to
people. The matter evolves into a humorous and teasing element that to some
degree retains a hint of challenge, using Sam's words "...trying to be
gentle...[heh heh]", yet also potentially enhances the supervisory relationship.
The balance in using laughter could be difficult to manage, as whilst
laughter can be used to cement a shared understanding of a difficult self-care
issue, there is the capacity for collusion or misdirection in the minimising of the
seriousness of a self-care situation. In Chris's supervision with supervisor Pat
(extract 21), Chris's description of a full diary evokes a shocked response from
Pat, yet the opportunity to explore this gets subverted through laughter.
Therefore, the findings offer a unique element to add to practice; both
supervisee and supervisor could benefit from developing an awareness of
when laughter detracts from fully addressing supervisee self-care.
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7.4.7 Integration of the concept of self-care
The extent to which self-care is understood and linked to professional practice
will potentially impact on how supervisee self-care is or isn't addressed. The
findings indicate that both supervisors and supervisees recognise the interplay
between personal and professional self-care, their understanding resonating
with the BACP definition (2020, p.3), and research such as Adams' (2014)
study that challenges the myths of the separation of personal and professional
factors. The findings from the discourse analysis indicate that supervisee selfcare is situated in a wide range of self-care topics, as both personal and
professional were covered across the sessions (Table 4).
For both supervisors and supervisees, there is a professional
expectation stemming from the importance of self-care. This importance is
situated within ethical thinking (BACP, 2020; UKCP, 2019) and good practice
as reflected in the literature (Blount, Taylor, Lambie, and Anwell, 2016;
Norcross and VandenBos, 2018; Kahr, 2019).
To some degree, an 'official' professional expectation offers a form of
permission-giving to both the supervisor and supervisee to address self-care
in supervision. It is interesting, therefore, why self-care was not always
explicitly phrased as such across the recorded supervision sessions. This
finding can possibly be explained in the understanding that the discursive
approach in addressing self-care indicates that it is not necessary to label selfcare as such, as both supervisee and supervisor have a clear understanding
of the term. Alternatively, there may be some collusion into the expectations
of experienced supervisees possessing self-care knowledge. To a degree this
assumption is reasonable, self-care recognition is global as Blount et al.
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(2016) indicate, so there could potentially be an expected level of
understanding that transcends a need to label self-care interactions as such.
Yet when placed within the wider findings of this study, regarding the
supervisee emotional response to potentially being evaluated by the
supervisor (see Section 7.4.1 of this chapter), there appear more complex
reasons that suggest the acceptance of supervisee self-care in supervision is
not straightforward.
In Section 5.4.1, both supervisors Sam and Pat describe the link
between personal and professional lives as "fundamental" and there is a
sense that it is obvious that supervisee self-care transcends the "tick-box"
(Chris, p.3/37) or superficial addressing of solely professional matters in
supervision. What's striking here is Sam's use of the metaphor "we're the
instruments" (Sam, p.1/7-11) a phrase which is also present in Dart's (2018)
research and Carroll's (2014) book, supporting a common understanding that
supervisees are the finely tuned vessel for therapeutic work that requires ongoing maintenance and tuning, yet the supervisors appreciate that this may
not always feel easy for the supervisees.
The supervisee findings indicate a clear understanding of the need to
mitigate

the

potentially

detrimental

impact

of

being

a

counsellor/psychotherapist, captured in the sub-subordinate theme of
'Meaningful self-care' (Section 6.2.2.2). The theme links to the importance of
proactive self-care as supported by many (Barnett et al., 2007; Catlin-Rakoski,
2012; Foreman, 2018; Mantelou and Karakasidou, 2019; Rupert, Miller, and
Dorociak, 2015; Sharifian, 2019). Both Alex and Mel explicitly refer to the
avoidance of burnout (Maslach and Jackson, 1982). Yet no other key concepts
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of practitioner impairment are referred to, perhaps suggesting that burnout is
an issue most important for the participants. In the literature, Siminato and
Simpson's (2018) systematic review findings suggest that moderate-high
burnout levels were experienced by psychotherapists. If counsellor and
psychotherapist depletion is as prevalent as suggested by the research
conducted by Simionato and Simpson, (2018), Lee et al. (2019) and Rhodes
(2016), then supervisee recognition of the need to attend to their self-care as
a significant preventative factor is welcoming.
If the interview findings indicate that the supervisees and supervisors
believe that self-care is 'fundamental', how this transfers directly to the
discursive findings is interesting. In the discourse analysis findings, all
sessions had an element of self-care included, although this varied
significantly between the dyads, from 39 seconds to over 19 minutes. The
differing time allocation in the recorded sessions could raise the question of
how much self-care needs to be evident in supervision to equate the notion of
being fundamental? On the one hand, the timing variety in the findings could
suggest that supervisors are being responsive to the supervisees
presentation, which would concur with McPherson, Federico and McNamara's
(2016) research findings that suggest effective supervision requires the
supervisor to be attuned to the supervisees needs. The findings could
therefore suggest that it is the quality of the self-care interaction rather than
the quantity that is important in how self-care is addressed.
The discursive findings indicate that self-care issues are rarely explicitly
marked as such in the recorded supervision sessions; this is reflected in the
experience of supervisees (Sections 6.3.3.1 and 6.3.3.2) and supervisors
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(Section 5.4.2). Both sets of participants indicate that self-care is often
addressed less obviously within supervision sessions. One outlier to this is
Sam (supervisor), who adopts a proactive approach in asking supervisees
'how they are' (Section 5.4.2). Whilst this is an explicit invitation and reference
to the supervisees evaluation of their self-care needs, it is noted that Sam
places this explicit inquiry at the start of supervision, discursively shown in
extract 8 (Section 4.5.3). The placing of the explicit self-care enquiry at the
start of the supervision session supports Dart's (2018) findings, where matters
of supervisee emotional well-being are explicitly invited by the supervisor and
occurred as an opening sequence of a 'check-in' that is preliminary to the
'business' of supervision, suggesting a separateness between addressing selfcare and the 'work' of supervision.
However, it is recognised that in all but one of the recorded supervision
sessions for this study, the discourse on issues of self-care were dispersed
within the first half of the session, therefore in contrast with Dart's (2018)
findings regarding the limited 'check-in' process. To some extent potentially
avoiding the 'going through the motions', as feared by supervisor Pat, who is
cautious that addressing self-care could evolve to being formulaic; Dart's
(2018) findings regarding the 'check-in' could be suggestive of a formulaic selfcare inquiry.
Discourse that is explicitly not 'going through the motions', is the
dialogue where there are instances in which self-care is explicitly mentioned
in the data (Section 4.4.2). It is these three instances that the importance of
self-care is overt and discursively handled in a manner that conveys an
assumed understanding of self-care. Extract 1 shows supervisor Chris's
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statement that self-care is important and supervisee Mel's predictable
emphatic agreement. Other extracts in the section also demonstrate the
supervisor using the term 'self-care' to explore or question the supervisees on
their intentions to manage their self-care needs. Notably, there is a lack of
literature on the explicit use of the term within clinical supervision yet many
sources that discuss the importance of concept (Adams, 2014; Norcross and
Guy, 2005; Norcross and VandenBos, 2018; Malinowski, 2014). Adding this
discursive data to the field is a useful contribution and more research may be
beneficial to add to this finding.

7.4.8 Training and practice
How supervisee self-care is or isn't addressed is influenced by experiences in
training and practice. To some extent, the supervisors' findings appear to
indicate that they are mindful of the issues that would impair supervisee selfcare being addressed, but perhaps there is a discrepancy in how supervisee
self-care is actually managed in supervision, which stems from training. Pat
offers an experience of training that supports Adams's (2014) myths around
therapists self-care, that "...professionals don't need a huge amount of
attention on self-care [laughs] 'cause you should have it all sorted out." (Pat,
p.7/208-210). There is a link here to the concerns regarding the professional
masks (Martin, 2010), unhelpful professional expectations (Norcross and
VandenBos, 2018), and Kottler's (2017) accusations of practitioners
potentially being hypocritical. If core training and supervision training
perpetuate this unhelpful viewpoint, it is unsurprising that there is a potential
replication in supervision sessions.
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Notably, the findings indicate that all supervisors have experienced a
lack of 'supervisee self-care in supervision' present in supervision training and
core counselling/psychotherapy training (Section 5.4.2). Perhaps this finding
can assist in explaining Ellis et al.'s (2014) alarming statistics around the
prevalence of inadequate and harmful supervision. Supervisor Sam expressed
particular disdain that senior trainers lacked understanding of the importance
of the topic. Chris, as a supervisor and trainer, spoke of attempts to counteract
this by inviting discussion on the content of 'good' supervision with trainees.
Yet, to address the apparent paucity in training, it may take more than Chris's
lone efforts to improve this area across the training culture.
The supervisor findings suggest that it is the actions of the supervisors
to re-educate their supervisees. Sam's frustration that training does not equip
supervisees with expectations that self-care should be addressed in
supervision appears to be counteracted by an aim to instil this in supervision.
Sam speaks of having to 'train' supervisees (Section 5.2.2) in order that the
self-care process "gets to a point where it's quite seamless" (Section 5.2.1.
Sam, p.28/298). Sam's approach suggests a proactive tactic to setting
expectations, as supported by Pat, who indicates that supervisees may need
explicit permission (Pat, p.25/189-193) and Chris who aims to encourage
"open conversation...continual feedback" (Chris, p.8/120-121). These findings
support Hayden at al. (2015) who argue that the supervisor should be the
catalyst. Hayden et al.'s (2015) stance is further supported in the supervisee
subordinate theme 'How are you?' (Section 6.3.3) in which the supervisees
speak about their hesitancy to disclose issues of self-care. Alex indicates that
if self-care was understood as an expectation, Alex "wouldn't feel so guilty
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talking about it" (Alex, p.39/457-461). Adding to this, Jo recognises that
addressing self-care disclosure can also be influenced by the intention of the
enquiry.
The supervisee interview findings 'Enhancers' (Section 6.3.3.3)
therefore uphold the supervisors view of the importance of self-care integration
into the fabric of supervision. In essence both supervisee and supervisor
perspectives support the literature regarding the need for an explicit self-care
focus (Hayden et al., 2015; Lenz and Smith, 2010), and adopting proactive
rather than reactive self-care (Barnett et al., 2007; Foreman, 2018; Sharifian,
2019). Mel requests the addressing of self-care goes beyond crisis, Jo can
see the benefit of having specific self-care intentions identified and the onus
on the discourse around self-care being meaningful. Alex's viewpoint of
addressing self-care in the contracting of supervision has merit. These findings
support Wise, Hersch and Gibson's (2012) four principles of practitioner selfcare and resonate with the literature regarding the importance of identifying
expectations in supervision in order to disrupt the cycle of 'no supervisor query
and no supervisee disclosure' (Cook et al., 2019; Knox, 2015; Singh-Pillay,
2016).
How to disrupt this unhelpful cycle needs thought. In essence, the
findings suggest supervisees identified experiences of inconsistencies in how
issues of self-care were addressed, for example: directly, indirectly, slanted
towards the supervisor recognition of a need, or at a time of crisis. A possible
reason for this inconsistency is reflected in the wide variety of time spent
addressing self-care in the recorded supervision sessions as noted in Section
7.4.7 of this chapter. However, suggesting that self-care 'should' have a
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minimum time spent or approach in a formulaic manner may result in the
discourse on self-care becoming rigid, as feared by Pat, "a tick-box...can
prevent the honest discussion..." (Pat, p.17/133-135). This is counter to Lenz
and Smith (2010) who suggest supervisee 'wellness' taking 40% of the
supervision agenda. A figure vastly different in this study where over the twelve
supervision sessions an average of 8% of the time was spent on issues of selfcare. Instead of dictating the 'right' amount of time, it is suggested that a more
sophisticated approach would be an individualised, supervisee responsive
approach to adopting enhanced supervisee self-care in supervision. These
findings help us to understand that a greater consistency in approach may be
of benefit in addressing supervisee self-care. Yet perhaps it is Kreft's (2017)
'goldilocks principle', needing to be 'just right' that is poignant here and
provides a useable, realistic perspective that balances both dynamics and
discourse in supervision and can be applied to training and practice.

7.5 Informing research
For a profession that is majority talk-based, there is a lack of talk-based studies
into clinical supervision (Dart, 2018; McLeod, 2011). A limitation of previous
qualitative studies has been a preference for a method that involves reflection,
or recall, as a means of providing the insight into the process of clinical
supervision. What has been missing from these studies is the progression
from reflection and recall to a wider lens of approaching the investigation,
thereby limiting advancement in the study of clinical supervision. The
pluralistic qualitative method adopted in this study provides a unique
sequential qualitative insight that can contribute to addressing how issues of
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supervisee self-care are addressed in clinical supervision. Specifically, using
a combination of data gathering and data analysis elevates the research to
answering the research question with an in-depth lens, and thereby advancing
clinical supervision research.
A unique and useful insight was Chris's role as both supervisor and
supervisee,

which

allowed

a

clear

demonstration

of

supervisor

responsiveness to the supervisees needs, present in both Grant, Schofield
and Crawford's (2012) and McPherson, Federico and McNamara's (2016)
research findings and also deemed important by Milne and Reiser (2020). It is
important to acknowledge the impact of Chris's contribution. There were some
reservations about how this would impact on the findings and to some extent
there was a possibility of the data being negatively impacted. However, my
practitioner experience as a supervisor in knowing that supervisees dictate the
focus in supervision was valuable here. Notably, as posited in Section 3.2.3,
Chris's recorded supervision data was different for each supervision dyad and
demonstrate the responsiveness of the supervisor to the needs and focus of
the supervisee. In fact, Chris's input could provide a useful insight into the
varying dynamics within supervision if comparing supervisor approach with
different supervisees, or how a supervisor approaches their own supervision.
Yet given that neither of these aspects was the focus of this research it will not
be addressed here but indicates a possible future research topic.

7.6 Informing the profession
There is importance in supervisees and supervisors proactively facilitating
dialogue on early supervisory experiences, supervisory attachment, the
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emotional reactions, and linguistic clues associated with issues around
disclosing self-care. It could potentially positively influence how supervisee
self-care is discussed in the session.
Supervisors are in a unique position of having lived experience as both
a supervisee and a supervisor, which provides an extra dimension to the
evaluative lens on their supervisees self-care needs. It is important to
recognise the power imbalance that is present in supervision, and it is this
dynamic that affords supervisors the influence into how supervisee self-care
is, or isn't, addressed. Whilst it is the responsibility of the supervisor to create
an environment in supervision that welcomes disclosures of supervisee selfcare, it is the shared responsibility of both the supervisor and supervisee to
maintain it. How to approach this may be satisfied by the following:

7.6.1 The Golden Question
The Golden Question captures the essence of the research into a useable
concept to disseminate into training and practice. It draws together the
linguistics, understanding and experiences of the participants in the simple
question of "how are you?". To transcend a simple enquiry to 'The Golden
Question', involves delving deeper into what the question is asking, and how
it is being answered. It means that supervisors should contract (or recontract)
with their supervisees about how to address supervisee self-care in clinical
supervision, inviting the supervisee to discuss their previous experiences in
supervision, what currently helps or hinders their disclosure and how the
supervisory space can feel safe enough to allow full disclose of issues of selfcare. Also, supervisors and supervisees could benefit from acknowledging the
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emotional processing that underpins self-care disclosure as this will influence
how it is, or isn't, addressed; the supervisees' feelings of shame, guilt and
uncertainty about what can be addressed should be explicitly discussed and
periodically reviewed with the supervisee.
Both supervisor and supervisee could benefit from being attentive to
not only what the supervisee is saying but how they are saying it and how it is
responded to by the supervisor. Being linguistically aware is commonplace in
working with clients and therefore should be easily transferred to the
supervision session. The supervisory dyad could take note of the value of the
use of metaphor and how this enables exploration, particularly when a subtle
use of pronoun promotes a shared understanding of the self-care issue. The
dyad could also highlight discourse that evokes hesitation, pauses, or humour
and laughter that softens or invites a more jovial tone to a serious issue which
then is missed as an opportunity to explore an issue of importance regarding
supervisee self-care.

7.7 Discussion reflexivity
Consolidating the three findings’ chapters and situating these alongside the
literature is a challenge. There has been a feeling of responsibility to weave
the narrative of my research with the literature to provide a coherent and
accurate picture of the study. To some degree, my process in approaching the
discussion resonates most clearly with my position as a practitionerresearcher and managing both the insight and tension that holding this
position evokes. Being a supervisee, supervisor and researcher has given me
a valuable position to situate the discussion. With this in mind, it is likely that
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my personal and professional experience will influence which aspects of the
discussion I have focussed on, and it is very possible that another practitionerresearcher would focus on different issues. To counteract this, I have aimed
to be data led throughout the discussion. I am mindful that the findings may
raise some questions for practitioners about how self-care is addressed in
supervision, and this may invoke a degree of scrutiny both as supervisors and
supervisees. It is hoped that is will create an opportunity for discussion,
reflection and adapting supervision to be inclusive and explicit about self-care.

7.8 Summary
Overall, the chapter has demonstrated that how supervisee self-care is, or
isn't, addressed in clinical supervision will be influenced by a number of
factors. The findings transcend a binary or superficial reflection of 'how is or
isn't supervisee self-care addressed', instead providing a multi-faceted and
multi layered discursive and reflection of the experiences and understanding
of the supervisee and supervisor. Findings that can be directly applicable to
practice and training. Concluding remarks, research limitations and
implications will be discussed in the final chapter.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion

To conclude, I will present the relevance of the research: firstly, by
summarising the answer to the research question and how the study
addressed the research aims; secondly, by considering the limitations of the
research; thirdly, suggesting areas of future research; fourthly, highlighting the
original contribution to the field and implications for training and practice.
Finally, my closing reflexive thoughts will conclude my research journey.

8.1 Answering the research question
The research question situates how supervisee self-care is addressed in
clinical supervision as a binary concept of 'is' or 'isn't'. The findings
demonstrate the question can be answered through a combination of
discourse, experience and understanding of both the supervisor and
supervisee. Few examples of supervision research use recorded supervision
sessions, so having the recorded data allowed a greater insight into the actual
discourse involved in addressing supervisee self-care. To some degree, in
answering the research question, the discourse analysis could have been
sufficient. However, in order to specifically address aim 2 of the research,
regarding experience and understanding, and elements of aim 3, regarding
the investigation into how supervisee self-care can be enhanced or
maintained, this required interviews with participants to fully elicit aspects of
how supervisee self-care is, or isn't, addressed that elevates the findings.
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Approaching the research question and aims in this manner is congruent with
a pragmatic and pluralistic research paradigm.
The findings suggest that supervisee self-care is, and isn't, addressed
through a balance of discourse, and the experience and understanding of both
the supervisee and supervisor. Discursively, supervisee self-care often gets
introduced into the supervision sessions framed within an emotion category
although, at times, disclosed via a supervisee 'confession' or supervisor
inquisitiveness. The discourse around self-care is not often labelled as such
and perhaps does not need to be. Both supervisees and supervisors have a
clear understanding of what self-care is and situate this in professional
expectations and definitions (BACP, 2020; Norcross and VandenBos, 2018).
Yet, frequently, discursive devises such as hedging, the use of tentative,
minimising language in conjunction with lengthier pauses in the discourse
indicate that disclosure of self-care issues is a delicate matter (Wiggins, 2017).
Underpinning the discourse, is the experience of supervisees that
indicates they have a negative emotional reaction to disclosure of self-care
issues, influenced by their early experiences of supervision, their lack of clarity
regarding the suitability of presenting self-care issues, being scrutinised or
challenged, and the importance of the supervisory relationship. This is of
particular relevance for the experienced practitioners, and it suggests that
even experienced practitioners address self-care with a lens that is shaped by
their training or early supervision experiences. The findings suggest that
supervisors could benefit from recognising these aspects and attempt to
create a supervisory environment that is containing, restorative and
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responsive. Yet, supervisors also acknowledge the balance in needing to
evaluate the level of supervisee self-care and challenge when needed.
Both supervisors and supervisees could benefit from 'joining the dots'
between their current feelings and previous influences regarding self-care and
the discursive clues offered in the supervision session. The extensive use of
metaphor has relevance here, discursively metaphor can be used to highlight
the importance of or to camouflage a self-care issue. To some extent, given
metaphor use is common in therapeutic exchanges (Tay, 2014a, 2014b), the
emergence of the importance of metaphor in the supervision session is less
surprising. However, as a recognition of the discursive process in how
supervisee self-care is addressed as a mechanism to address a delicate issue,
this is a useful finding that may be transferrable. Furthermore, metaphor when
used in conjunction with pronoun use also demonstrated a shared
understanding which could reflect the importance of the supervisory
relationship.
The importance of the supervisory relationship was an unsurprising
finding and supports the current literature (Carroll, 2014; Scaife, 2003, 2013).
More interesting, was the influence of laughter, which may often be viewed as
enhancing the supervisory relationship; however, discursively the laughter
findings suggest that it potentially defuses or detracts the focus away from the
self-care issue (Dart, 2018; Hutchby and Dart, 2019). As does a shift in focus
that diverts from the self-care issue, again which can impact on the
supervisees experience of the supervisory relational dynamic and thus
impacting on the ease in which the supervisee addresses their self-care
issues.
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8.1.1 Coronavirus reflections
Most of the data collection, except for one semi-structured interview at the very
start of the pandemic, was conducted pre-pandemic. My thoughts of how the
coronavirus would have influenced how supervisee self-care is addressed in
supervision, is mixed. I am aware that in my own supervision there has been
a considerable amount of time spent on addressing my own well-being. Within
the supervision I provide, I have witnessed a range of emotions in reaction to
covid-19 and at times seen the erosion of self-care in my supervisees. To
some extent having the research data collected pre-covid allowed me to
capture 'normal' supervision. Therefore, should the data collection have
happened during the pandemic this would have been reflective of this window
of time only and therefore may have impacted on the relevance for
practitioners post coronavirus. Furthermore, the findings can be transferrable
to any situation that is impacting on supervisee self-care, thus having a wider
scope of relevance being non-covid specific.

8.2 Limitations
No research is without limitations. There are several limitations to highlight:
•

Perhaps I was overly optimistic about what can be achieved in the
study. It is recognised that the quantity of data and wide scope of the
study could be perceived as a limitation. However, the analytical depth
and quality upholds the study. There is value of looking at self-care in
supervision from different perspectives and the mixed qualitative
approach aligns with a pragmatic, pluralistic perspective.
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•

The study is not generalisable. However, the findings may be
transferrable to the profession, and practitioners will be the best judge
of how relevant the findings are to their practice.

•

The data is over reliant on Chris's contribution. The thoughts around
the benefit of Chris's contribution have been raised in Section 3.2.3 of
the Methodology chapter. Arguing a pragmatic approach to the data
collection may not be viewed as sufficient justification. However, my
practitioner experience has weight here, in the knowledge that the
content of each supervision session being defined and tailored to the
supervisee, thus less influenced by the approach or agenda of the
supervisor. The data from Chris demonstrates this. The analysis was
approached deliberately with a 'stand-alone' dynamic in mind.

•

The analytical process, both in the Discourse Analysis and the IPA, are
subjective. A different researcher may have developed alternative
interpretations and focused on different areas of analytical interest. A
reflexive diary was kept throughout and my skills as a practitioner
assisted in the analytical process being data led and transparent
(Etherington 2004; Yardley, 2008, 2017).

8.3 Further research
The following research could contribute to the continued growth in self-care in
clinical supervision studies:
•

Further recorded supervision sessions that invite practitioners to review
and comment on the self-care content, reflecting on the process of
disclosure and exploration, could expand on the findings of this study.
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•

Larger

studies

that

capture

the

needs

of

experienced

counsellors/psychotherapists and the dynamics of addressing self-care
in supervision.
•

Comparative studies focused on single supervisor discourse and
dynamics with different supervisees, looking at the varying dynamics
that contribute to supervisor expertise in addressing supervisee selfcare.

8.4 Original contribution
There are both methodological aspects and research findings that are original
contributions from this study. No existing studies have been found on clinical
supervision that use the combination of recorded supervision sessions and
supervisor/supervisee interviews to investigate how supervisee self-care is
addressed in supervision. No known supervision studies draw on the pluralistic
qualitative approach of discursive psychology, and IPA, as the consecutive
methods for data analysis.
The findings provide originality regarding the links between the
discursive process within the supervision sessions, and experience and
understanding of addressing self-care. The findings add a wider perspective
to the field of clinical supervision, specifically regarding supervisee self-care,
one that is absent from known existing studies.

8.4.1 Implications for training and practice
The idea of 'The Golden Question' has been discussed in the previous chapter
as a means of disseminating the findings in a useable, accessible concept that
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captures the elements of the study. The study has highlighted the importance
of recognising the supervisor and the supervisee linguistic 'clues’, to be aware
that discursive devises can enhance their ability to recognise the dynamics
that potentially detract, or enhance, addressing self-care. Underpinning the
discourse is the experiences and understanding that have shaped how selfcare will be addressed in clinical supervision. This is a potentially fruitful
learning, and it would be useful to discuss both the discursive clues, emotional
dynamic and, supervisor approach and supervisee reaction to challenge that
influence their approach to addressing self-care. Discussion of these aspects
is encouraged in new and existing supervisory arrangements and could be
valuable to be integrated into the training of supervisors to promote a self-care
aware stance for new and existing supervisors, and the future of supervision.

8.5 Final reflections
The undertaking of this research was an immense addition to my professional
and personal life, so I am aware of the potential depletion of my own self-care
in investigating practitioner self-care, the irony has not been lost on me. Yet
overwhelmingly, immersing myself into the study has kept my passion for the
subject ignited, and I have created a study space in which I have allowed
myself to indulge in the research process. I remain curious and hopeful as to
how supervision can be adapted to enhance the self-care of my fellow
practitioners. I have found that my own practice has already incorporated
elements of the findings and I am interested to see how my practice continues
to evolve following the undertaking of the study.
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I return to my musings prior to commencing the research, in recognising
that practitioners acknowledge the need to be being supported in their work,
and the importance of supervision as an avenue to provide this. I am struck by
my continued passion for the topic, and I hope this this study can offer insight
and practice relevant discussions to influence progression for the profession.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Participant information sheet -Stage One

Participant Information Sheet
Recorded Supervision sessions

An exploration into the clinical supervision of Counsellors and Psychotherapists.

Thank you for indicating that you are interested in taking part in this research. This Information Sheet
will hopefully explain what is involved, but if you need further clarification, then please do not hesitate
to contact me using the contact details below.
What is the purpose of the study?
This research is part of a Professional Doctorate in Counselling and Psychotherapy Studies that I am
undertaking at the University of Chester. I am interested in recording clinical supervision sessions and
analysing the language used and process undertaken to address a specific aspect of the supervisory
dynamic.
In order to provide the most ‘natural’ supervision the specific focus of the research will be disclosed
post-participation. The rationale for withholding the specific focus of the research is that participants
involved in a study may modify their behaviour if they know what the focus of the study is, plus it may
impact on the quality of the data and the subsequent findings. Therefore, to ensure the quality of the
data used in the study and to obtain the most realistic, non-obtrusive recording of supervision
sessions, the specific aspect of the supervisory dynamic being researched will be disclosed within
one week of the third recording being submitted to me. Once the recordings have been completed
and analysed, you will be invited for an interview, lasting no more than an hour, which will further
explore your experience of Clinical Supervision. Further information about that will be sent after the
recordings so as not to influence what is explored in your recorded supervision sessions.
What will happen to me if I take part?
To enable this, if you decide to take part, I will require 3 audio recordings of full supervision sessions
with the same supervisor and supervisee to cover 3 supervision sessions, I will not be present for the
recordings. Your written consent will be obtained through the enclosed consent form (which you can
post or scan and email to me).
•

Both supervisor and supervisee must consent to having the clinical
supervision session recorded.

•

Prior to recording the supervision session, both supervisor and supervisee
must ensure that non-identifiable client information be discussed and must
agree to using a pseudonym or code that relates to the clients being
discussed in the supervision session, in order to protect client anonymity.

•

Three (3) consecutive clinical supervision sessions will need to be audio
recorded – this can be done using a voice recording app on a smart phone.

•

Each session must be transferred asap post-session to the researcher via a
secure, TSL/SSL encrypted, unbreakable file security, GDPR compliant
online transfer portal –PCloud Crypto (a secure file sharing website) details
of how to do this will be sent separately.
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•

The aim is to capture real, natural language and the process used to address
a particular aspect of the supervisory dynamic in clinical supervision.

•

Once all 3 supervision sessions have been received the specific focus of the
study will be disclosed within 1 week of the final recording being submitted
to me, prior to individual interviews.

Once the sessions are received, the digital recording will be transcribed. Your transcripts will be
allocated a pseudonym or code to protect your anonymity, and any identifying features in the data will
be deleted.
Your right to withdraw without prejudice
You have every right to withdraw from the research at any time, without prejudice, up until the point
that the thesis has begun to be written up, which will commence 6 weeks after the supervision
sessions have been transcribed, you will be notified of these dates. Once the writing-up has begun, it
will be impossible to remove your data as it will be aggregated, making your data more difficult to
identify.
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
If, for any reason, personal issues are stirred for you, I am an experienced therapist, so I will do my
best to support you in the time we are together. I am also able to furnish you with a list of therapists in
your locality, and free local support services, helplines or online support services whom you may be
able to access.
What are the possible benefits of taking part?
The experience will give you time to reflect on your work, and to share your thoughts. This may
contribute to something greater at research and policy level.
What if something goes wrong?
I will do everything within my ability to ensure your safety and confidentiality. However, if you are not
happy with any aspect of the research process, please raise it with me. If you are still not happy, you
may raise it with my Research Supervisor, Professor Peter Gubi, at the University of Chester:
http://www.chester.ac.uk/sps/staff/rev-pr-pm-gubi
If you are still unhappy with things, you may then raise it with the Dean of Faculty, Professor David
Balsamo: Email: d.balsamo@chester.ac.uk
In the unlikely event that a participant is harmed by taking part in the research, there are no special
compensation arrangements.
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential, and how will my data be stored?
The fact that you are taking part in the research, and everything that you share, will remain
confidential. In the unlikely event that Child Protection issues are raised, I may have to alert Social
Services or Police, but otherwise, what you share will form part of the data which will be anonymised
by use of a pseudonym or code. The data will be stored securely in locked premises, and kept
encrypted on a password protected computer. Only I, and my Research Supervisor, will have access
to the data. The data will be destroyed (shredded or electronically deleted) after five years, in keeping
with GDPR.

What will happen to the results of the research study?
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The completed research will be stored (bound and electronic) at the University of Chester. The
research will be disseminated in future publications and at conferences.
Whom may I contact for further information?
I, the researcher, am: Michelle Seabrook:
My contact details are: 1718412@chester.ac.uk 07817862261

Thank you for your interest in this research.
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Appendix 2: Consent form - supervision sessions

Consent Form (Stage 1)
An exploration into the clinical supervision of Counsellors and Psychotherapists.
Name of Researcher: Michelle Seabrook

Please initial box

1. I have read and understood the participant information sheet and
have had the chance to ask questions.
2. I agree to the three consecutive clinical supervision session being
audio recorded and the data used for the purposes of this research
only.
3. I agree to protect the clients’ anonymity by using non-identifiable
information and prior to recording the supervision sessions I will agree
a pseudonym or code to be used by both the supervisor and supervisee
within the supervision session, in order to protect client anonymity.
4. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to
withdraw at any time before the thesis has begun to be written-up without giving
any reason, this will commence 6 weeks after the supervision sessions have been
transcribed and understand that I will be notified of this date.
5. I agree to take part in this study.
6. I understand that the data will be written up as part of a thesis and
I will not be identifiable in the thesis.
7. I understand that the data may be included in future presentations
of the research at conferences, and disseminated in published
research papers, articles, and books, but that I will not be
identifiable in any dissemination of the research.
Name of participant

Date

Signed

Researcher
Michelle Seabrook

Date
09.05.19

Signed
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Appendix 3: Participant information sheet Stages Two and
Three

Participant Information Sheet
Semi-structured interview (Stage 2 and 3)
An exploration into how supervisee self-care is or isn’t addressed in the clinical
supervision of Counsellors and Psychotherapists.

Dear
Thank you for your continued interest in taking part in this research. This Information Sheet will
hopefully explain what is involved at this next Stage, but if you need further clarification, then please
do not hesitate to contact me using the contact details below.
What is the purpose of the study?
This research is part of a Professional Doctorate in Counselling and Psychotherapy Studies /
Psychological Trauma that I am undertaking at the University of Chester. I am interested in finding out
about how supervisee self-care is addressed in clinical supervision. I would be interested in exploring
your view on, and experience of, this.
What will happen to me if I take part?
To enable this, if you decide to take part, I will arrange a time to interview you face-to-face at your
convenience, or to have a SKYPE/FaceTime interview with you if that is more convenient. Your
written consent will be obtained through the enclosed consent form (which you can post or scan and
email to me if the interview is conducted through SKYPE/FaceTime). The interview will be digitally
recorded and last no more than an hour.
The interview will be semi-structured and be focussed around the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is your understanding of practitioner self-care?
What is your experience of addressing self-care in clinical supervision?
Who initiates talking about self-care?
How are issues of self-care disclosed?
What helps or hinders discussing self-care?
How could it be enhanced/maintained?

Once the interview is complete, the digital recording will be transcribed. Your transcript will be
allocated a pseudonym or code to protect your anonymity, and any identifying features in the data will
be deleted.
Your right to withdraw without prejudice
You have every right to withdraw from the research at any time, without prejudice, up until the point
that the thesis has begun to be written up, which will commence 6 weeks after the interviews have
been transcribed, you will be notified of these dates. Once the writing-up has begun, it will be
impossible to remove your data as it will be aggregated, making your data more difficult to identify.
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What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
If, for any reason, personal issues are stirred for you, I am an experienced therapist, so I will do my
best to support you in the time we are together. I am also able to furnish you with a list of therapists in
your locality, and free local support services, helplines or online support services whom you may be
able to access.
What are the possible benefits of taking part?
The experience will give you time to reflect on your work, and to share your thoughts. This may
contribute to something greater at research and policy level.
What if something goes wrong?
I will do everything within my ability to ensure your safety and confidentiality. However, if you are not
happy with any aspect of the research process, please raise it with me. If you are still not happy, you
may raise it with my Research Supervisor, Professor Peter Gubi, at the University of Chester:
http://www.chester.ac.uk/sps/staff/rev-pr-pm-gubi
If you are still unhappy with things, you may then raise it with the Dean of Faculty, Professor David
Balsamo: Email: d.balsamo@chester.ac.uk
In the unlikely event that a participant is harmed by taking part in the research, there are no special
compensation arrangements.
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential, and how will my data be stored?
The fact that you are taking part in the research, and everything that you share, will remain
confidential. In the unlikely event that Child Protection issues are raised, I may have to alert Social
Services or Police, but otherwise, what you share will form part of the data which will be anonymised
by use of a pseudonym or code. The data will be stored securely in locked premises, and kept
encrypted on a password protected computer. Only I, and my Research Supervisor, will have access
to the data. The data will be destroyed (shredded or electronically deleted) after five years, in keeping
with GDPR.
What will happen to the results of the research study?
The completed research will be stored (bound and electronic) at the University of Chester. The
research will be disseminated in future publications and at conferences.
Whom may I contact for further information?
I, the researcher, am: Michelle Seabrook:
My contact details are: 1718412@chester.ac.uk 07817862261

Thank you for your interest in this research.
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Appendix 4: Consent form Stage Two - supervisor

Consent Form (Stage 2 – Supervisor)
An exploration into how supervisee self-care is or isn’t addressed in the clinical
supervision of Counsellors and Psychotherapists.
Name of Researcher: Michelle Seabrook

Please initial box

1. I have read and understood the participant information sheet and
have had the chance to ask questions.
2. I agree to the research interview being audio recorded.
3. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to
withdraw at any time before the thesis has begun to be written-up
without giving any reason, which will commence 6 weeks after the
interview has been transcribed. I understand that I will be notified
of this date.

4. I agree to take part in this study.
5. I understand that the data will be written up as part of a thesis and
I will not be identifiable in the thesis.
6. I understand that the data may be included in future presentations
of the research at conferences, and disseminated in published
research papers, articles, and books, but that I will not be
identifiable in any dissemination of the research.

_________________
Name of Participant

Researcher

_________________
Date

Date

_____________
Signature

Signature
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Appendix 5: Consent form Stage Three -Supervisee

Consent Form (Stage 3 – Supervisee)
An exploration into how supervisee self-care is or isn’t addressed in the clinical
supervision of Counsellors and Psychotherapists.
Name of Researcher: Michelle Seabrook

Please initial box

1. I have read and understood the participant information sheet and
have had the chance to ask questions.
2. I agree to the research interview being audio recorded.

3. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to
withdraw at any time before the thesis has begun to be written-up
without giving any reason, which will commence 6 weeks after the
interview has been transcribed. I understand that I will be notified
of this date.

4. I agree to take part in this study.
5. I understand that the data will be written up as part of a thesis and
I will not be identifiable in the thesis.
6. I understand that the data may be included in future presentations
of the research at conferences, and disseminated in published
research papers, articles, and books, but that I will not be
identifiable in any dissemination of the research.

_________________
Name of Participant

Researcher

_________________
Date

Date

_____________
Signature

Signature
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Appendix 6: Extract from supervision session original
transcription
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Appendix 7: Example of Jefferson transcription
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Appendix 8: Example of analysis
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Appendix 9:
Discursive devices (Wiggins, 2017. pp. 123-125)
Device name
Basic
Pronoun
use
footing shifts

Description and example function

& Using different pronouns (I, we, us, one) can
highlight the relationship between the speaker and
the account they are providing.
Assessments/second Assessments (evaluations) in interaction are often
assessments
followed by second assessments; these are typically
upgraded if they agree with second assessments.
Silences, pauses and Silences/pauses can indicate trouble interaction; if
hesitations
there are too many pauses or too long a gap
between speakers.
Hedging
Heading talk often precedes a dispreferred second
assessment and can function to highlight the
delicacy of an issue.
Extreme
Case A phrase of a word that is semantically extreme; i.e.,
Formulations (ECF’s) invoking maximal or minimal properties of an object,
person or event. Can be used to justify or strengthen
an argument, add credibility and manage one’s
identity.
Minimisation
Treats the object or account as minimal, often using
terms ‘just’, ‘only’, ‘little’, ‘bit’. Can be used to
downplay the significance or importance of
something.
Lists and contrasts
Listing is a regular feature of interaction, and threepart lists add a particular rhetorical strength to an
argument. They can be used to manage
accountability and identities.
Intermediate
Affect displays

Displaying affect (i.e. an emotion or physical state)
in interaction is often organised within the unfolding
interaction.
Consensus
and These are accounts that suggest that many people
corroboration
or everyone agrees with what you are saying
(consensus) or that someone else provides an
independent witness (corroboration).
Detail v’s vagueness Giving specific details of an event or person vs being
vague or unclear can manage investment (‘stake’) in
the account and thus the speaker’s entitlement to tell
the account or to be asked questions about it.
Disclaimers
These are inserted statements before the main
account to try to mitigate the speaker’s stance on a
particular issue.
Metaphor
Metaphors can be subtle or more striking, and they
can frame an account in a particular way, opening
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up issues of agency and blame, as well as speaker
categories and footing.
Narrative structure
Presenting an account in a sequential order and
within a particular temporal structure; often
highlights thing that need to be known first.
Reported
speech Where speakers report the words or thoughts of
(aka active voicing)
others as if they were directly spoken; adds
authenticity to an account.
Script formulations
This is where an account appears as if it is a regular
or frequent occurrence (as if scripted, or following a
script); can present the account as normal and
expected.
Advanced
Agent-subject
distinction

Speakers often make relevant the agency within a
particular course of events; i.e., how they are
positioned as active or passive, and their associated
responsibility or accountability for these events.
Emotion categories
Speakers often make reference to their own or other
people’s emotional states.
Category
Using a category to refer to a person or categoryentitlements
bound activity (e.g., age, gender, job/career, family
position).
Modal verbs
Modal verbs are those that infer obligations, abilities
or likelihood of something; as such, they can be
used to manage responsibility or accountability for
one’s own or other peoples actions.
Stake inoculation
Similar to category entitlements, this is where
speakers construct their talk to defend against the
claim that they might have a stake in what they are
saying (i.e., that they might be biased or subjective).
Wiggins (2017p.123-125)
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Appendix 10: Consolidation of extracts and the discursive
devices/areas of analytical interest
Area of analytical interest
Metaphor
(disclosure via metaphor?)
shared understanding

Extract containing example
SV 1-1:1, 00.03-01.00
Sv 1-1:2-3 04.51-04.59
SV1-2:3 01:35-05:58
SV1-3 1-2 1.17-02:04
SV1-3:1-2 00:10-02:52
SV1-3:4-5 07:40-07:51
SV2-1:21 30:47-32:02
SV2-1:26-27 38:45-40:17
SV2-3:1 00.00-02.34
SV3-1 12-20: 21.25-33.38
SV3-1: 25-27 – 42:23-45:59
SV3-2: 22-25: 29:44-33:44
3–3 Line 52 to 103 (2)
3–3 Line 184 to 240
SV3.3 7-9 13:48-18:12
SV3.3 15-16 (30:06-32:29)
SV4-1 2-3 -1:11-02:42

Laughter/smiley voice

SV2-1:26-27 38:45-40:17
SV4-1 2-3 01:11-02:42
SV1-1:29 1:07:43-1:09:29
SV2-3:22 46.42-47.40
SV4-2b 4-5 03:16-03:57
SV4-3 41 1:19:55-1:20:39
Supervision 3–3 Section from line 1
to line 51
SV3.3 15-16 (30:06-32:29)
SV1-2:3 01:35-05:58 (line 87, 89)
SV1.1:19-20 45:12-45:28 then
54:40-56:49

Shared understanding (rapid/latched
speech)

SV2-1:26-27 38:45-40:17
SV3.3 7-9 13:48-18:12
SV3.3 15-16 (30:06-32:29)
SV3-1 12-20: 21.25-33.38
SV3-1:21 34:41-36.22
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The wise supervisor
shared understanding or missed
opportunity

SV2-3:1 00.00-02.34 (shared)
SV1-3:4-5 07:51-09:00 (missed)
Extract 3-3 lines 321 to 343
SV3-1:21 34:41-36.22

Reported speech or active voicing

Supervision 3–3 Section from line 1
to line 51
3–3 Line 52 to 103 (2)
SV3.3 15-16 (30:06-32:29)
SV3-2: 22-25: 29:44-33:44

Explicit 'self-care' phrase

SV1-1 1 00.03-01.00
SV2-3:22 46.42-47.40
SV3.3 15-16 (30:06-32:29)

Pronoun use

sv1-1 00.03-01.00 L16-24
SV1-1:29 1:07:43-1:09:29
SV1-2:3 01:35-05:58
SV3-1:21 34:41-36.22
SV3-2: 22-25: 29:44-33:44
SV4-3 1:19:55 - 1:20:39

Emotions categories
(reference to their own or others
emotional state)

SV1-1:2-3 04.10-05.24 (L38-41)
SV1-1:29 1:07:43-1:09:29 (L13)
SV1-2:3 01:35-05:58 (L13-18)
SV2-1:21 30:47-32:02 (L23-38)
SV2-1:26-27 38:45-40:17 (L22-29)
SV2-3:22 46.42-47.40 (L6-14)
SV2-3:1 00.00-02:34 (L3-6) (L4549)
SV3-2 22-25 29:44-33:44 (L55-63)
SV 3-3: 1-6 00:20-12:36 (L54-59,
225-228)
SV3-3 7-9 13:48-18:12 (L1-15)
SV3.3 15-16 (30:06-32:29) (L45-68)
SV4-1 2-3 01:11-02:42 (L18-24)

Method process:
Getting to this stage required a systematic review for the extracts drawing together
commonly held discursive devices across the dataset and re-examining all extracts in
order to strengthen analytical trustworthiness.
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Appendix 11:
Example theme development for supervisor - transcription
to emerging themes
1

Transcription

[00:06:40] M: Yeah. So-so
it's a bit of a-3 [00:06:42] Pat: Yeah, it's a
bit of [laughs]
4 [00:06:44] M: -tricky one.
[laughs]
5 [00:06:46] Pat: Yes.
[laughs]
6 [00:06:47] M: So, in your
supervision that you give to
others as-as the supervisor,
how, what's your-what's
your overall experience of
how it gets addressed in the
room? What do you think
happens in the room? The
kind of process of it.
7 [00:07:03] Pat: Process.
That's interesting, it's
interesting 'cause I tend to-I'm not too directive as a
supervisor, I tend to be more
on to non-directive.
8 [00:07:13] Pat: Um, really
I'm sort of, a lot of the time
I'm waiting to see what the
supervisee brings.
9 [00:07:20] Pat: um, and
then I will explore that,
whether it's a client issue,
whether it's an
organisational issue,
whether it's a personal issue.
10 [00:07:32] Pat: And, you
know, i-if they don't bring
very much on a particular
day, and they seem to be in
a good place, I will accept
that, I won't go digging.

Exploratory
notes

Emerging themes

Non directive in
approach to sc

Svee leading sc
issues being
presented

Wait to see what
the svee brings
(svee led)

Svee leading sc
issues being
presented

Svee presents,
svor explores

Svee leading sc
issues being
presented

Acceptance of
svor autonomy in
bringing issues of
sc - won't 'go
digging'
(interested in the
word digging suggestion of
something

Svee leading sc
issues being
presented

2
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needing
uncovering?)
11 [00:07:44] Pat: Um12 [00:07:44] M: So,
supervisee led then?
13 [00:07:47] Pat: -Yes.
14 [00:07:48] Pat: Absolutely,
because I feel that's
important in terms of their
trusting of me.

Trust in important

Sv relationship trust
Sv providing a
container/safe space

15 [00:07:54] Pat: And-and
feeling safe in that
supervision space, people
don't necessarily want
intrusive questions when
they come for supervision.
16 [00:08:03] M: Mm. Yeah.
So-so for you, um, it's
supervisee led and so-so do
they take the lead with that
or is it, if they give you a
clue, do you take the lead?
What do you think the-the
balance is?
17 [00:08:18] Pat: Yes-yes. I-I
sort of read, I think I read,
you know, we probably all
read supervisees.
18 [00:08:28] Pat: And they
are, how comfortable they
are with a particular issue.
19 [00:08:33] Pat: Um, and so
you will respond
accordingly in terms of, um,
the level of sensitivity.
20 [00:08:42] Pat: Where I
bring to the situation, uh.
21 [00:08:44] M: So, what sort
of clues do you look for that
the supervisee gives you?
That-that there's an issue
with something? What-what
do you listen out for? Or is
it, I mean, or is it something
specific or general, how do
you-how-how do you know

Feeling safe in sv
Not wanting
'intrusive'
questions in sv (is
asking about sc
intrusive?)

Sv providing a
container/safe space
Not explicitly asking
about sc

Reading the sv
(instinctive?)
Assessment of
how they are.

Svor instinct
re wellness

Response to sc
issues depends on
how sv is

Sv providing a
container/safe space
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to-to-to question a little bit
more?
22 [00:09:03] Pat: [laughs]
Sometimes it's body
language-

Clues - body
language, a s ense
of the svee
discomfort linked
to how they are
presenting.

Svor instinct re
wellness

Making a link to
parallel process how the sv is
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Appendix 12 - Theme analysis -Pat
Emerging themes

Abstraction

*Wide application of sc
*Question or challenge svee
*Link with presentation of
client to sc of svee
*Sv as support
*Training - lack of emphasis
on sc
*Sv providing a
container/safe space
*Developmental stage of svee
- factor in their selfawareness
*Svee leading sc issues being
presented
*Sv relationship - trust
*Not explicitly asking about
sc
*Svor instinct re wellness
*Svee avoidance/difficulties
presenting sc
*Lack of awareness of need to
bring sc issues
*Importance of addressing sc
in sv contracting
*Danger of sc being a tickbox
*Sc as implicit process in sv
*Place for svee to offload
*Non judgemental
environment/realtionship
*Safe environment
*svee fear impacts on
presenting sc
*svee fear of svor judgment
*svee presentation - impact
on sc
*human struggles under
professional mask of svees
*Minimising - using humor
*sc at contracting stage of sv
*permission giving for svee to
talk about sc
*heightened awareness from
research
*importance of sc in sv

Supervisory relationship
Sv as support
Sv providing a container/safe
space
Sv relationship - trust
Place for svee to offload
Non judgemental
environment/realtionship
Safe environment

Process in sv - svor
Question or challenge svee
Svor instinct re wellness
Link with presentation of
client to sc of svee
Not explicitly asking about sc
heightened awareness from
research
Wide application of sc

Process in sv - svee
Developmental stage of svee factor in their self-awareness
Svee leading sc issues being
presented
svee fear impacts on
presenting sc
svee fear of svor judgment

location
(initial
pageno/line)
P5/36
P6/52
P10/84
P11/89
P24/182
P18/138-142
P19/151
P26/196
P19/146
P19/151-154

P2/11-18
P4/32
P11/87
P11/92
P3/28-31
P10/80
P28/215-217
P10/85
P13/103
P15/118
P17/132
P26/197-203
P30/25

P7/60-66
P9/77-79
P21/161-166
P22/168
P23/177-180
P24/185
P12/96-97
P13/107
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svee presentation - impact on
sc
human struggles under
professional mask of svees
Minimising - using humor
Svee avoidance/difficulties
presenting sc

P13/105
P14/110-112
P25/189
P25/191
P17/133/134
P17/135
P27/207
P27/210
P5/41-44

What's missing/increasing
integration
Lack of awareness of need to
bring sc issues
Importance of addressing sc
in sv contracting
sc at contracting stage of sv
permission giving for svee to
talk about sc
Danger of sc being a tick-box
Sc as implicit process in sv
Training - lack of emphasis
on sc
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Appendix 13 - Mindmap of themes
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Appendix 14 - Audit trail of themes IPA - supervisor
Superordinate Sub theme
Ordinate
theme
Importance
"we're the
of self-care
instruments"
Integration in
training and
practice

Abstracted
theme
Sam:
Importance
of sc
sc in training
needs
Chris:
Importance
of sv for sc
Training and
enhancers
Pat:
What's
missing,
increasing
integration

Emergent theme
from original
Importance of selfcare
S - Importance of
self-care
Importance of sc
self-review as sc
process
Link of sve sc to
clients (importance
of sc
Linked pers/prof
recognition of
hazards of the role
culture of sv
C-Importance of
sv for sc

Original
source
S1/7
S2/11
S3/23
S3/29
S4/31
S36/374380
S37/386396

C3/37
C3/41
C7/101
C2/26-27

Valuing sv
Justification of sv importance for sc
C4/50
Value of good
C2/26
quality sv
C1/2
sv not therapy but
therapeutic
Sv more than client
work
Svee uncertainty
recognised
Assessment of svee
wellness
Integration in
training and
practice
C-Training and
enhancers
To ask for
feedback from svee
Enhanced through
open conversation

C7/105
C8/120
C5/70
C2/18
C3/48
C3/46
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Encouraging
openess
Training appreciation of sv
Training - to
encourage students
to think about sv
Evaluation of sv
S-Sc in training
Own expereince in
training - sc not
attended to
Training needs need to preceed sv
Training needs
P-What's
missing/increasing
integration
Lack of awareness
of need to bring sc
issues
Importance of
addressing sc in sv
contracting
sc at contracting
stage of sv
permission giving
for svee to talk
about sc
Danger of sc being
a tick-box
Sc as implicit
process in sv
Training - lack of
emphasis on sc

S33/344348
S34/356362
S35/364366
S38/402

P13/105
P14/110112
P25/189
P25/191
P17/133/134
P17/135
P27/207
P27/210
P5/41-44
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I am here Relationship
- the
Containment
containing Challenge
supervisor

Sam:
sv
assessment
of sve
(barometer)
svor
influence and
responsibility
sv
relationship
Chris:
sv
relationship
Pat:
Process in sv
- svor
Supervisory
relationship

S-sv assessment of sve
sc (barometer)
svo own process
Levels of resilience
S - Supervisor
influence/responsibility
on sve in addressing sc
Svo opens sc dialogue
Svo influence
sc as integral in sv
sc as unspoken
encouraging sve
reflection on sc issues
Containing the svee
The flow of sv
Svo influence
svo responsibilty
Svo expereince of sv
S- Sv relationship
Sv relationship
svo intention

C-sv Relationship
Relationship with svee knowing the svee
sv relationship
Importance of 'fit'
Safe space/containment
Holding svee in mind
(relationship?)
svor self-disclosure
No judgements
Encouraging openess
P- Supervisory
relationship
Sv as support
Sv providing a
container/safe space
Sv relationship - trust
Place for svee to offload

S2/13-21
S3/25
S28/190196
S24/251259
S31/328332
S32/334336
S5/57
S7/71
S8/73
S8/77
S9/88-97
S10/103105
S11/115
S12/125127
S13/129131
S17/180184
S19/198200
S20/208214
S21/218222
S22/237241
S23/243245
S29/302
S40/418
S44/4458462
S8/75
S15/157
S28/298300
C1/15
C6/94
C8/121
C9/128
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Non judgemental
C8/113
environment/realtionship C7/98
Safe environment
C6/95
C6/96
C2/18
P- Process in sv - svor
Question or challenge
svee
Svor instinct re wellness
Link with presentation
of client to sc of svee
Not explicitly asking
about sc
heightened awareness
from research
Wide application of sc

P5/36
P6/52
P10/84
P11/89
P24/182
P18/138142
P19/151
P26/196
P19/146
P19/151154

P2/11-18
P4/32
P11/87
P11/92
P3/28-31
P10/80
P28/215217
P10/85
P13/103
P15/118
P17/132
P26/197203
P30/25
Where are
you?

Needs &
influences
Reflexivity
Development

Sam:
Sve
difficulties
sve
engaging/not
engaging
sve
development
Chris:

S- Difficulties for sve in
addressing sc
Recognition of sve
ability to suspend own
issues
Own experience of 'park
it' - abiloty to be resilient
in the work- suspend?
Limitations in this.
Sve bad experience

S4/37-41
S5/57
S10/107109
S22/229235
S41/426434
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svee
influence and
needs
Pat:
Process in
sv- svee

svee influence on sess focus of sv
sve non-disclosure
S-Sve engaging with sc
issues
svee openess about how
they are feelings
experience = sc
knowledge?
svee influence on sc in
sv
supervisee reflexivity,
adapability (sve process)
sve disclosing personal
issues
S- Sve not engaging
with sc issues
svee influence on sc in
sv
S-Sve development
svee development
supervisee reflexivity,
adapability (sve process)

S6/59-63
S6/65
S8/79-81
S12/117121
S30/316
S42/442444
S13/137
S14/143147
S16/163169
S18/186
S25/267
S26/271
S30/316

C-Svee influence and
needs
Openess of sve
Sve actively brings
personal sc into sv
Influence of svee on sv
Sve lead, but svo
challenges
Svee influence on sv planning
meeting svee needs
Sv recognition of own
needs
P- Process in sv - svee
Developmental stage of
svee - factor in their
self-awareness
Svee leading sc issues
being presented
svee fear impacts on
presenting sc

C1/8
C2/22
C6/86
C1/11
C9/123
C7/99

P7/60-66
P9/77-79
P21/161166
P22/168
P23/177180
P24/185
P12/96-97
P13/107
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svee fear of svor
judgment
svee presentation impact on sc
human struggles under
professional mask of
svees
Minimising - using
humor
Svee
avoidance/difficulties
presenting sc
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Appendix 15 - Audit trail of themes IPA - supervisee
Super ordinate
theme
1 Supervisee
self
awareness1/aHow am I?
1/bWhat do I
need?
(1/b/iIdentifying
what I
need/1/b/ii Meaningful
self-care)

Jo Alex Mel Chris Emergent theme from original data
Y

Y

Y

Y

J-Questioning self/holding self
accountable
J-Checking in
J-reflection on own process
J-meaningful self-care
J- sc as protective factor
M- Sc in sv as a preventative measure
M-Learn what need for sc (developing
self-awareness)
M-SC in sv as part of ethical practice
A- recognition of the link between
personal and professional
A-self-care application – identifying
what I need
A- sc as a preventative measure/ethics
C-Asking question regarding self-care
needs
C- Self-care as work-life
balance/rewards
CRecognising/Identifying/questioning
what needs
C- Needing clear boundaries and
linked to bacp framework

2. Dynamics
& Process
2/1 - Can I tell
you how am I?
(2/1/i - Early
sv expriences/
2/1/iiSupervisor
perceptions)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

J- Meaningful/meaningless enquiry
J-Negative emotional reaction if get
judged by svo
J-Non-disclosure because of fear
M-Early sv relationship – increased
anxiety
M-narrow approach to sc
M-neglect of sc in training
A- Sv & therapy conflict
C-Early sv experience
C- Negative early experience
C-Previous neg experiences of sc in sv.
J- Negative emotional reaction
M-negative emotional reaction to
directness from svo
A- Sve feeling judged by svo for sc
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Y

N

N
N

Avoidance of
discomfort
(2/2) How are
you -

Y

Y

Y

y

Y

Y

Y

y

(2/2/i)
Invitations and
instigators

(2/2/ii) Permission
givers and
catalysts

A -What does the svo think of me/Link
to wounded healer
C- Supervisor expectation
CJudgement from early svor & impact
on svee
J - Negative emotional reaction
J- self awareness as a protective
factor
J-how are you explicit svo enquiry
J-meaningful supervisor question
J-self-care woven into the fabric of
supervision
J- Timing in being asked about sc
J-focus on self as narcissistic
M-Svo initiates sc discussion
M- SC in sv when facing difficult
times (conditional)
M- Sc issue emerges rather than
deliberate act
A – not explicitly asked about sc
A-Asking about sc negates guilt of
talking about it
A-Internalised sc conflict
C - SC not addressed
directly/indirectly
C-Svee initiates talking about selfcare, not svor initiated
C - Prepping for sv
J- Being encouraged to bring 'worst
and best'
J- Prioritising presenting difficult
issues in supervision
J-Warning signs of struggling
J- Pre-preparing self-care issue to take
to supervision - to avoid emotional
impact of supervisor highlighting the
issue.
M-Take sc issues when professional
and some personal issues if they
impact on practice (conditional)
M- Links of sc to client work (more
permission giving/acceptable)
M- Sv relationship = able to take more
sc issues (comfortable)
M- Presenting sc issue as a struggle
(emotional reaction)
M- Sc in sv at times of crisis
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M-Lack of self-awareness as limiter
A – Recognition of link between
personal and professional
A- Sve initiates sc conversation
A - Balance of bringing personal sc
into sv
C- Svee taking responsibility for
addressing sc
C-Ticking a box in sv

(2/2/iii)
Enhancers

(2/3)
"Relationship
is the key"
Alex (A6263/734-738)

y

y

Y

y

Y

y

Y

J- explicit self-care plans question
from svo
M- Need for more sc content in sv
M- More than crisis approach needed
M- svo -practice what preaches as
enhancer
A-Importance of embedding sc in sv &
training
A- sc as part of sv contract
C- Svee taking responsibility for
addressing sc
A-Feeling comfortable - positive
emotional response
A-Importance and impact of
relationship with svo
A-Trust in sv relationship
A-Sv influencing stress levels/not
wanting to disclose
A-Benefits of svo understanding of sve
personal issues
A-Lack of connection with svo
J-positive expreince of sv
J- Collaboration in supervision
J- Trusting supervisor allows
disclosure
J- Importance of supervisory
relationship
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M- Long sv relationship makes
addressing sc easier
M- svo 'didn't get me' as limiter
C- Relationship in sv
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